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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
In its Annual Report, 1971, the North Central Association's 
COA1J11ssion on Institutions of Higher Education acknowledged the presence 
of educational innovations, observing how new methods of teaching and 
learning are found alongside more traditional 1nstitutions.1 Recognizing 
a responsibility to rec0111Dend appropriate evaluation procedures for these 
newer modes and structures, the Connittee lfsted three fonns evaluation 
could take: 
(1) Direct measurement of student progress toward desired 
object1 ves, 
(2) Analysis of the educational experiences available to 
the student, 
(3) Consideration of the way in which
2
decis1ons on matters 
of 1 ns ti tut1ona1 po 11 cy are made. 
The goal of the adaptation of these reconnendat1ons ts expressed by 
the Co11111ittee: "There w111 ••• be a recording of pr1orit1es and 
s1gn1ficant changes 1n the kinds of data to be emphasized.Ml 
Correspondence instruction cannot be listed among the new modes of 
teaching and 1eam1ng. It is, as Morton states, one of the early exten .. 
1co111111ssion on Institutions of Higher Education, The North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Annual Report. 1971 (Chicago) 1972, p. 3. -----
2Ib1d. • p. 10. 
3tb1d. 
1 
sion activities 1n the university setting.4 It dates from the days of 
Or. W1111am Rainey Harper (1856-1906) who, as the first president of the 
Un1vers1ty of Chicago, established the first university correspondence 
teaching department.S 
2 
Nonetheless, this study will suggest that a new approach to evalua-
tion of an older mode of teaching and learning can assist in the reorder-
ing of priorities where needed. The kinds of data used in this descrip-
tive and exploratory study are not new. The emphasis given the data 1s 
more recent. This study--its hypotheses, its data, its statistical 
structure--is designed to achieve the goal stated by the C0111111ssion on 
Institutions of Higher Education. Professionals in the field of 
correspondence instruction have voiced a need for such self-analysis. 
Childs (1961) has remarked: 
We need research to help us improve our procedures. Much 
of what we do now in correspondence study we do because we 
inherited it •••• Undoubtedly much of what we do is good. But 
we don't really know this because little of it has been subjected 
to searching examination to detemine whether it is better than 
something else we might be doing. There is practically no researc~ 
in the area of the methodology of correspondence instruction •••• 
We need to give consideration to research which has already been 
completed, that which is now in progress and more specifically 
cs1nn1:~~:::R.u~~!~i~n!f8Af!~n!x~,.::!;n1~3~:.ual~d states 
5oss1an MacKenzie and Edward L. Christensen, (editors) The Chan~ing 
World of Correspondence StQdy_, International Readings (University Par : 
The Pennsylvania State Uiil'Versity Press) 1971. Today Dr. Harper 1s 
referred to as the father of correspondence teaching; this recognition he 
deserves. He participated in organizing the system of correspondence 
teaching upon which the Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts depended to 
reach its scattered following during the early Ut80s. Dr. Harper, who 
established the first university correspondence teaching department when 
he became the first president of the University of Chicago, was one of 
the most interested innovators and ablest representatives of correspond-
ence teaching, p. 7. 
than I have .. done up to now, to that which we need to conduct in 
the future. 6 
3 
A method of 1nstruct1on as adequate as any other can benefit from a 
careful examination of 1 ts own input into the learning process. Self-
exam1nat1on of the system is appropriate, particularly since past studies 
of the comparative effectiveness of differing modes of teaching and 1earn-
1ng have been 1nconclus1ve. In his address to the Eighth Conference of 
the International Council on Correspondence Education, Childs (1969) 
implied t.h1s: 
In 1932 Longstaff reviewed the literature up to that time on 
this type of experimentation L-~arat1ve studies of general 
methods of learning 7. Ten years later, 1n 1942, Wolfle swmnar1zed 
research between 1912 and 1942. He sumar1zed Ms findings by 
repeating Longstaff's statement of 1932: 'The experimental 
evidence submitted to the present time tends t.o support the 
general conclusion that there 1s little difference in achievement 
1n large and small classes, and, also. that 1t makes little 
difference as to what method of presentation of the materials of 
the course 1s used.' 
Thirteen years later, in 1955, li1Mley and McKeachie reviewed 
the research literature on this subject and stated: 'The third 
decade of research has not outdated Longstaff's statement (of 
1932) •I 
Probably the most definitive effort to resolve this question was 
that of Dubin and Taveggia, of the University of Oregon, who 
published their results in 1968 •••• They report 1 the results of 
a reanalysis of the data frC111 91 co8')arative studies of college 
teaching technologies conducted between 1924 and 1965.' The so-
called technologies involved were the lecture method. the discussion 
method1 the tutorial method, supervised 1 ndependent study and 
unsupervised independent study. Research studies of all possible 
6Gay1e B. Childs, "Correspondence Study Research," Proceedings of 
the Sixth International Conference of the lnten1ational Council on - -
Wrres1>9ndince Education (Eugene. Oregon: (Biera1 Extension ofvli"ion, 
Oregon State System ol Higher Education) 1962 p. 115. 
Also see Stein, page17 ~ footnote 50. 
relationships of these methods were studied and the data 
cumulated. They conclude: 
'For approximately four decades researchers have been 
attempting to compare and contrast face-to-face methods of 
teaching. experimentally, 1n college and university class~ 
rooms. The central problem for research has been defined 
as one of finding the method or methods of teaching which 
will maximize desired consequences among students •••• 
The results of this research are clear and unequivocal --
no particular method of teaching is measurably to be 
preferred over another when evaluated by student examina-
tion performances.' 
It must be noted that the Dubin report is concerned only 
with studies involving college instruction •••• But the 
report does suggest that there would be little profit in 
comparing college correspondence study with special methods 
such as lecture and discussion 1n the classroom since, 
according to the evidence, these methods produce 
equivalent learning results.7 
In 1973 Chflds emphasized: 
It Lthe method of instructio!!l just doesn't make any 
difference •••• It is necessary, if learning 1s to occur, 
that sensory impressions be received by the learner. There 
must be an input of infonnation which is the basis for learn-
ing. But there is no consistent evidence which establishes 
that any one form of providing this input is superior to others. 
In fact, the evidence 1s overwhelmingly to the contrary.a 
A OescriptivE!_ and Exploratory ?tuw 
4 
In providing information for subsequent evaluation and decision mak-
ing about improvements, alterations. and reordering of priorities w1thfn 
7Gayle B. Childs, (Chainnan of the Connittee on Research), "Reports 
from Chairmen of Standing Cotm1ittees, 11 Proceedings of the Eighth Inter-
national Conference of the Internationa1 Council on--C:orrespondince Educa-
don, Renee Erdos (edftorT (Paris: Onesco Rouse}l9g"§. p. 57. 
a_______________ "Correspondence Study: concepts and Cormients, II 
an unpublished address to the Correspondence Study Division of the 
National University Extension Association, Omaha, Nebraska. April, 1973. 
5 
correspondence 1nstruct1on. this study 1s descriptive and exploratory. 
Riley's observations on descriptive research in sociology are also 
suited to this educational study. Descriptive studies are 11ke1y to 
cover a wide range of detail and 1dent1fy broad scopes within a system. 
Various processes and behavior patterns latent or otherwise not known are 
exposed.9 The hypotheses exam1ned 1n this study are intended to answer 
such a query: Is it possible that certain three-dimensional relation-
ships 1n correspondence instruction wil 1 reveal patterns and processes 
within this method that have been previously unknown? 
Survey studies 1n descriptive research, states Van Dalen, organize 
and inspect educational data in four broad categories: 
(1) The setting of learning, 
(2) The characteristics of educational personnel, 
(3) The nature of the pupils, 
(4) The nature of the educational process.10 
Van Dalen adds a refinement to descr1pt1ve research. Observing 
tnat documentary analysis is one of several forms of survey study 1n 
descr1pt1ve research, 11 he states, "Historical LClocumentary:-f analysis 
1s primar11y concerned with the more distant past and descriptive 
L-documentaryJ research with the present. 1112 Patterns and 
9Mati1da W. Riley, Sociological Research: A Case Approach {New 
York: Harcourt. Brace and Wor1a, Inc.} l9bj pp. 69-70. 
100eobold B. Van Dalen, Understandins. Educational Research (Hew York: 
McGraw-Hi 11 Book Company) 1966, p. 208. 
11The fonns are: (1) School Surveys, (2) Job Analysis, (3) Document-
ary Analysis, (4) Public Opinion Surveys, and (5) Coumunity Surveys. p. 207 
12tb1d •• p. 211. 
processes in correspondence 1nstruct1on that may have been previously un-
known can be examined within frameworks of strengths, priorities, weak-
nesses and change. Emphasis was given to th1 s outlook for correspondence 
instruction by Childs over twenty years ago (1953): 
If progress is to be made, I should say that four things are 
essential, 
First. we must see correspondence study realistically. We 
must clearly understand what 1t 1s and must recognize 1ts strengths 
and its weaknesses. 
Second, we must recognize that correspondence study is but one 
agency for the providing of education. ~e must see the role which 
correspondence study is to play within the entire framework of 
education if we are to work to develop that role. 
Third, we must determine how well corresponJence study is now 
being used to carry out the purposes it 1s best designed to serve. 
Fourth, we must devise procedures which w111 help correspondence 
study to fulfil its essential role.13 
Data of the ncre recent past available for this study are analyzed 
1n questions of current concern to professionals in correspondence 
instruction. Analysis of their concerns will assist 1n realizing the 
present advantages of correspondence instruction 1n one privately based 
institution of h1gher education. These advantages are related to the 
benefits that come from descriptive, documentary analysis. Van Dalen 
explains: 
Documentary analysis may help educators (1} describe spec1f1c 
conditions and practices ••• , (2) spot trends. (3) detect weak-
nesses. (4) trace the development of a student's ••• work, 
13Gay1 e B. Chi lds, 11Superv1 sed Correspondence Study• 11 Proceedi "ff;• 
Fourth International Conference on Correstondence Education (State Co ege, 
Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State Col ege General Extension Services) 
1953, p. 99. 
(5} discover differences in the practices that prevail in various 
areas •••• (6) evaluate the relationships of stated objectives 
and what is being taught, and (7) detect the biases, attitudest 
interests, values, and psychological states of people.14 
7 
It 1s the judgment of th1s investigator that the broad scope given 
by Riley to the conceptual model in research should also be given to the 
hypothesis. "The conceptual model 1s a heuristic device serving to 
guide the fonnulat1on and solution of ••• problems," she wr1tes.15 Extend-
ing this statement. this 1nvest1gator claims a hypothesis should be 
equally heuri!t1c. Hypotheses should try to lead to better insights into 
problems. They generate further research so that the collation of 
specific research findings assists in the formulation of general theory. 
Competent research also 1dent1f1es relationships among and between 
variables. An interrelationship study is thus another form of 
descriptive research.16 The hypotheses studied 1n this work are of this 
nature. Thus, the question first presented on page five can be reformu-
lated: Is it possible that the frequency of occurrence of three-dimen-
sional interrelationships under examination w111 reveal patterns and 
processes? What insights into problems and patterns may be provided by 
the knowledge of such relationships? 
Using the three-dimensional chi-square statistical model for 
analysis, this study seeks to uncover significant and non-s1gn1f1cant 
interrelationships within correspondence 1nstruct1on. R1leyl7 identifies 
14Ib1de J Pe 213 
16van Dalen. ibid., p. 203, 206. 
17 Ri 1 ey 11 1 b 1 d • • p • 14 • 
15R11ey, ibid., p. 15. 
8 
tnis approach as exploratory. Such research does not presume to have 
predictive power, though there is an exploratory aspect in 1ts descriptive 
approach. 18 Wh11e such study describes what exists without cla1m1ng to 
uncover causes, Van Dalen does give credit to its pract1ca11ty: 
Descriptive studies that obtain accurate facts about existing 
conditions or detect significant relationships ••• and 
interpret the meaning of the data provide educators with 
practical and inwediately useful information.19 
He refers to the discovery of relationships (what Riley has 
identified as discovering wide ranges of detail 1n an exploratory study) 
and continues: 
Descriptive studies that discover the presence or absence of 
an association between variables serve as pi lot projects. 
They screen out unpromising hypotheses and detect relationships 
between variables that experimentation can study ~QOf1tably under 
more regorously controlled laboratory conditions. 
The information gathered from this study, statistically s1gn1ficant 
and non-significant, will help to identify, to describe. to screen, and 
to interpret the relationships under investigation. The work is therefore 
a pilot project. Critical judgments about the REthod of correspondence 
instruction are the responsibi11 ty of the professionals who have rated 
the importance of the hypotheses to be examined. 
Hemphill (1969) writes of the ideal researcn study, and states that 
the quality of such 1nvestigation 1s reflected 1n the fo11ow1ng observa-
tions: 
(1) Problem selection and definition is the responsibility of the 
individual doing the research; 
18van Dalen, ibid., p. 239. 
19 Ibid., p. 235. ··}o ' Ibid., p. 238. 
(2) Tentative answers (hypotheses) to the problem may be 
derived by deduction from theories or by induction from 
an organized body of knowledge; 
(3) Value judgments by the researcher are limited to those 
implicit 1n the selection of the problem; 
(4) Given the statement of the problem and the hypothesis, 
the research can be replicated; 
(5) The data to be collected are determined largely by the 
problem and the hypothesis; 
{6) Relevant variables can be controlled or manipulated, and 
systematic effects
1
of other variables can be e11m1nated 
by randomization.2 
9 
Wherever and whenever approaches to learning and teaching are made 
for the achievement of goals. assessment of products 1s essential. Bases 
for critical judgment about the effectiveness and eff1c1ency of the 
methods must be developed: 
Continuing assessment of the product ••• is neces.sary. This 
means the development of pr1nc1p1es and techniques for 
critically judging the worth ••• and th22effectiveness and efficiency of ••• methods of instruction. 
But as Hemphill also points out, precision of information should 
not stifle the drive to find useful infonnation: 
Evaluation studies are made to provide a basis for making decisions 
about alternatives •••• Regardless of the lack of precision in 
thinking, providing infonnation for choice among alternatives .. 
remains the basic and utilitarian purpose of evaluation studies.23 
21John K. Hemphill, "The Relationships Between Research and Evalua-
tion Studies," Educational Evaluation: New Roles, New Means, The Sixty-
e1ghth Yearbook o' the National Society for the Study of Education. Part 
!I, Ralph w. Tyler (editor) (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press 
1969, pp. 190-1). 
22Research and Policy COR1nittee of the COD1R1ttee for Economic 
Development, Innovation in Education: New Directions for the American 
School (New York: Conm1ttee for Economic Development) 1968, p. 17. 
2Jtiemph111, 1b1d., pp. 189-190~ 
10 
This study will provide fnfonnation for subsequent evaluation. It 
does not propose to critically judge correspondence instruction. In 
demonstrating a newer, more critical approach for obtaining infonnation 
about this early university extension activity, the work will invite 
correspondence instruction to use of the 1nfonnation for self-study 
about priorities. changes, weaknesses and strengths4 
Research !!!.Adult Education 
As research review writer for Adult Education, Kaplan (1959) 
reported the number of research studies in the general area of adult 
education ranged from one in 1955 to twenty-three in 1959. More note-
worthy are the research method studies in adult education for the same 
period: 
He remarked: 
1955 - 3 
1956 - 0 
1957 - 1 
1958 - 0 
1959 - 0 
Through the years in which Research Review has been presented 
the writer has been especially struck with the paucity of studies 
dealing with the philosophy, values and objectives of adult 
education.24 
Later, in 1963. while emphasizing a need for experimental research 
studies in the field, he wrote of the lack of research pr1or to 1957. 
Bridging the seven-year period, 1957-1964, in a single remark he spoke of 
the lack: "The situation has not improved materially since that time 
24Abbott Kaplan, "Introduction to Research Review,~ Adult Education, 
Volume 9. Number 4, (SU11111er, 1959), p. 195. 
11 
l-1957J~ 1125 
One year later (1965) the Chairman of the Adult Education Associa-
tion Committee on Research remarked on this topic: 
A survey of the AEA membarsMp several years ago indicated that 
members believed tnat st1mu1atfon of the production and ut111za .. 
t1on of adult education research should be one of the highest 
priority respons1bilit1es of the Assoc1at1on •••• The twin 
questions to which the Connhs1on on Research has addressed 
itself are, How can more competent researchers be encouraged to 
produce research relevant to adult educators; and How can adult 
educators be encouraged to ut111ze the research f1nd1ngs 1n more 
effective practice.26 
The paucity of (and therefore the need for) research 1s a recurrent 
theme among professionals 1n adult education. Shockingly little is 
conducted the country over, writes Brunner (1960).27 Testable hypotheses 
of predictive value are now needed. 28 Demographic studies of c11ente1e, 
teachers, leaders and programs are 1n such quantity as to lose value, 
claim Thiede and Draper (1963).29 
Montross (1966), looking more closely at one area of adult educa-
tion -- university extension -- stated with some prophetic hope: 
25--------------. "Continuing Education," Journal of Higher Educa-
tion, Volume 34, Number 8 (November. 1963). p. 470.- -
-
26Atan B. Knox. "Research and the Adult Educator," Adult Leadershi.e., 
Volume 14, Number 1. (May, 1965), p. 13. 
27Edmund deS~ Brunner, "Adult Education and Its Research Needs , 11 
Adult Education, Volume 10, Number 4 (Sunner, 1960), p. 218. 
28George H. Ax1nn, "Rigor 1n Cooperative Extension Graduate 
Research," Adult Education, Volume 10. Number 4 (Summer. 1960), p. 230e 
29w. Th1ede, and J. Draper. •Research and Investigations 1n Adult 
Education," Adult Education, Volume 13, Number 4, (SU111Der. 1963), p. 216. 
Present studies relating to Extension as an object of research, 
as might be expected, tend to be descriptive and h1stor1ca1-
soc1o1og1ca1 in nature and tend to examine Extension in the 
context of the larger institutions within which it resides@ 
More sophisticated research designs ought to be expected as 
1nstitut1ons cQ8t1nue to place greater emphasis upon the Exten-
sion funct1on. 3 
12 
Documentary evidence of the need for research 1n adult education 
continues throughout the 1 i terature. A note~orthy emphas 1s of th1 s need 
comes from inspection of the professional journal of the Adult Education 
Assoc1at1on, Adult Education. from fts beginning 1n October, 1950, until 
the close of volume 17 in the summer of 1967. remarks on this need are 
repeatedly found 1n every volume. Beg1nning with volume 18 in the fall, 
1967. the journal while retaining its name. added a subheading to the 
front cover: A Journal !?.f. Research and Theory. S1nce that time the 
inside front cover has carried the statement: 
Adult Education is devoted to research and theory in the 
field of adult education. The emphasis of Adult Education is 
on research, theoretical studies, and articles dealing with 
philosophical issues in adult education. 
Articles primarily concerned with the implementation of the 
arts and techniques of practice are included within the scope 
of Adult Leadersh12. published monthly by the Adult Education 
Assoclation of the USA.31 
It is not apparent that any issue of Adult Education 1nned1ately 
3DH.w. Montross, •Research and University Extension," Educational 
Forum, Volume 30, Number 4, (May. 1966), p. 506. 
It is a judgment of this investigator that Correspondence Instruc-
tion has generally been examined within a larger context of comparative 
data on methods of teaching and 1eam1n~J. The net result of this, already 
mentioned by Childs (page 4. footnote 8), leads this 1nvest1gator to 
suggest that self-examination of the system of Correspondence Instruction 
is therefore in order. The statistical method offered in this study 
should help to place a greater emphasis upon the Corresf)Ondence function. 
31see the inside front cover of issues of Adult Education, Fall. 
1967, to present. 
13 
preceding volume 18 announced this change. The cover style and new sub--
heading, the off1c1a1 policy stateinent 1ns1de the front cover. and the 
articles in subsequent issues attest to the importance the professionals 
1n adult education have placed on their own recognized needs. 
Kidd (1959), reviewing An overview of Ad~. Education Research, 
ed1t.ed by Brunner, W11der 1 Kirchner and Newberry, summarized research 1n 
this area w1th a conclusive statement: "This book shows plainly that 
more research is needed."32 
Research .1!t Correspondence Instruction 
What makes Kidd's observation more notable still is that Stein 
(1961} applies 1t to correspondence 1nstruct1on when he refers to the 
same work: 
L-Th1s book 1 published by the Adult Education Association 1n 
T959, contaTns only a few brief and passing references to c/s 
.t::_sic-:J -- reflecting ~e fact, of course, that almost no 
research has been published on the use of our medium for 
adults.33 
Stein 1s quick to state that this scarc1 ty of information on 
correspondence instruction h no fault of the editors: 
That Brunner and his associates give c/s scant attention ••• 1s 
certainly not those scholars' fault; they3~uld take only what they found -- and they found very 11tt1e. 
32J.R9 Kidd, "Professional Literature,• Adult Education, Volume 10 
Number 4, (Autumn, 1959), p. 57. 
33Leonard S. Ste1n, "Is Home Study a Stepch11 d? 11 Home S,tu~ 
Review, Volume 1, Nunmer 4 (Winter. 1961) p. 33. 
341b1d.' p. 35. 
The fact that ten years hter (1971) Ste1n ~s remarks were 
considered sufficiently accurate to be incorporated 1n another work, 
The Changing World of Correspondence Stud,>;, is worthy of notice. 35 
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Iii 1962 Childs had remarked, "We do have some unresolved problems 
fo correspondence fostructfon. "36 But problems, as Wedemeyer states, 
are not always the result of carelessly permf tted def1cienc1es 1n the 
sys tam. Corre~pondence 1 ns truct1 on of 1 ts nature has spec1 f1 c hazards 
wherein problems may arise, and: 
Ignoring these problems, or fa111ng to work imaginatively 
to overcome them, may of fer greater hazards for the 
correspondence students than students of other methods. 37 
111 t 1s our job to make correspondence study even better," wr1 tes 
Childs. 11Th1s we cannot do unless we know some of the areas in which 
it suffers handicaps e1ther internally or externally imposed."38 As 
Chairman of the Co1m11ttee on Research for the International Council on 
Correspondence Education (1969) he spoke of this lack. He echoed the 
remark of Stein and the cot~nts of Kaplan (1959, 1964)39 concerning 
adult education: 
35oss1an MacKenzie, and Edward l. Christensen, 1 bid •• pp. 90-103. 
36Gay1e u. Childs. 11Problems of Teaching by Correspondence Study," 
The Changing World of Corres¥ondence Stud.}'. Ossian MacKenzie and Edward 
r:-cnristensen-(ed1torsl 197 • p. 1o9. 
37charles A. Wedemeyer, "Problems in learning by Correspondence 
Stuey ," I.bl. Changing W~ld. Di. Correspondence .S:.twlL Ossian MacKenzie and 
Edward L. Christensen , ~di tors} 1971, pp. 12~,~~-
38ch11ds, Fourt~ Intern.!tfonal Conff:rence. p. 102. 
39pages 10 and 11. footnotes 24 and 25. 
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At the time of the Seventh International Conference held 
in Stockholm 1n 1965 I prepared a paper on research 1n the field 
of correspondence study •• ~ .In that paper, I made the 
statement that 'It 1s probably safe to say that if one were to 
make a list of the areas of notable achievement 1n the corres-
ponJ~nce study field, research would not head the list.• I am 
afraid that today, four years later, one would be on equally 
safe ground in making that statecnent.40 
And what Thiede and Draper (1963) 41 observed of extension is just 
as true of correspondence instruction. The quantity of demographic 
material 1s great, but its value 1s not as great. Self-examination 
shows it is "largely our own fault" if scholars and foundations give 
correspondence instruction little serious attention. A professional 
role must be adopted, asserts Stein, ff the stepchild of education is 
to acqu1 re new status. The method has the ma ter1a1 to ach1 eve new 
status: 
We must make clear what c/s can and cannot do; in what subjects 
and for what kinds of learning (skills, knowledge, under-
standings, etc.) the medium 1s effective and for k1o~s not, for 
what kinds of people it is useful and for whom not.4 
Childs was observing the same thing eight years earlier, in 1953.43 
In 1962 he made a similar statement. 44 
It 1s not possible to simply declare that correspondence instruction 
1s "handicapped by pro·fessionals who refuse to recognize or even consider 
40chi1ds, Eighth International Conference, p. 40. 
41page 11, footnote Z9. 
42 Stein, ibid., p. 17. 
43page 6 1 footnote 13. 
44Page 3, footnote ~. 
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correspondence courses as use~ul tra1n1ng." Tc know how the "uninformed 
continue to regard home study as an inadequate means of gaining knowl-
edge. or, at best a second-rate way to leant,"45 1s to provide 11tt1e 
positive assistance in research. Hemph111's observation that any attempt 
to provide useful 1nfonaation 1s a good one, 1s more to the po1nt.46 
Conversely, Driscoll's (1972) statement requires attention: 
Unfortunately. we are still having some research on matters 
that have already been adequately researched 1n the past, and, 
too often, a continuing lack of application of existing 
research.'+7 
Correspondence instruction 1s an effective way to leant.48 It needs 
no apologies. There is "no consistent evidence supporting a claim of 
superiority of one method over another." Childs spoke at great length to 
demonstrate this simple fact. 49 Research. however, must be encouraged u 
45Robert Allen, "Must Home Study Be a Stepchild of Education?" 
!!!!!!!. S,tudy Review (Spring, 1960), Volume 1, no. 1, p. 21. 
46page 9, footnote 23. 
47w111iam Driscoll, "New Developments and Changes 1n Independent 
Study: U.S.A., 11 Ninth International Conference on Correspondence Educa-
tion. A Collection of Conference Paegrs, Vo1ume l~(B1oom1ngton, Indiana: 
rna'fana unfvers1ty)78912. Henry A. em (ea1torT p. 59. 
48A11en, ibid. The nagging question always asked about correspond-
ence courses is, "Can you really leam by mai1? 11 That, of course. 
depends a great deal on the student's own interest and ability. It 1s 
still up to the individual. Men like David Sarnoff, Walter P. Chrysler, 
Senator Stuart Symington and thousands of other highly respected men and 
worr~n found that home study helped 1n their climb up the ladder. One out 
of every four of the Certified Public Accountants 1n this nation leamed 
their profession vh correspondence. and one out of every ten 11 censed 
professional engineers is a home-study graduate. pp. 19-20. 
49cf. pages 3-4, footnote.7. 
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i !I tegra 1 to the method. Oa ta exist 1 n abundance; making the data 
available will encourage the research. The very existence of unresolved 
problems suggests the ava11abi!ity of data that will generate questions, 
investigations, hypotheses, and applications of research designs. 11 In all 
ar~as we need both speculative analyses and empirical stud1es. 1150 Eight 
years after Stein 1s coll11Jent, MacKenzie (1969) spoke of the same matter. 
Two years later still (1971) the sane observation was so valid as to be 
part of his work with Christensen in The Changing World of Correspyndence 
Study: 
50stein, ibid., p. 38. Our IJK'JSt serious shortcoming in this respect 
is our failure to conmun1cate important ftndings about our professional 
activity to other branches of the American educational enterprise .One 
looks almost in va1n for the articles in educational journals assessing 
with precision and sk111 the usefulness of a c/s program •••• It is 
impossible to find 1n the professional literature any reliable statistics 
on the use of c/s, even such simple figures as annual enrollments. We 
avoid like the plague any public admissions about completion rates --
although. in fact, we are the only educational medium that has available 
this easily detennined measure of effectiveness. 
Another major fa111ng from wllich we all suffer is our implicit 
assumption that resident study is the 'right" way to learn. We have not 
viewed c/s as a content fie 1d and med1 um with 1 ts own demands, functions, 
and effectiveness. but have instead ncdeled our activities on the resident 
pattern. and, indeed, typically compare our effectiveness with resident 
situations •••• 
Only rarely does one of us start with the question: What medium can 
best be employed to teach the subject at hand to the clfentele we want to 
reach? Even more rarely is the correlative question raised: What are the 
particular pedagogical characteristics of the c/s medium that make 1t 
effective for the subject and c11entele at hand? 
In short -- we have been less invent1ve, we have shown less initiative, 
we have invested less of ourselves. than we should have. pp. 34-35. 
Childs has written 1n a similar manner: 
aut when 1t comes right down to ft, what do we really know about the 
teaching methods we employ 1n correspondence study? About how many of them 
can we say, with reasonable certainty, that they are better than other 
methods we might be using instead? Ossian MacKenzie and Edward L. 
Christensen, i b 1 d. • p. 116. 
We found that correspondence instruction 1s not well understood 
•••• No real study had been made of the types of material 
and subject matter that can best ~Y taught by the method, 
important though the question is. 
An exploratory attitude is a first step toward self-analysis. 
Examination of the qualities and characteristics of correspondence instruc-
tion without reference to other media is essential. 
What has happened to research 1n correspondence instruction? One 
cannot say, nNothi ng ~ 11 But Childs• observation cannot be ignored: 
"Evidences of carefully done research are st111 hard to come by."52 Enum-
erating one of five areas requiring investigation he wrote: "We must 
examine the methodo 1 ogy of correspondence study to determ1 ne how 1t may be 
improved ... 53 He stated the problem more humorously in a sunnary of 
research in correspondence instruction (1973) when he said: 
I want to reduce it L-that methods of learning make no difference. 
as research has found-_:/ to a profound, carefully and precisely 
worded psychological principle which I will call Childs' first law 
of 1mpact of method on the human organism. It reads, "Insofar 
as general educational methodology is concerned, the brain doesn't 
give a dam."54 
PERIOD! 
51ossian MacKenzie, "The Status of Correspondence Instruction 1n the 
United States, 11 Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference of the 
International Counc11 on Corresponaence Education, ttenee £rdos (ed1t0r)~ 
{Paris: unesco House)-r969 pp. 78-9. Also in The Chanf1n' World of 
Correspondence Stu?{-.E>' Ossian MacKenzie and Edward [. hr stensen 
(editors) (Univers ty Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press). 1971 
p. 361. 
52ch11ds, Eighth International Conference, p. 40. 
53 ______ "Problems of Teaching by Correspondence Study, 11 1n 
MacKenzie and Christensen, p. 118. 
54Gayle B. Childs, "Correspondence Study: Concepts and Conwnents," 
unpublished address, April, 1973, p. 5. 
The Cor~s ondenct ~tC~ Division 
toio a :.JLlErsl.!l. ~ ·-~~s..o 
The Correspondence Stud,y Division of Loyola University of Chicago 
has several unique features. It was the Qnly such div1s1on of a Catholic 
college or university under contract with th~ United Stated Armed Forces 
Inst1 tute (USAFI}. 55 It is the only correspondence study dh1h ion of a 
Catholic tnst1tut1ona1 member of the Nat1onll1 University Extension 
Association. It is aff1Hated with the Hadley School for the Blind, 
Winnetka, I111no1s, the only school in the world that provides correspond .. 
ence courses for the blind. 56 Fina 11y. the Univarsi ty to which the 
Division belongs 1s one of two Catholic universities in the world that 
provides a means of gaining college credit by the eorrespondence method.57 
For more than fif~ years Loyola University of Chicago has offered this 
means of independent study to students throughout the United Stcl'tes and 
the World. 
The Correspondence Study Oiv1s1on58 began in the Fall of 1921. 
55An Act of the Congress of the United States discontinued USAFI in 
1974. 
56The Hadley School for the Blind currently advertises the avail-
ability of over 100 educational and vocational courses by the correspond-
ence method. 
57rhe other institution 1s the Unhers·ity of Ottawa, Canada. 
58From 1!121 to the present. the Division has been known as the School 
of Home Stu<lY (1921-1923), the Home Study Department (1923-1936), the Home 
Study 01vh1on (1936-196}'). and the Correspondence Study Division (1967-
present) • From 1932to 1936 1 t appears that the bu 11et1 ns of courses do not 
carry an official t1tle for the Division. The title on the covers states 
Home Stucly Courses. It 1s assumed that during thh time the D1v1sion was 
known as the Rome Study Oepartrnent. 
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Evidence for this is 1n three typed pages of information, part of a 
collection of bulletins of courses from 1923 to the present in the offices 
of the Division.59 The philosophy, regulations, and courses of the 
SCHOOL OF HOME STUDY are described: 
The SCHOOL OF HO~£ STUDY offers correspondence courses. 
An opportunity to pursue collegiate courses for those unable to 
attend classes. but who wish to continue their education towards 
a bachelor's degree. 
Each major credit (three and one-third semester hours) 
consists of twenty double lessons by mail. The fee for each 
major credit course is $20.00, !!l advance. 
Courses meu' be begun at any time and a year is allowed 
for their completion. No courses may be completed in less 
than four fll)nths. Eighteen majors of home study courses 
may count towards a bachelor's degree. 
These courses are arranged for teachers and social workers 
and especially for members of religious sisterhoods. 
Owing to the recent organ1 zation of the SCHOOL OF HOME STUDY, 
only a limited number of courses are at present offered. 
Additional courses will be gradually added. 
A list of ten courses follows: Social Sciences (5); Languages --
English and Latin (4); Logic (1). The last paragraph above, and the con-
cluding paragraph of the three pages, suggest that the infonnat1on can be 
dated as approximately 1921 or 1922, since the first extant printed 
bulletin 1s dated December, 1923: 
59These pages were saved in typed form by Miss Mary Louise McPart11n, 
Director, Correspondence Study 01 vision (1952 to present). The primary 
source material was fragmentary and in desrepa1r. Miss McPartlin typed 
the pages to complete the collection of bulletins of courses. The 
location of the SCHOOL OF HOME STUDY was given as 155 North Clark Street, 
Chicago, Illinois. The date of this 1nforma.t1on. accord1ng to 
Miss McPartlin, is Fall, 1921. 
These courses are for college credit and presuppose high 
school graduation. Write for application blank. General 
catalogue will soon be issued. 
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Information from all bu11et1ns, 1923 to the present, indicates that 
two wonen have served as heads of thfs Div1s1on. In the bulletin, 
December, 1923, Marie Sheahan is named as Head of the Home Study Depart-
ment. She retained this title unti 1 the publication of the bulletin in 
December, 1927. From that date until 1952 she was known as the Director 
of the Home Study Department and of the Home Study Di vis 1on • 
From 1952 to the present Miss Mary Louise McPart11n has assumed 
responsibility for this Division. From 1952 to 1967 she was known as the 
Di rector of the Home Study 01 vision; from 196 7 to the present as 01 rector 
of the Correspondence Study Oivis1on.60 
It is not the purpose of this study to present detailed history of 
the Correspondence Study Division of Loyola University of Chicago. How-
ever. certain developments and changes between 1923 and the present are 
noteworthy. 61 
60The investigator expresses his indebtedness to the encouragement 
and assistance of Miss Mary Louise McPartlin. This study could not have 
been realized without her. Through her he was introduced to professionals 
1n correspondence instruction who also lent their support and assistance 
1n establishing the hypotheses. Because of her own record keeping 1n 
the Correspondence Study D1v1s1on of Loyola University the data for this 
investigation were made available. 
61 Th1s information 1s taken from the bulletins of courses published 
between December, 1923, and the present. 
i. Presidents~ Loyola University of Chicago: 
- 1926 
1926 - 1934 
1934 - 1943 
1943 - 1947 
1947 - 1956 
1956 - 1971 
1971 -
Reverend William H. Agnew, S.J. 
Reverend Robert H. Kelley. S.J. 
Reverend Samuel Knox Wilson, S.J. 
Reverend Joseph M. Egan, S.J. 
Reverend James T. Hussey, S.J. 
Reverend James F. Maguire, S .J. 
Reverend Raymond C. Baumhart, S.J. 
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2. H1gh School Courses: These were offered by the Correspondence 
Study D1v1s1on from 1926 through 1964. No high school diplomas were given 
through the University, however. The courses offered during these years 
were: 
English - four years of grammar, composition, rhetoric, 
and 11 terature • 
History - Greek and Roman, Mediaeval and l"k>dern, American 
History and Science, World History; 
Government - civics; 
Latin - Grammar, coq>osition. Caesar, Cicero, and Virgil's 
Aeneid (first eight books); 
Mathematics - Algebra. Plane and Solid Geometry, Advanced 
Algebra; 
French. German, and Spanish - elementary and intermediate; 
Typewriting - beginning and 1ntermed1ate; 
Shorthand - I, II, 1nd III. 
3. Fees for Courses: The f1 rst published bulletin. December, 1923, 
states the course fee is $20 for each major course -- the equivalent of 
three and one-third semester hours. This fee prevails until September, 
1936, when it changes to $25 for each major course. In 1947 the fee 
changes to $30 per course, and every course confers three semester hours 
of credit. Thereafter. the fees change to $33 (1951), $35 (1954) 1 $45 
(1959), $50 (1960). $60 (1965). and $65 (1971). 
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4. Credj! Hours Accepted toward ~Degree: In the bulletins for 
December, 1923 to 1926, it is stated that "Sixty of the required one 
hundred and twenty credits for a bachelor's degree may be earned in the 
Home Study Department." A notable lack of specificity becomes evident 
during subsequent years (1927-'1946): 
Hone-study courses apply only towarc a Bachelor's de9ree. 
Hone study-courses may not be applied toward a Master'segree 
because not n>re than one year of resident graduate study 1s 
required for this degree and this length of time in residence 
is demanded for any degree. 
Later bulletins explain this restriction is extended to the master 1s 
degree in any field." But 1n 1954 this restriction is modified slightly. 
While the courses cannot be applied toward a master's degree in any field, 
they "may be used to satisfy prerequisite requirements in certain graduate 
divisions." This latter policy is still 1n effect. 
In 1964 the policy of credit applicable toward the undergraduate 
degree is again made specific: 
Loyola will accept fifteen semester hours (five Home Study 
courses) of correspondence credit toward an undergraduate degree. 
Students are required to check w1th the college from which they 
intend to obtain their degree as to the number of credits earned 
by the correspondence method their own college will accept. 
5. Student Registration: In December, 1927, there 1s ev1dence of 
regulation of enrollment in correspondence courses. In that year it is 
stated: 11An undergraduate student may not pursue a home-study course 
while in residence at any college or university without the written 
pennfssion of Ms Dean.•• The policy remains 1n effect, and 1s only further 
described in 1947: 
A student resident at Loyola University or at any other 
college or university must have the previous written permission 
of his dean or other appropriate officer if he wishes to obtain 
ere di t 1 n h1 s schoo 1 for courses taken by correspondence. Hom-
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study courses are not meant as the regular academic service for 
resident students. Resfdents at Loyola who have been permitted to 
take a correspondence course must ma1nta1n a dual reg1strat1on of 
such a course both 1n their own college and 1n the Home Study 
Oiv1s1on. 
From 1953 to the present. e"'3hasis is placed on the necessity for 
the dean's approval to insure that the student is taking a "course which 
will satisfy his degree requirements. 11 
6. Grading: The grading system 1n the D1v1s1on, 1923 - 1946. is 
as follows: 
Above Passing 
A - 93-100 - Excellent 
8 - 85- 92 - Good 
C - 77- 84 - Fair 
D - 70- 76 Passed 
Below Passing 
E - 60-69 - Conditioned 
F - 0-69 - Failed 
I - Incomplete 
In 1947 any grade below 70 is considered failing, and is evaluated 
as F. Wis added to indicate class withdrawals,and it is stated that 
grades of F and W earn no credit. Again, in 1954 a change is introduced. 
W-Inc is added as anoti1er indication of class withdrawal. W indicates 
withdrawal from a course with no lessons submitted; W-Inc indicates with-
drawal after one or nx>re lessons have been submitted to the instructor. 
This policy is still in effect. 
7. Extension of Time: From its beginning the Division made 
allowance for the fact that the one-year time limit for completion of a 
correspondence course could be extended. In 1923 a student could secure 
such an extension for a $2 fee, 1f he secured "the permission of the 
secretary and his instructor." By 1927 this policy was modified. The 
fee remained the same, but the "arrangements for an extension of time must 
be made through the Director's office. Any private arrangement between 
student and instructor w111 not be recognized.,. In 1954 the fee becomes 
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$5, and the policy states, ''The Director of the division may extend this 
time for serious reasons and upon the student's payment of five dollars. 
No instructor is authorized to grant this extension of time. "The exten-
sion was granted for six months. Not until 1961, however, is this stated. 
finally, in 1969. the policy reads that "only two extensions are 
pennitted. 11 
8. United States Armed Forces Institute: The Division became 
affiliated w1th the United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) in 1943. 
Courses approved by the Institute were available to military personnel for 
the enrollment fee and the cost of text materials. 
The Correspondence Study Division maintained this relationship with 
USAFI until 1974, when the United States Govenunent discontinued the 
organ 1 za ti on. 
9. Hadley School for the B11nd: In 1967 the Correspondence Study 
Division began another affiliation with a s1gn1ficant institution in the 
metropolitan area. A cooperative arrangement between the 01vision and the 
Hadley School for the b11nd now permits eligible students of college level 
to earn crad1t from Loyola University. This arrangement is still operative. 
The bullet1ns of courses do not always clearly 1nd1cate the place of 
the correspondence Study Division in the academic adm1n1strat1on of the 
Un1versitye It 1s clear. however. that certain changes have taken place. 
When the known change occurred. or whether there were 1 ntennedi ate ones 
between those is not always evident. What does remain clear, however, is 
that the Division was part of the College of Arts and Sciences in its early 
years, and much later, was part of the University College. 
M1ss McPartlfo states that when she was appointed Director in 
Ju1y, 19f>2, she was to report directly to the President. Four months 
hter she was told to report directly to the Academic Vice-President. 
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Richard A. Matre, Ph.D., Vice-President and Dean of Faculties of 
Loyola University from 1969 to the present, has stated that an 1nter1m 
period existed prior to 1965, when the Division reported to neither the 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences nor the Dean of The Un1vers1ty 
College. As a result of the North Central Association's University 
visitation 1n 1965, the Division was located within the academic structure 
of The University College. 
REVIEW OF THE LITER~TURE 
Stein's statement: 11 In all areas we need both speculative analyses and 
emp1 ri ca 1 s tu di es* "2 
When he addrossed the International Conference on Correspondence 
Education 1n 1953 Childs said: 
There are many tMngs we need to kmJw~ We need to know what 
sped f1 c procedures are sound 1 n syllabus preparation and 1 n 
correspondence teaching because they oGtually modify student 
behavior. This can only be done by comparative studies involving 
different methods of b:dching. ~Je need more st1,1d1es of achieve-
ment of correspondence study pupils. We may know that correspond-
enc:ia study h good, but the 'lay public a11d our da~sroom colleagues 
are never going to take our unsupported word for it. 
\'le need to know how secondary school pupils who study by 
correspondence in areas other than mathematics get along in cn11ege. 
We need to kno~t what percentage of our pupils complete courses, why 
pupils who drop out do so, the pohets in individual courses where 
drop-outs are high or low in number. We snould know whether the 
subjects 1n wh1 ch the percentage of completions is low do n.ot lend 
themselves well to cor~spondence study or whether the courses we 
offer 111 these subjects are responsible for the low completion rate. 
~ia need to know mor-e about what constitutes !;ound procedure 1n 
the c:idmfoi strati on of tests in correspondence study. This h one 
lchapter One, page 14, footnote 36. 
lchapter One. page 17, footnote 50. 
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of our main admin1strat1ve problems. Perhaps we make too much of 
it. Would open book examinations do as well? 
Th1s list could be indef1ni tely continued. We have very much 
to learn about correspondence study and we are not going to make 
our maximum contribution until we do have some of the answers.3 
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It is evident that Childs is asking for quality inv~st1gat1on in 
correspondence instruction. And investigation of the literature of adult 
education and correspondence instruction reveals an abundance of studies. 
A useful division of these reports into four broad categories 1s 
appropriate: 
1. Evaluative statenents and general studies; 
Z. Surveys and profiles; 
3. Comparative studies of instructional methods; 
4. Studies of specific characteristics. 
These categories are not nwtually exclusive. In this investigation 
they are intended to serve as organizers of representative reports. and to 
put the studies in perspective. 
l. Evaluative Statements and General Studies 
Adult education and un1vers1 ty extension have a mission "to help lift 
the individual and collective 11fe of people to higher planes."4 They wrote 
the statements in 19&5, but Shannon and Schoenfeld were echoing the 
3Ga.Y1 e a. Childs, Fourth In terna ti ona l Conference .2!!. Correspondence_ 
Education, p. 104. 
4T.J. Shannon and Clarence A. Schoenfeld, nAz1muths for University 
Adult Education," Adult Leadership, Volume 14. Number (November, 1965) 
p. 153. 
thoughts of C1yde Votaw. F1fty years earlier, in 1915, he addressed the 
first conference of the National University Extension Association 1n 
Madison, Wisconsin: 
The !IK)St important thing to say about univer:;ity extension 
is that it should be directed and infused by Idealism. We may 
th1nk of our Idealism as Moral Idealism, or C1v1c Idealism. or 
Social Idealism. It seeks out what is highest and best for 
humclnity, it aspires to the finer aci'lieven~nts of life, it views 
material things and vocational pursuits as useful in proportion 
as they serve to promote the virtues of character and the deeds 
of goodness. The goal of our highest thought and effort in 
univers·ity extension will be to work toward that perfected hu-
manity in which ttte well-being of each individual in organic 
relation with all others will be achieved.5 
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Whatever its form, idealism was .aergevin's (1963) lodesta1". He 
itemized several means required "to grow and develop into the kinds of 
persons we are capable uf becoming." Cultural, sp1r1tua1, and vocational 
development are "musts" in adult educations He states: 
Adult education should develop a mature rationality in our 
lives and through us 1n the institutions which play a vital part 
in our learning to 11ve together. 
Basically adult education like all educat1on has two jobs to do: 
1. To meet persona 1 and soci a 1 needs. 
2. To reveal new ideas. to encourage creative approaches, and 
to broaden our views by exploring new and unfamiliar areas. Sou~times th1s second task is incorporated 1n the first one.6 
There are challenges to idealism, however. It 1s to these that 
Crabtr-ee addresses the adu1 t educator: 
5 Ibid. 11 p. 17Y. 
6p. Bergevin, "Means and Ends for Adult Education." Adult leadersht.e., 
Volume 12, Number 5 (November, 1963) pp. 149, 150. 
The first challenge is very simple -- and very fundamental. 
It 1s the task of 'Se111ng 1 the concept of adult, or continuing, 
education to the American public •••• 
Secondly. we are faced with a challenge to keep th1s program 
for disadvantaged adults in the hands of professional educators. 
A th1rd challenge facing adult educators in these times is 
the challenge to improve the quality of our product •••• 
Finally, a fourth challenge to adult educators in these 
times is the challenge of faith in Adult Education. This may be 
the most serious of all in the long perspective: The depth of 
our own conviction in the need for Adult Education in this 
country. 1 
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Other general statements about adult education, giving 1t another 
name. continuing education, view it from an h1stor1 cal perspective. 
Ournha11 (1971) describes how population shifts from farms to cities have 
changed the face of university extension education. The system must 
"discard its exist1ng philosophy, programs and structure in face of a 'new-
breed' which places continuing education as the central core from which 
radiate programs, procedures and structures. "s Inasmuch as extension 
education was a predominant feature of a univers1 ty 1n a largely rural 
setting, 1 t must now change with the sh1 ft 1n 1 ts c11ente le. And thus 
continuing education. 
/ Continuing educationJ is not education which is 
primarily catching up or remedying the deficiencies of basic 
education ..... It 1s not an act1v1ty which ten1inates at the 
?Arthur P. Crabtree, 11Cha1langes to the Adult Educator," Adult 
Leadership, Volume 12, Number 5 (November. 1963) pp. 149, 150. 
8E. J. Durnhall. 11Extension vs. Continuing Education," Adult 
Leadership, Volume 19, Humber 10 (April,. 1971) p. 322. 
conclusion of a particular course or series of courses •••• 
Cont1nufng education rejects the concept that life 1s 
divided into two parts, one of preparation and one of action. 
It is rather a way of 11fe and of being aware of the world 
about us. It 1s a process of learning which must meet the 
needs of each successive phase of life. Age 11~1ts are 
meaningless. Failure and success are relative. 
In contrast to the shift seen by Durnha11 is D1ckerman•s observation. 
After noting the advantages and disadvantages in the use of the terms. 
adult education and continuing education, he concludes that the latter term 
Rl)re accurately reflects conditions: 
We are making some progress in persuading people to go on learning 
but face many difficult and some apparently insoluble problems. 
This will not daunt adult educators •••• They have learned 
from experience not to expect too much but to keep working like 
the devil to get 1t. To th1s one. the most hopeful note fn this 
unf1nished syq:>hony 1s the emphasis on getting people to see life-
long learning as nonnal. And I must confess that tha term •continu-
ing education' seems to imply this somewhat more clearly than the 
term 'adult education.•10 
It 1s as though Robinson were a bridge in time for the thoughts of 
D1ckennan (1964} and Durnhall (1971}. In 1966 he wrote: 
A century ago, when the United States was 85% rural. the 
nation decided to concentrate its massive resources on re-
shaping rural America. Seaman Knapp described the Smith-Lever 
Act of 1914, which established Cooperative Extension. as"a system 
of rural education for boys and adults by which a readjustment of 
country life can be affected and placed upon a higher plane of 
profit, comfort, culture. influence and power." By changing only 
a few words this would seem an appropriate credo for the establish-
ment of an all-university extension service for today's urban 
needs. ''A system of urban education for children and adults by 
-- ,. ______ _ 
9Ib1d. This investigator reflects here upon Correspondence Instruc-
tion's studies of the drop-out, the non-completer. Durnhall's st~tement 
suggests why such studies must regard these students 1n a non-pejorative 
framework. 
10watson Dickennan, *'What Is Th1s Continuing Education?" Adult 
Educati~n. Volume 15, Nunber 1 (AutURl'l, 1964), p. 7. 
which a readjustment of urban life can be effected and placed 
upon a higher plane of profit, comfort~ culture, influence and 
power." The university can become the very center, the focus 
of leadership for such progra11111ing.ll 
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Any idealism Votaw could espouse. however, 1s lacking realization 
without the available means with which to achieve the desired goals. In a 
general way Knox addressed himself to this problem when ne spoke of the 
mission of the Cornnission on Research of the Adult Education Association: 
to encourage competent research, and to encourage adult educators to 
effectively use research results.12 
The llllrtal character of idealism is forcefully expressed by Cyril o. 
Houle who reminds the adult educator that his subject 1s not a large 
child. He is an autonomous learner. And unlike other students in higher 
education, he is likely to be in l1'0re control of his own destiny: 
So far, in our research into adult education we have focused 
almost entirely on particular institutions and on the 
participation of adults 1n them. We have let our minds be 
bound about by the confines of the evening college, the evening 
schoo 1 , the 1 i brary, the museum, the coD1J1U11 i ty center, or the 
extension service, forgetting that adults move into and out of 
such institutions, remaining the only enduring element in a 
constant shift and flow of participation. Or we have asked what 
kinds of people use what kinds of facilities and thereby focu~ed 
on a single act of choice rather than the continuing flow of acts 
of choice which makes up a coherent pattern of learning in a life-
time. Or we have asked why people come to a particular class and 
llRussell o. Robinson, "University Roles in Adult Education," 
Adult Leadership, Volume 15, Number 2 (June. 1966) pp. 36, 50. 
12chapter one, page 13, footnote 26. 
not how that motivat1on relates to some deeper pattern of 
orientation .13 
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Houle's allusion to demographic studies and their m1su~e is a 
reminder of the observation of Thiede and Oraper.14 Is the quantity of 
such studies inversely proport1ona1 to their value? Or are the two 
variables related to yet a third, perhaps unobtrusive connon factor -- mis-
use? Knox has called this unobtrusive factor the utilization of research 
findings in more effective practice.15 
A final exa111>le of a general statement in professional literature 
of adult education is Baker's (1965) statement: 
The teaching-learning envi ronnent should be characterized by 
creativity and individuality not only in evaluation but in 
the entire teaching process. Until further research evidence 
is presented, regimentation and standardization might better 
be replaced by a philosophy of education emphasizing flexibility. 
Not the least of the conclusions is to recognize the role of the 
adult learner as an active planner and participator with the 
13cyr11 O~ Houle, "Ends and Means in Adult Education Research," 
Adult Education, Volume 12, Number 4, (Sunner. 1962) p. 212. 
As if to provide a practical exaq>le of his statement, Houle, in a 
well known article, "Who Sb\Ys, and Why?" (Adult Education. Volume 14, 
Number 4, Sunmer, 1964, pages 225-233) writes: "In the past decade, a 
great deal of serious and productive research has been devoted to the 
double question: Who comes to adult educational activities--and why? It 
1s now time to devote at least some attention to an equally important pair 
of questions: Who stays--and why?" He continues: "Somehow, it does not 
occur to radul ts~/ that they may never have learned how to learn or that 
the disc1Pl1ned ability to study which they possessed at twenty has been 
eroded by years of busyness at tasks which, however crucial, did not 
require the dedicated attention demanded oy any education which ts worth-
while." (pp. 228, 233). 
14chapter one, page 13, footnote 29. 
15chapter one, page 13, footnote 26. 
opportunity and responsib111ty for :;elf-evaluation of his own 
progress along the pathway of continuing educat1on.16 
Correspondence Instruction contains similar professional literature. 
Waht is most noteworthy of much of tM s 1 i terature h the evaluation 
given by MacKenzie at the Eighth International Conference of the Inter-
national Cound 1 on Correspondence Education (Paris, 1969). He reported 
on the background work of the staff for t"le Cooperative Educational 
RP.search Project (C£RP}. Thh work culminated in f2rres1?.9ndence 
Instruction fn the United States (1968),17 which 1s best categorized 1n 
the f1rs·t of the fcur divisions of this chapter. Speaking of the trends 
fn home study literature, MacKenzie said: 
With v1;;ry few publications escaping our dttent1on. the CERP 
staff abstracted the 11 terature of home study which appeared 
between 1915 and 1965. The dominant theme of these articles, 
pamphlets, and conference reports was the advantage-disadvantage 
syndrome. It would be pure conjecture, but one might wonder ·if 
the repetitious strength-and-weakness dichotomy ever conveyed 
the role of scholarship in this field.18 
Th1s investigator takes MacKenzie's observation further. If 
correspondence 'f ns true ti on has seen 1tse1 f 1n the framework of this 
syndrome or dichotomy, is 1t not almost connatura1 (like the opposite side 
of the coin) that self-study would remain in the background of 
16James F. Baker. 11Evaluat1ng Adult Achievement: A Plea for the 
Demise of the 'Number System' 1n Continuing Education," Journal !ll._ 
Education, Volw1e 147, Number 3 (1965), p. 60. 
17ossian MacKenzie and Edward L. Christensen 1 and Paul H. Rigby, 
Corres2ondence Instruction In the United ~tates (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Ifook Company) 1968. chl1dshasremarked of thls work: 111 believe th1s 
report should be used to stimulate discussion regarding correspondence 
study -- what 1 t is , 1 ts ro 1 e , and how 1 t shou 1<1 function. 11 (The Chang1 ng 
Worl<! of Corresponden~ ~tugy t p. 241). 
18oss1an MacKenzie, 11 Status and Trends of Correspondence Instruction 
tn the United States," The Chang1nn World of Correspondence Instruction, p. 369. - - :..z. -- - -
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1n this ~ynarome \H' dichotomy, it ts inevitable that comparathe studies 
of the effectiveness of d1ff0Jr:ng metJrtJds h the ansrter to the problem. 
Childs' first law of 1mpact of roothod or. tt1e hulThln organis;;! is simp1y a 
study -- b~cause "The b•·air. dcesr.'t give a damn. 11 19 
Bittner and M,~J'lory {1933) contr1!>uted an early, dassic general 
study in their work, Un1vers1ty !!_aching ~~Q.20 Their book examines 
correspondence 1 ns truct1 on 1n member 1 ns t1 tuti ons of tha Na tfona 1 
University t.xtens1on Association. It demonstrates the or·igfo and growth 
of correspondence teaching, its adrn1n1strattve problen~ and policies, 
standards ar.d practices. and principles. Not totally unlike this early 
s tucb' is the v.ork by MacKenzie, Chrh tensen, and Rigby~ forrespondence 
ins true tt on. J.!.l the Uni tad States • 21 
Does home study function? K1ngsbury {1930) addressed himself to 
this question in speaking to the Nat1ana1 Univers1tJ.' Extension Assoc1at1on: 
Since 1922 1 t has been my privf lege to organize (a.'ld sev9ral 
thJes w reorganize) uid teach four home study courses in 
psychology at the Univer~ity of Chicago. It has create~ a con-
v1ctfon, stronger each year, that some, at least, of the home 
stud,y course can be ma~ to fur1ct1on as effectively and valuably 
a!I do r-esldence courses.22 
19chapter One, pag~ i 0, footnote 54. 
20iAa1ton s. B~ttner, and Hervey f · Ma~1ory, .!J!!~_rsitx, Teaching BY_ 
Man (New York: The Macd11o.n C•x11pany; l9JJ. 
21Page 34, f ootr11Jtt: H. 
22f. H. KingsLury, 11 Docs University Home Study Funct.1on? 11 Proceed-
~-' N~~1onal !J.n!,vers1~ Ex~_!!ion t\ssoc1ation_, XIII (Bloomington. 
rndfana: Unlverslt.Y or .mruna Press) 1fJml~ p. 125. 
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Two decades later Kempfer {1958), descr~bing the typical student of 
home study, or adult education, demonstrated how "Correspondence Courses 
Serve Individual Needs. 1123 Two years later st111, Allen (1960) was asking 
publicly, "Must Home Study Be a Step-child of Education?" Resident study 
is not the only real way to learn. But. says Allen, such an attitude 
has helped make the high school diploma and college degree 
nx>re important 1n the minds of many than knowledge and 
ability -- it has ta~en the identity of a sort of 'union card' 
for job applications and advancement •••• 
This adult talent can be developed to the benefit of both the 
individual and the nation -- but only if we recognize the fact 
that knowledge depends on the 1nd1vidual's desire and capacity 
to learn, !!.Q.!where or !!2!!..he learns •••• 
Learning 1s not limited to the classroom -- as wonderful as 
1t can be; nor 1s it 11m1ted to the youngster as important as he 
is to the nation's future. Learning can take place everywhere 
geographically and only one place physically -- within the 
individual. no matter his age. It 1s still a matter of 1n1tiat1ve, 
desire, intelligence and self-disc1pline.2 
One year after he wrote those remarks, Stein (1961) was asking and 
answering his own question: What •must be 11 for Allen, is for Stein a 
matter of coming to grips with the facts that answer the question. "ls Hone 
Study a Stepch1ld? 1125 Sunnarily he states that if this is so. 1t 1s 
largely "our own fault." Correspondence instruction must come to grips 
w1th its own self-created problem, if and where it exists~ 
For m1111ons of correspondence students. writes Benjamin Pearse, the 
23Homer Kempfer, "Correspondence Courses Serve Indi vi dua 1 Needs, 11 
Adult Education, Volume 9, Number 1 (AutUflll, 1958), pp. 41-42. 
24Robert Allen, "Must Home Study Ile a Stepchild of Education1" pp. 
15, 18, 21. 
25Leonard S. Stein, "Is Home Study a Stepchild?" pp. 29-40. 
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good steward is the mailman. The author, relating the structure of the 
National Home Stuqy Council, treats cf the advantages and disadvantages 
of the method.26 Similarly, Durfee and Brophy (1962) write of the 
advantages of home stuqy -- the student's t1me 1s Mw own; & variety of 
courses 1s available; courses appeal to the mature student; low cost. 
But the method has hazards -- the demand on 1ndiv1dua1 motivation; the 
difficulty of recognition from academic institutions. 27 
The diversity of attitudes toward the status of correspondence 
instruction is also evident in the literature 1n this category. Three 
years aftar Stein was ch<.sthfng leaders in the field, the Deputy 
Conniss1oner of the United States Office of Education was stating that 
"correspondence edm:atf on has come of age. 11 He underscored h1s reasarks 
and predicted w1th emphasis: 
But one essential reason for your increasin~ success is your own 
VOfuntirx creation and acceptance of fV' 9h s andards. :-. • -
Correspondence 1nstruct1on ••• wllr n 1ncreas1~ acceptance and 
use ••• 1n our total educat1ona"r"intii[r'ise to a gree not"""~ 
contemplited.28 - - - -
In 1970. Nation's Schools printed: ~After a long probation. 
correspondence 1nstruct1on has managed to peel off its 'second class• 
label and emerge as a s1gn1f1cant.contr1butor to the American education 
scene."29 
26aenjam1n H. Pearse, "Postman Is the Proctor," American Education, 
Volume 3, Number 2 (February, 1967) pp. 10·12. 
27R1chard A. Durfee and Alfred L. Brophy, "Role of Home Study in 
Educational P1ann1ng, 8 Vocational Guidance Quarterly, Volume 10, Number 4 
(Sumner, 1962) pp. 229-234. 
28wayne o. Reed, "Correspondence Education: The Prices of Success, 11 
Home Study Review, Volume 5, Number 2 (Summer, 1964) pp. 4-13. 
29°correspondence Courses Make Diverse Comeback." Nation's Schools. 
Volume 85. N~er 6 (June, 1970) pp. 96, 98. 
2. Sury_exs ~nd Prof11 es 
After rev1ew1ng a large number of studies of the participants tn 
adult education, Edmund deS. Brunner, in 8.!!_ Overview of Adu;t Education 
Research, stated: 
Those who have less than an e1ghtn grade education, over 55 
years of age, laborers and service workers, and those with 
low economic status and subsistence 1ev!6 of living are likely 
to participate less in adult education. 
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Similar conclusions, more limited in their scope to the locale of 
the institution and 1ts cl1entele, are not unconnon in this category of 
the literature. For this study, however, the n:sults of a particular 
investigation are not important. An individual report will have findings 
closely allied to the academic and geographic setting of the study. And 
there is no doubt that a good report of this type shares in one quality of 
sound research, replication. What is more significant, though, 1s that 
the literature reflects the professionals' efforts to describe their 
clientele. The composite of many such reports is a profile indicative of 
a matter of importance to persons involved 1n reaching the potential 
learner through adult and correspondence education. 
Montross (1959) reported a description of students 1n special 
classes at the University of Wisconsin. He tested the hypothesis that 
university extension encompasses homogeneous groups within special 
programs~ These classes were divided into seven categories: 
30Edmund deS. Brunner. An Overview of Adult Education Research, 
Adult Education Association o-r-the United-States. 1959, p. 98. 
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1. l1beral education classes. 
2. Hobby or now-to classes, 
3. Nonvocational classes for quas1-pub11c service groups, 
4. Nonvocational classes designed to give an indirect monetary 
gain, 
5. Classes for the professional groups. 
6. Classes designed for business f"d industry, 
7. Classes designed for workersv3 
He concluded with two general statements: (1) There 1s homogeneity 
1n certa1n characteristics in the categories; (2) Students with such 
homogeneity favor a specific adult education agency. 
Effective program planning for adults in programs offered at the 
University of British Columbia was the motivation for the study by 
L 1 ndenberger and Verner ( 1960) • Their work 1 s reported as an effort to 
share with other professionals a technique of general interest. The 
authors are candid in their admission that, "Naturally, the specific 
findings concerning the characteristics of participants in extension 
classes at the University of Br1 t1sh Columbia are of local interest 
only. 1132 Their profile study, employing established census tracts and 
socio-economic profiles contained in such 1nfonnation, helps to identify 
geographical areas of their clientele. As the authors state, the 
exp 1 oratory study "1s not comp 1 ete in itself but it does i ndi ca te a 11 ne 
of research that promises to produce useful data for adult education 
program planning. 11 33 
31Haro1d w. Montross, •university Extension Students," Adult Educa-
tion, Volume 10, Number 1 (Autu01, 1959} pp. 53-4, 56. 
32Alf ce Lindenberger and Verner Coolie, "A Technique for Analysing 
Extension Course Participants, 11 Adult Education. Vol&Pe 11, Number 1 
(Autumn. 1960), p. 30. 
33tb1d •• p. 33. 
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In the same year Farnum (1960) also wrote a report, "A Survey of 
Students 1n University Extension.• The work 1s another example of 
sharing a technique and specific f1nd1ngs. As the author states. the 
original study was conducted, 
to gain accurate information concerning the characteristics 
of the students and their educational goals so that future 
programs of the Extension Division of the university LRhode 
Islan~might be better adapted to existing educat1onif needs 
in the state •••• 
It 1s felt that with further research of this type university 
extension divisions throughout the country w111 be in a better 
position to adjust their programs to the needs of the particular 
connun1t1es which they serve.3 
Carter, Kerr, and York (1962) conducted a similar study at the 
University of I111no1s. The authors col'lected information about some 
characteristics and educational objectives of extramural students of the 
un1versity. to assist "1n planning future programs by helping to adjust 
course offerings to the needs, interests. and attainments of extramural 
students." Again, the specific results of this study are not of primary 
importance. However. they do serve to exempl 1fy the general trend of 
1nfonnat1on from this kind of study: 
l. The mean age of extramural graduate students was 36.0; 
undergraduate students, 32.0; non-credit students, 37 .3; 
of all students, 35.3• 
2. The mean number of years of education for graduate extra-
mural students was 16e4 years, and the modal value, 16 
~~~~~~~Y{ ~t.tJgH~~ufi'!os1~tYP;e1~~39nd 12 years; 
34Ho111s B. Farnum, "Survey of Students 1n University Extension," 
Adult Education, Volume 11, Number 1 (Autumn, 1960) pp. 23, 29. 
35Gera1d c. Carter, William E. Kerr, and Scott B. York, 
"Characteristics of Extramural Students," Adult Education, Volume 12, 
Number 4 (SU111Rer, 1962) pp. 223, 224. 
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Lacognata (1964) conducted a more extensive survey of faculty and 
student role expectations 1n un1vers1ty extension. Using a .05 level 
of s1gn1f1cance 1n the application of the t-test of differences between 
mean responses, the investigator studied role consensus and role conver-
gence of students and faculty. w1 th respect to perce1 ved and expected 
behavior. While the author does achieve the purpose of his study, "to 
ascertain the nature and degrees of agreement and disagreement 1n academic 
role expectations of extension faculty and students, 11 36 he adds a forth-
right reminder about the 11m1tations of the study: 
One final note on future research$ Like other social 
science research analyses, this study was characterized by 
several limitations. Without elaboration upon them, we cite 
these as being the most obvious: 
1) The focus of analysis wherein we secured the nonna.t·tve 
aspects of role behavior. This does not tell us how the 
respondents actually ao behave ( i .e.. ro 1 e-enactment.) 
2) The generalization of the results which are valid only 
to other extension institutions approximating the universe 1n 
which this study was carried out. 
3) The omission of other crucial focal points for purposes 
of comparison. For example, the perceptions and expectations of 
departmental heads and extension acbin1strators in addition to 
the fa cu 1 ty and students. 
Future research3,long these lines should be of 1D111ense interest and value. 
Houle38 noted that studies abound on the client and why he comes. 
36A.A. Lacognata. •university Extension Faculty and Student Role 
Expectations: An Emp1r1ca1 Analysis,• Journal of Exsgr1menta1 Education, 
Volume 33, Number 2 (Winter, 1964) p. 112. TfiiS-stu was partially 
presented as .. Academic Role Expectations of Extension Students," Adult 
Education. Volume 14, Nc.anber 2 (Winter, 1964), pp. 99-103. 
37Ib1d., pp. 112-113. 
38Page 37, footnote 13. 
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He suggested that some emphasis should be placed on who stays, and why. 
It is reminiscent of a theme in variations that Booth (1961) presents a 
profile of the .ruw_-partic1pant in adult education. He does not explore 
the question, Why. Still, his study is an example of a thrust to present 
a portrait of the actual and potential enrollee in adult education: 
This study represents an attempt to derive a loose but 
functional demographic profile of the non-participant for 
purposes of identification. Identity may serve to aid the 
researcher who may be contemplating studies of the non-
participant and the administrator who is seeking ways of reach-
1ng new clientele.39 
The conclusions of Booth's study support the earlier observation of 
Srunner.40 Booth states: 
1. The non-participant is most likely to appear in that 
portion of the population which is 45 years of age or over. 
2. The non-participant is most likely to appear in that 
portion of tne population which has less than a high school 
education. 
3. The non-participant is most likely to appear 1n that 
portion of the population which 1s either in the lower41 echelons of the labor force or not in the labor force. 
Thiede and Draper do not refer to correspondence instruction in 
their report on the quality and quantity of research in adult education. 
It is not excluded from their remarks, however: 
By far the greater number of studies reported are 
descriptive, describing institutional programs, clientele, 
39A1an Booth, "Demographic Consideration of Non-part1c1pat1on," 
Adult Education, Volume 11, Number 4 (Su11111er, 1961), p. 223. 
40page 43, footnote 30. 
41 aooth, Ibid., pp. 223-224. 
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clientele, teachers and leaders, methods. This reflects the 
complexity and variability of the field and the present concern 
with adequate description of the phenomenon before t11.0re 
sophisticated research designs are employed to study particular 
aspects of it •.•• The point has now been reached where the 
general t.lBefulness to the field can be questioned for studies 
vhose purpose is to describe clientele, teachers and leaders, and 
institutional programs •••• The smaller descriptive studies are 
for the most part not capable of generalizations to other situa-
tions and therefore of use only to the particular institution, 
program, or community being looked at. In other words, the 
kinda of institutional studies which ought to be carried on at 
all times to facilitate program development are of limited if any 
aational valua.42 
In emphasizing burgeoning ea.rollmeo.ts in correspondence instruction, 
Kempf er (1958) stated that "enrollment in such courses will probably 
double in a tJecade. 0 43 Whether his prophecy was realized, the author 
nonetheless saw at the time a necessity to have a profile of the "typi-
cal" home study student. No doubt he had in mind th.at the saleau.n should 
know his territory: 
Home study is primarily adult education. The typical student 
is 26.5 years old, with women five years younger than men. Half 
the men are be&iAeen 22 and. 34 years. Half the women arEi! between 
18 ant~ 22" 
?he majority of home study students are high school graduates, 
Over 13 per ceat have completed one or iaore yea.rs of college. 
College graduates increasingly enroll in home study to add tha 
knowledge and skills of another prof eesion to their present 
competence. 
Men students have had more education than women. Two per 
cent of all students have had leas than eight years of 
42w. Thiede and J. Draper. "Research and Investigation in Adult 
Bdueatiou~" Adult !ducat.1~, Volume 13, Number 4 (Swvmer • 1963) p. 196~ 
4311omier Xempfer, neorrespoudence Courses Serve Individual Needs," 
Adult Edueat101!_, Volume 9, Number 1 (Autwm, 1958) p. 41. 
schooling •••• Three fourths of all enrollments are in 
vocational courses.44 
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Eight years later Hartsell and Farrar (1966) reported a profile 
study of "Mr. Typical Home Study Student," and stated that "perhaps the 
most significant face uncovered by our brief study is that our Mr. 
Typical Home Study Student is in no hurry to complete his course ... 45 He 
is 28 years old, has a grade average of 2.7, and compares favorably with 
his peers 1n residence. 
Spencer (1964-1965) drew a profile of a special class of 
correspondence student, the course completer. His conclusions are also 
representative of the demographic study: 
91.7% of all college-credit completions were 1n the three 
credit courses •••• Men constituted 72.8% of all completions 
1n the three-credit courses •••• Women completing three-
credit courses had a slightly higher educational level, were 
slightly older, took less time, and earned higher grades than 
men •••• Optimum time for completion of three-credit courses 
was 8.9 nonths for6men and 8.5 for women with one time exten-sion of 6 months.4 
Clark (1966) also presented a demographic study of students in the 
International Correspondence School in 1965. What is noteworthy about 
his work is his final co11111ent: 
What conclusions can be drawn from our study of the private 
home study student profile? Perhaps we can conclude that a 
standard descr1pt1on is futile, or at least of limited value. 
44Ibid., p. 41. 
45charles W. Hartsell and B.F. Farrar, "How Well Do You Know Your 
Home Study Student?" Adult Leadership, Volume 15, Number 1 (May, 1966) 
pp. 9. 31. 
46oscar F. Spencer, "Factors Associated with Persons Who Complete 
Correspondence Courses," Home Study Review, Volume 5, Number 4 (Winter, 
1964-1965) p. 15. - • 
It seems that the typical student 1s representative in only 
the broadest view of the fieldt and then he is typical only 
by a very small margin •••• 
Perhaps the profile of the typical private horoe study 
student is not nearly so useful as the data from which the 
profile is drawn. The field of private home study is so 
broad, complex and varied no .9.!!!. picture can be truly 
representative. 7 
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What is most evident about the demographic studies in adult educa-
tion and correspondence instruction can be understood from Clark's 
corments. No single profile of the student is as useful as the data upon 
which it is based. The profile is useful in a very limited milieu, for a 
specific institution. It is therefore valuable. The value of the study 
to the general educational field, however. is found in the demographic 
design, the manner 11n which the data have been organized and analyzed. 
Standard descriptions are not futile. Though they are of limited value. 
3. Comparative Studies of Instructional Methods 
Comparative studies of achievement and ability are a perennial 
feature of adult education. Bibliographical research reveals that through-
out the years, even early in this century, journal reports discuss the 
comparative effectiveness of extension and correspondence activities with 
other modes of learning. 
As early as 1929, R. R. Price reported to the National University 
Extension Association on the comparative achievement of resident and 
extension students. He declared that extension students were comparable 
47Rooa\d D. Cllrk 11Student pr1f1le of a Large Private Correspond-
ence School, Home stu4,y Review, Volume 7, Number 4 (Winter, 1966) pp. 
15-16. ~ 
or slightly superior to resident students in mental ao111ty and 
scholastic achievement. He did clarify, however, that the differences 
lacked statistical signif1cance.48 
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Four years later, Sore.,son (1933) published his fi nd1 ngs and 
declared that the best extension students are very superior to students 
of other college groups; that extension students generally achieve more 
in proportion to their measured aptitudes than do resident students; 
that extension students have an intellectual vitality seldom found in 
students attending classes in the more traditional manner. whose ambiance 
is academic tenns and scheduled lectures.49 
Palmer and Verner (1959) reported ~ similar investigation of three 
instructional methods. Their work focused upon the instructional 
techniques applicable to adult education: lecture, discussion. and 
lecture-discussion. They stated their null hypothesis: 
There w111 be no statistically significant differ~nces at the 
.05 level of confidence in the end-of-course achievement by 
groups that underwent three different instructional techn1quese50 
Using pre- end post-tests to measure achievement, the authors 
reported no significant differences among the three groups on the final 
test. But in reporting the results of each group on the pre- and post-
test measurements they state: 
48R.R. Price. "The Comparative Scholastic Achievements of Residence 
and Extension Studen~~." Proceed1nfs of the National Universi!1, Extension 
Association (Twelfth Annual Conven 1onTin'Oom1ngton: 61oom1ngton. 
Indiana University Press) 1929, pp. 54-64. 
49Herbert Sorenson, "Abilities of Extension Students," Proceedings 
of the National University Extension Association, 1933. pp. 3&-40. 
50Robert E. Palmer and Coolie Verner, "Comparison of Three Instruc-
tion Techniques,• Adult Education, Volume 9, Number 4 (Sunmer, 1959) p. 
232. 
These data ••• 1nd1cate that the original hypothesis of 
the study is untenable since the lecture technique appears 
to have produced more achievement than df d the discussion or 
the lecture-discussion technique~.51 
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Zahn (1962) reported the findings of another study on comparative 
ability of extension and resident students, and concluded: 
From the evidence we can conclude that extension students 
are higher in mental ability or "quality" than some groups of 
campus students aod do not differ in mental ability from other 
campus students.SZ 
Costin and Johnston (1962) combined the questions of ability and 
achievement in a single study whose specific purposes were: 
(a} to compare the achievement of students taking a one-semester 
introductory psychology course at Chanute Air Force Base with 
the achievement of students taking the same course on the campus 
of the University of Illinois, and, 
(b) to compare relationships between scholastic ability and 
course achievement of the two groups.53 
Their conclusions have a thematic quality reminiscent of similar 
studies: 
All 1n all, the results of this study indicate that it 1s 
reasonable to expect extension students taking an introductory 
psychology course to achieve as well as campus students taking 
the same course. Those differences in achievement which did 
favor the campus students were small enough. in the opinion of 
the investigators, to justify such a conclusion •••• 
Another highly suggestive finding was the fact that academic 
ability was more closely and consistently related to the achieve-
ment of campus students than to the achievement of extension 
students. This means, of course, that there were more factors 
51 i Ib d., p. 235. 
52Jane Zahn, "Comparative Ability of Extension and Resident 
Students,u Adult Education, Volume 12, Number 2 (Winter, 1962) p. 105. 
53f rank Costin and Robert L. Johns ton, "A Study of Achievement 1 n 
and Introductory Psychology Course.'' Adult Education, Volume 12, Number 2 
(Winter, 1962), p. 121. 
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in addition to ability ~hich influenced the course perfonnance 
of the extension students, as compared to the campus students. 
Wh11e the data of this study do not show what these factors were, 
it may well be that mot1vat1ona1 tharacterist1cs were chiefly 
responsible •••• 
The results of the t'resent study have 1mmedh.te validity 
only for the particular course, instructor, and populations 
which were involved. They do furnish, however, valuable clues 
to the kinds of evidence which it is important to obtain in 
order to develop rational and adg~uate programs of adult educa-
tion on the undergraduate level. 
Though their study relates to the comparative characteristics of 
extension students enrolling in two methods of class presentation within 
a single university extension department (the study is therefore similar 
to the work o·f Palmer and Verner) the investigation of Buttedahl and 
Verner (1965) tested the hypothesis: 
There is no significant difference at the .O'I 1eve·l of confidence 
in certain specific socio-economic characteristics between those 
enrolled in classes and those participating in discussion groups 
with similar content conducted by a single university extension 
department. 
Their conclusions: 
The original null hypothes1s investigated by this stuqy is 
rejected for there are stat1st1cal1y significant differences in 
tenns of the characteristics examined between those who enroll 
1n extension lecture classes and discussion groups offered by 
a single institution in both similar and identical content 
areas. • • • The nature of the d1 fferences is suggested by 
existiP.~ research, but tne causative factors involved are not 
clear.:.> 
The capabilities of correspondence instruction have been demonstrated 
witn similar research technique. In 1928 Robert Crump presented as a 
conclusion of his thesis that student achievement in resident classes. 
54lb1d •• pp. 124, 126. 
55K. Buttedahl and Coolie Verner, "Character1st1cs of Part1cipants 
in Two Methods of Adult Education, 11 Adult Education, Volume 15, Number 
2, (Winter, 1965) pp. 68, 73. 
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exti:ns io;, cl oS3es, and cot·re::>~onJence cl asses wns comi,<trilt, le 1 ona method 
of instruction 9·iving resu'its as good as another.56 Forty-five years 
before his own formu'lation of °Childs 1 first law of impact of method on 
the human organism, 11 57 a sim, 1 ar observation was befng made -- that 
methods just don't make a differencel And reporting in the Journal of 
Higher Education, Oys1nger and Bridgman (1957) state that the achievement 
perforn~nce of correspondence study students 1n a psychology course did 
not di ff er from the performance of a campus group. 58 
What 1s most evident from the studies th1s investigator has 
reviewed for the third category of research literature, is that 
56Robert E. Crump, "Correspondence and Class Extension Work in 
Oklahoma," Doctoral Thesis, Teachers College, Columiba Un1vers1ty, 1928. 
57chapter One, page 18, footnote 54. 
58oale W. Dysinger and c.s. Br1 dgman, "Perfonnance of Correspondence 
Study Students," Journal of Higher Education v.ol ume 28, Number 7 (October, 1957) p. 388. The investigators' caution about their own study 
has a degree of relevance for similar investigations: 
It must be remembered that the groups differed not only in the 
way the amter1a1 was presented, but also in age and reasons for 
tak1ng the course. There was no control of the basic scholastic 
ability levels in the two groups. In addition, many who enroll for 
correspondence study do not complete the work and the final examina-
tion. Thus, there is a selective effect on the type of student who 
completed the course by correspondence, although experience indi-
cates that many factors in addition to ability contribute to this 
selection. 
Because of the uncontrolled variables, it 1s possible to con-
clude only that the achievement of the group co~leting the course 
by correspondence was equivalent to that of regular students. This 
is an interesting and valuable find in 1ts own right, but it leaves 
open the basic question of the relative effectiveness of the two 
methods of instruction, although it seems fair to suppose that the 
two methods cannot differ greatly in this regard, in view of the 
results. (p. 388) 
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correspondence instruction as a general methodS9 is quite capable of 
11 ho1d1ng its own" alongside other instructional methods. What Price 
(1929) concluded about ability and ach1evement60 has been repeated "many 
a time and oft" 1n the literature. 
Newman and Highland demonstrated that students with only printed 
m.aterials and no instructor assistance learned as much as three other 
groups who studied (a) with particularly competent instructors, (b) with 
workbooks and tapes, and (c) with slides and tapes.61 Crissy (1956) 
showed that correspondence trained officers, both on- and off-job, made 
higher scores on problems of application and fact, than did officers with 
job experience (that was part of course content} but without correspond· 
ence instruct.1on.62 And Farnum (1957} showed that extension students 
were s1gn1f1cantly superior to resident students tn the quality of 
academic aptitude reflected in measures of vocabulary and levels of read-
ing comprehension.63 
Peters (1971) challenges the structured thinking one may unwittingly 
59correspondence Instruction, as a general method, is not related 
to a particular subject or subject field. It is a self-evident fact that 
some subjects and areas are more easily taught and learned by particular 
methods~ 
60page 46. footnote 48. 
61s.E. Newman and R.lii. Highland, "The Effectiveness of Four 
Instructional Methods at Different Stages of a Course," (Lackland Air 
Force Base: Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, June, 1956. 
62w.J.E. Crissy, "An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Naval 
Officer Correspondence Course.~ Final Report. Office of Naval Research 
Contract Nonr-1625 (00). (C~r1dge: Educational Research Corporation) 
December. 1956 • 
63tto11is a. Farnum, "A Coq>ar1son of the Academic Aptitude of 
University Extension Degree Students and Campus Students,• Journal of 
Applied Psycholo!l• Volume 41, Number {1957) pp. 63-65. ~ 
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adopt fo conducting research on the comparative effectiveness of teathfog 
and learning methods. The research technique may be sound, but a 
fundame~ta1 assuq.>t1on may remain unquestioned: 
In the United States many comparative experimental studies 
were conducted 1n order to test the efficiency of correspondence 
instruction. Usually one group of students was taught by 
correspondence and the control group of the same stze by a 
teacher. the result being that both methods were about equally 
efficient. Now, if these researchers had reflected about the 
structural differences between oral and written instruction, 
between classroom and correspondence 1nstruct1on, they would 
never have started on such experiments. They judged an assessed 
correspondence instruction 1n terms of oral instruction and 
mhsed the point, although they had been very accurate. 
especially in the statistical treatment of data. If these 
experiments had been guf ded by a sound theory, the researchers 
would have seen that the real potential of correspondence 
1nstruct1on can never be shown 'In experiments of this k1nd.64 
Have we again come upon the theme in variations? Is Ch11ds 1 f1rst 
law of impact of method on the human organism s1mp1y a restatement of why 
comparative studies must cede to other kinds of self-stuQ.y -- because 
"The bra1n doesn't g1ve a damn.,?65 
This study makes no claim to investigate correspondence instruct'lon 
1n the depths suggested by Peters• discerning remark. It 1s so s1q>le 
(yet so profound) to realize that the effectiveness of correspondence 
1nstn:ct1on should not be judged on the basis of criteria of oral 1nstruc-
t1onl While words do signify concepts, those words are capable of d1ffer-
1ng embodiments -- sometimes written, sometimes oral. This 1nvest1gat1on 
64otto Peters, 11Theoret1ca1 Aspects of Correspondence Ins true ti on, 11 
The Changing World of Corres~ndence Stud,y. Ossian MacKenzie and Edward 
r:-cfirhtensen (ed1tors1 p. 4. -
65page 35, footnote 19. 
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accepts the fact of the wr1 tte11 word as !. means of transmission of 
ideas. to achieve the alteration 1n human behavior called learning~ It 
does not explore the nature of the written word as a medium for learning. 
The study does attempt to explore and describe certain three-d1mensiona1 
arrangements associated with the written word 1n the fonn of Correspond-
ence Instruction~ Exploring the nature of the written word fs the 
cooperative ntspons1b111ty of others -- the educational psychologist, 
the philosopher, the psychologist. the sociologist. It 1s the task of 
another 1nvest1gat1on. 
4. Studies 9f Specific Characteristics 
It has been stated that the four categories of professional 
literature presented in th1s study are useful. but not mutually exclusive~ 
This fact is particularly evident 1n the presentation of literature of the 
second and fourth categories. Boothis worke "Demographic Consideration of 
Non-part1c1pat1on,"66 for example, 1s a survey. But it 1s a survey of a 
part1cu11r k1nd of student, the non-participant. Spencer67 also conducted 
a demographic study of a particular person, the course-completer 1n 
correspondence instruction. 
The fourth category of professional literature does point out one 
fact, that there are certain characteristics of the student 1n adult 
education and correspondence 1nstruct1on that have been of most concern to 
the professionals. 
66Page 42, footnote 39. 
67page 44, footnote 46. 
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Zarm and Phillips (1961} fodicated in a prefatory remark of their 
study, 11There have been few studies on drop-outs 1n adult educat1on 
generally and fewer yet on drop-outs in un1vers1ty adult educat1on."68 
They constructed a rationale for their 1nvest1gat1on based upon academic 
abf11ty and anxiety level. At the .001 level of s1gn1fh:ance for ch1-
square, they concluded that data supported the f1rst hypothesis: 
Students who fa11 to complete courses have lower academ1c 
abi 11 ty as measured by a group. wri tten test of academ1 c 
abilit;y than those who complete. 
Statistical evidence did not support rejection of the second 
hypothesis: 
We did not have sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis 
that th~re was no difference between those who dropped out 
and those who did not on manifest anxiety.69 
As if to set the stage for future research into the same phenomenon, 
the authors def1ne the 11m1tat1ons of their 1nvestigat1on: 
There is a 1 so the poss 1b11 1 ty that as the group tested were 
students in introductory psychology in Berkeley and San 
Francisco these results would not hold for: 
1. Students in other academic fields of study, 
2. Students 1n other geographical areas. 
3. Students not enro 11 ed for c:red1 t, 
4. Students 1n non-college classes. 
Further research m1ght ascertain to what extent results of 
68Jane Zahn, and Laura Phillips, "A Study of Drop-out in Un1vers1ty 
Adult Education, 11 Adult Education, Volu• 11, Number 4 (Sumner, 1961), 
p. 230. 
69Ib1d., pp. 232, 233. 
this exploratory study can be genera11zed. 70 
Research was conducted by Zahn (1964) three years 1 ater. She 
investigated students in university extension courses who enrolled for 
either credit or non-credit. Are anxiety and ability related to this 
enrollment dichotomy? 
From the results of this study, we must conclude that 
differences exist between credit and non-credit classes 
in discouraging or encouraging students of low academic 
ability to complete university extension courses. Instead 
of the cause of dropout existing within the student, the 
cause of dropout would a.ppear to be interaction between the 
ability and perhaps motivation the student brings to the 
course and certain elements within the course -- elements 
that distinguish credit from non-credit courses.71 
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In 1962 an article appeared that dealt more explicitly w1th the 
question of motivation. It is evident that Zahn 1s stuc:t.Y deals mainly 
with the enrolled student, and seeks to answer Houle's question -- Who 
stays, and why? What is not so evident, however, is that motivation to 
participate in a 1eani1ng activity need not be the same as motivation to 
continue in that activity. Knox and Sjogren (1962) stated: 
it seemed ••• that motivation might be most influential at 
two points in the process; 1n the 1n1t1a1 decision to 
participate and 1o whatever effect motivation might have on 
actual learn1ng.7Z 
The authors did not report results of any research 1n this publica-
tion. They did, however, help to clarify the need to study D>t1vation, 
70Ibid., p. 234. 
71Jane Zahn .. "Dropout and Academic Ability 1n Un1vers1ty Extension 
Courses," Adult Education, Volume 15, Number 1 {Autumn, 1964), p. 39. 
72Alan Be Knox and Douglas Sjogren, "Motivation to Participate and 
Learn in Adult Education," Adult Education, Volume 12, Number 4 (Sumner. 
1962), p. 240. 
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and the need to r'!cogni2e how mothatfon can vary or even change at 
differing stages fo the process of adu1 t education. Bes 1 des the rather 
obvious adm1uioa that mothaUon is a matter of concern to the adult 
educator. Knox and Sjogren candidly adm1 t that. "The problem of motivation 
1n the 1earn1ng acth1ty itself 1s more elusive than mot1vlt1on to 
part1cipate. 1173 They also admit with som modesty, "It may be that 
ROtivation influences only the selection of, and app11catfon to. a learn ... 
1ng activity, and thus has only an indirect influence or. learning. 11 74 
The writers offer no solutions to the problems of ?rofess1ona1 
adu 1 t educators ~ They de ass 1s t, though , in c la ri fy1 ng the statement of 
the problem: "Motivation to participate and motivation to learn are 
highly interrelated, but 1t seeqd clearer tc discuss them separately. 1175 
It is interesting to compare the results of the work by Zahn and 
Phillips (1961) with this statement by Knox and Sjogren: 
It has been demonstrated many times that only a relatively 
small proportion of var1abt11ty t96school performance can be explained by ability test scorese 
If variability in school performance -- to the extent of completing 
or not completing the course ·- h not s1gni fi cantly influenced by abU 1 ty 
test scores; 1f failure to complete & course or not complete it 1s 
related with statistical significance to a written test of academic 
ability; and if completion or non-completion of a course 1s not related to 
measures of manifest anxiety, might 1 t be that a third (or more) 
intervening variable is at work? Zahn asks equivalently the same question. 
73lbid •• p. 241. 
75Ib1d •• p. 240. 
741b1d •• p. 240. 
76 Ibid •• p. 242. 
She stams: 11The cause of the dropout would appear to be foteracthrn 
between the ab111ty and perhaps motivation the stude~t brings to the 
coul"Se and certain elements ~1 thin the course •11 
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Research into the possible re1at1onsh1ps of such statements and 
studies has led to the question behind this 1nvestlgator's study: Might 
it not be that two variables anpe~.r. related only because they have a 
coB1110n relationship to a third variable? Might it not be that three-
d1mens1ona1 techniques win assht 1n the descr1pthm and exploration of 
the occurrence of some event! (it will not define their underlying 
causes) not previously anticipated? Conrnon sen~e might suggest that 
anxiety 1s related to course completion and non-completion. Statistical 
evidence, however, leads to the rejection of the conjecture. Common 
sense m1ght indicate that academic ab11f ty is related to completion and 
drop .. out. Yet, only a smal 1 portion of var1ab1lt ty in school performance 
(here understood to cover the entire spectrum from completion to drop-out) 
is explained by measured abflity on test scores. 
Accepting the facts thnt there ar~ not comparable groups of subjects 
1n the two studies reported, Clind that th~ wt.rk of Sjogren and Knox was not 
a statistical investigation, there 1s still the irreconcilable fact that 
the statements of two groups of professionals are in apparent contradic-
tion. It h just p~ssible, of course, that given the evidence with which 
each group worked, both have made statistically true statements! 
Later. 1n 1965. Knox and Sjogren77 reported the results of a study 
77Alan s. Knox and Douglas o. Sjogren, "Achievement and Withdrawal 
1n University Adult Education Classes," Adult Education, Volume 15, 
Number 2 (Wint.er, 1965), pp. 74-88. --- -
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of t.cl'rfevarent and withdrawal in adu'!t education classes. They found 
ev1ci.ence to support the fact that course ~ch1evement (as measured by 
course: grade) does have a rel11tfonsh1p to verbal ab111 ty and level of 
education, while it bears rio retat1onsh1p to the age of the student.78 
Having studied the completion and norr-completfon dichotomy also, they 
reported comp letfon w<1s ra lated to measures of academ1 c ab111t.v, and was 
negatively re14ted to measures of ?assaue of t1me (e.9 •• age. years since 
school} and to measures of level of anx1ety.79 
Studies such as these indicate certain characteristics of adult 
education that are important in the judgment of professionals: achieve-
ment (grades), withdrawal (completion and no~-complet1on). motivation. 
These same general areas are of concern to professionals in correspondence 
instruct1on. Very much of the lf terature in the field 1s devoted to the 
study of completion and no~-completion, drop-out and withdrawal. 
Evans (1953) re?orted to the Fourth International Conference on 
Correspondence Education on a study conducted by Lamke: 
1. Between 18 and 25 per cent of the students returned the first 
lesson; 
2. Between 17 and 20 per cent of the students who returned the 
first lesson did not complete the fifth lesson; 
3. Between 9 and 11 percent of the students who returned the 
fifth lesson did not complete the tenth lesson; 
4. Between 5 and 15 per cent of the students who returned 
the tenth lesson d1d not complete al 1 lessons; 
78Ib1d., pp. 81, 82. 79Ibid., pp. SJ, 84-85. 
5. ~:k!h~h!"~~~!in~x!~~~:~;~~.g31y 3 to 6 per cent did not 
Haberman (1954)81 studied completion rates of high school corres-
pondence students and reported a rate of 72.95 per cent. adding that it 
appeared that those who took less t1me to complete the course showed 
h1gher achievement. 
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Hughes {1955). 1n a doctoral study, reported that successful 
comp1etiofl of courses was related to methods of study, and to three major 
motivational factors: need to earn credit for teacher certification; need 
to earn credit toward a college degree; desfre for professional or voca-
tional improvenent.82 James and Wedemeyer (1959) reported on non-
completions and stated there were apparent differences 1n motivation 
operative for initial registration for a course, and for not completing it. 
They also make a warning statement deserving great attention in the study 
of the non-completer: 
Non-completion is not necessarily equivalent to failure. The 
student may cease worr in a correspondence course as soon as 
he has achieved a specific goal. This goal may relate only to 
particu1ar aspects o~ his course. Concepts of goal achievement 
80Howard V. E'tans. nHow to Keep Our Students -- the Completion 
Rate," Proceedings, Fourth International Conference .!fil Correspondence 
Education (State College, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State College, 
General Extension Services) 1953, pp. 83-85. 
81 0on Haberman, "Completion Rates and Achievements of Students in 
Supervised Correspondence Study," (Master's Thesis) University of 
Nebraska, 1954. 
82charles Roy Hughes, "Influence of Some Selected Factors upon the 
Completion of Correspondence Courses," (Doctoral Thesis) University of 
Florida, 1955. 
derived from orthodox, class-type educational programs must, 
thereforea~be applied with care to non completed adult 
students. "' 
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Janles ar.d Wedemeyer·' s work suggests consonance w1 th the report of 
Knox and Sjogren and their observations on the fluctuations and changes 1n 
ioot1vat1on.84 
Childs (1963)85 reported on a study whose results did not support 
Zahn's earlier conclusion based on a similar 1nvestigat1on.86 He stated: 
From all of the above evidence it is not clear that 
inteli igern::e or aptitude are important facwrs in 
determining which pupils carry courses to completion and 
whi ci1 do not. 87 
S1\>an (1966}. :..;tudying drop-outs and cancellations reported that the 
nature of the cour~e ccmtrrnt was not .a s1 gn1 f1 cant factor 1n non-comple-
tion, and that motives for inf ti~l enrollment were most frequently: (1) 
degree requirement, (2} self-improvement. (3) cert1f1cat1on purposes. and 
(4) previous failure of the same course.88 
83sttrnard J. Jani:s, and Charles A. Wedemeyer~ °Complet1on of 
University Corr~spondence Courses by Adults," Journal ~Higher Education, 
Volume JO, Numbar 2 (F.;;bruary, 1959) p. 95. 
84Page 54, footnote 71. 
85Gayle B. Childs, 11An Analysis of Certain Factors which May Affect 
Con~letion in Supervised Correspondence Study," Journal of Experimental 
EJucation, Volume 32, Number 1 (Fall, 1963) pp. lol-105.-
87cn11ds, IIJid •• p. lOJ. 
880enver Sioan, "Survey Study of University Correspondence Dropouts 
and Cancellations," Home Stud.y Review, Volume 7, Number 3 (Fall, 1966) 
pp. 9-16. 
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Montross (1956) examined the relationship of personal instructor 
assistance of correspondence students (as opposed to the traditional 
communication by mail alone), to their attitudes and achievement. He 
reported that students given personal assistance manifested a greater 
degree of acceptance of correspondence study, but that their attitudes 
toward courses and the course assistance were not s1gn1f1cant1y different 
frorn the attitudes of a control group. However, in course achievement, 
those receiving the personal instructor assistance made significant gains 
over the control group.89 
Hartsell and Peters (1966) conducted a study for administrative 
and budgetary purposes, to detennine whether student response was 
affected by the use of first or second class mailing. Their work is 
another example of the spectrum of characteristics in correspondence 
instruction that have been studied. Their conclusion is directed toward 
the administrative character of the field: 
Evaluation of our findings indicated that response to the 
aiaterials sent by second-class mail does not d-iffer appreciably 
from the paid enrollments resulting from t'irst-class mailings. 
Making allowances for the variations 1n correspondence study 
materiah mailed from the different institutions, second-class 
mailiny should serve the purpose as well as the first-class 
mailing, with the resultant decrease in operating costs. In a 
year, the postal cost can be reduced sufficiently so that funds 
can be added to some other facet of the correspondence program 
of an institution.90 
89Haroid W. Montross, "An ExpEir1menta1 Study of the Effectiveness 
of Field Assistance on the Attitudes and Course Achievements of Corres-
pondem:u Study Students. 11 J~urn.il ·Of Educat i ona i Research, Vo 1 ume 50, 
Nu1nber 3 (November, 1956). pp. 161:-f73. 
90charles Hartsell, and James N. Peters, "First or Second Class: 
Which Is Better?" Home Study Review, Volume 7, Humber 1, {Spring, 1966), 
pp. 36-37. 
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Scotton and Wecke (19G6) reported on t.ieir investigation of 
diffur~ncti!i 1n characteristics of students who enrolled for correspond-
enl.e course:; at the Univerliity of I11inois during th~ Si.ll•TiltH' period, June 
1 to July 31, and those who enrolled between September 1 and May 31. 
More suiilller enrollees identified themselves as students; fewer 1dent1fied 
themselves a~ teachers; far fewer persons in categories other than these 
two enrolled during this period, June 1 to July 31. 
At the close of the two-year period allowed for tllis investigation, 
it was found that the complet1on rate of the sunmer enrollees was 33.8 
per cent, compared with 37.5 per cent for the non-sunvner enrollees. Grade 
point averages for each group were very similar and very high. The prac-
tical conclusion to the 1nvest1gators' question, whether to promote 
sumner enrollments 1n correspondence 1nstruct1un, was: 
These f1nd1ngs indicate that it is appropriate to encourage 
summer enrollments by means of statewide ne·ws releases, 
announcenents to other colleges, and a special registration 
~i~H:k. 91 
Doneno11o·er (1968) conducted a descriptive and exploratory study of 
correspondence study enro1lments at the University of Nevada, 1963-1965. 
Her work mo:it closdy re;)i.lllll:>les the wurk uf tilis study in two ways: (1) 
it e1J1ploys the chi-square technique; (2} it ex~lores the functions of 
st:vera 1 variab 1\)s \~1 tli in tl'1~ same in:,; ti tut ion. 
Tne du thor stated as the purpose of her study: 
Diverse poUc·ies and procedures a.ffect1ng students enrolled 
in corresµcmdt:nce study have been adopted by ins ti tu ti ons of 
S:l Oona ld W. Scotton, and Harold W. Wecke. "Sunner and Non-Summer 
Correspondence Course Cnrollfllt!nts," Adult Leadershi~, Volume 15, 
Numbers (Novent>er, Deceni>er, 1966) pp. 171-1 2, 174-177, 214. 
higher learning. Such limitations as the length of the period 
of enrollment, the minimum time for the completion of the 
course, and the inactive period allowed before the subm1ss1on 
of the first assignment have been set arbitrarily with little 
data to substantiate the decision. The purpose of this 
investigation was to provide such data by detennining if 
relationships exist among such variables as sex, age, achieve-
ment, completion, withdrawal, reason for enrolling, distance 
from the correspondew1ce center, educational background, and 
the time elapsed between enrollment and the submission of the 
first assignment. Practices based on the findings can be 
developed to assist the student in reaching maximum achievement 
in learning for his efforts.92 
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Having established the .05 level of significance ·to reject or accept 
the null hypothesis, Miss Oonehower constructed twelve two-dimensional 
hypotheses, eleven of which were tested by the chi-square technique, and 
one by the rank difference method of computation of correlation. A 
sunmary of her findings as to the relationships of the variables in the 
twelve hypotheses is given on page 63. 
The conclusions the author makes as a result of her invest1gat1on 
are as follows: 
1~ As the time lapse between enrollment and submission of 
the first assignment has a significant relationship on 
the probability the student will complete the course, 
the student should be encouraged to submit his lessons 
as soon as possible. 
2. Techniques to guide the younger and less experienced 
should be developed so that he will be more 11kely to 
complete his course and receive a satisfactory grade. 
3. Since the length of time to complete the course has no 
significant effect on the aChievement of the student, 
procedures regarding the rate of submitting lessons and 
the minimum time allowed for completion of courses should 
92srace M. Oonehower, "Variables Associated with Correspondence 
Study Enrollments at the University of Nevada. 1963-1965," {Master's 
Thesis) University of Nevada, Reno (1968) p. 1. 
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DO~EHOWER'S 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
AS TO RELATIONSHIPS OF VARIABLES 
ASSOCIATED WITH. ENROLLMENTS IN CORRESPONDENCE STUDY 
No si~nif icant relationship 
between 
Variable A Variable B 
Null Hypotheses Rejected~ 
Significant relationship 
between 
Variable A Variable B 
___ ,_, __________________ _ 
Distance from I.engcb of ti.nae 
center to complete 
Length of time Achievement 
to complete 
A 
c 
Lapse of time Completion rate 
between enroll-
inent date and 
first lesson 
Distance f roa Completion rate 
center 
J 
Age Achievement 
D 
Reason for 
enrollment 
Length of time 
to complete 
I 
L 
Sex Achievement 
#There ia no true difference 
E 
G 
H 
Reason for 
enrollment 
Previous 
education 
Previous 
education 
I 
Age 
K 
Sex 
Completion rate 
Completion rate 
Completion rate 
Completion rate 
Completion rate 
*There is a true difference 
be reviewed. Sound administrative efficiency needs to be 
the primary consideration; however. the best service to the 
student and his reasons for selecting correspondence study 
rather than residence classes should not be overlooked in 
the final decision. 
4. The fact that the male student tends to be less likely to 
complete a course than the female student should be 
reviewed with the purpose of developing methods of guidance 
and encouragement to meet his special needs.93 
Among her reconmendat1ons Miss Oonehower makes one that is pertinent 
to this investigator's work. It is intended that this three-dimensional 
chi-square study of selected variables w111 answer Miss Donehower•s state-
ment of the need for in-depth studies: 
In-depth stud1es regarding the courses in which the student 
enrolls in relation to his age, achievement, and educational 
level might bring out some important relationships. The 
instructor's method of present1ng the material, the requirements 
of the course, and the general pattern of correcting, commenting, 
and grading the student's work could be part of this explora-
tion.94 
Th1s investigator returns to his earlier observation (page 55) that 
third, intervening variables may be at work, and that the method of 
examination proposed 1n this study w111 assist in aff1nn1ng or denying 
this observation. It is therefore intended that this work be the kind of 
in-depth study recoomended by Miss Oonehower. 
SUMMARY 
Research into the body of literature in both adult education and 
correspondence instruction has suggested that the works of the many 
professionals can be categorized into the four divisions presented in this 
93Ib1d., p. 76. 94 Ibid., p. 77. 
chapter1 naDEly: 
le Evaluative statements and general studies; 
2. Surveys and profiles; 
3o Comparative studies of instructional methods; 
4. Studies of specific characteristics. 
In general, it can be observed that: 
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1. Extensive surveys of particular institutions, covering a number 
of variables operative in correspondence instruction, have not been 
conducted; 
2. The three-dimensional chi-square technique for analysis of data 
has not, to this time, been employed in the analysis of information in 
correspondence instruction; 
3. This investigator has found only one similar study. Donehower•s 
work bears resemblance to the work of this investigation in two ways: 
(a) it employs the chi-square technique (in a two-dimensional framework}; 
(b) it explores the functions of several variables w1th1n the same 
1 ns t1 tu ti on. 
CHAPTER THREE 
REVIEW OF THE AVAILABLE DATA 
This chapter reviews the data available in the Correspondence Study 
Division, Loyola University of Chicago. The sunmaries of data were 
manually compiled from the annual records (alpha lists and student number 
11sts) maintained in the Division. The summaries cover the years 1952 to 
1972 inclusive. Exceptions to this are noted in the proper places. The 
chapter 1s divided into two sections: 
Part I -- Manual Su11Daries of Available Data 
Part II - Organization of the Data 
Part I -- Manual Suumaries of Available Data 
The investigator manually compiled enrollment data in the Corres-
pondence Study Division for the years 1952 to 1972 inclusive. Enrollments 
within the Division are classified according to three definitions of the 
tern. All counts of enrollment are made on the basis of a calendar year. 
January 1 to Deceni>er 31. 
1. New Student Enrollments - (Table l• page 72): When a student 
first enrolls in the Division he or she is assigned a permanent student 
number. The number 1dent1f1es the person in all subsequent enrollments 
for courses taken 1n the Division at any time. The total of new student 
enro11m&nts 1s therefore the sum of all new student numbers issued in a 
calendar year. The manual total of the new student enrollments for 1952 
to 1972 is 20.559. 
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2. Student Enrollments - (Table 2, page 73. Each time a student. 
new or repeating. enrolls for one or more courses in the Division, he or 
she 1s counted and listed alphabetically according to the month(s) of 
enrollment. Thus. for example, a person who enrolls for a course in 
January and enrolls for a second course in April is counted twice 1n this 
category of enrollment data. The manual total of all student enrollments 
for 1952 to 1972 is 23,973. It is noted. however, that this enrollment 
data was not available for 1967. 
3. Course Enrollments .. (Table .!• page 74. This 1s a count of al 1 
the courses taken by any enrolled student, new or repeating. This is the 
largest of all the enrollment figures, therefore. The manual total of al 1 
course enrollments for 1952 to 1972 is 25,798. It is noted, however, that 
this enrollment data was not available for 1967. 
A graphic presentation of these tables is given in Table 4, page 
This profile demonstrates the differences and fluctuations in the three 
kinds of enrollment for the years 1952 to 1972. 
The following chart is also presented to demonstrate the enrollment 
differences. viewed as single totals for the entire twenty-one year period. 
The three totals correspond to the enrollment def1n1 tions presented above. 
Since the data for 1967 are lacking for student enrollments and course 
enrollments, the adjusted total count of new student enrollments 1s given, 
to provide a more consistent picture of the variations in the data. 
TOTAL ENROLLMENTS PROFILE ( 1952 - 1972) 
(Minus Data for 1967 1n the Three Categories) 
New Student Enrollments 19,512 
Student Enrollments 23,793 
Course Enrollments -· 25,798 
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These presentations of the total quantities of available data are 
given here, to demonstrate the amunts of researchable material that can 
be used in further explorations of questions and hypotheses, after the 
completion of this descriptive and exploratory study. This study did not 
employ the total amunts of data that have been presented here. It used 
data from the years 1969, 1970, and 1971. Explanations for this is 
provided in Chapter Four: Methodology and Hypotheses. 
A presentation of the total enrollments profile for the three years 
used in this study is given be low. Th1s provides a coq>arison between the 
quantity of data from which information was taken, and the total quantity 
available for future studies: 
TOTAL ENROLLMENTS PROFILE (1969, 1970, 1971) 
Enrollment Definitions 1969 1970 
New Student Enrollments 1,366 1,357 
Student Enrollments 1,704 1,669 
Course Enrollments 1,881 1,832 
Part II -- Organization of the Data 
1971 Totals 
1,110 3,839 
1,454 4,827 
1,617 5,330 
A student's academic and personal data pertaining to enrollment 1n 
the Cor"spondence Study 01v1s1on are contained 1n the documents 
r 
presented 1n this section of Chapter Two. The bas1 c sources of data 
are: 
1. Application for Enrollment 
2. Coding Infonnation for Data Processing Cards 
3. 1ne IBM Card Information Sheet 
4. The Lesson Card 
5. The Pennanent Record Card 
6. Card for Notification of Completion of Course, and of 
Final Grade 
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The basic source of initial 1nfonnation is the application for en-
rollment. from tMs application the data processing card and the IBM 
card 1nfonnat1on sheet are prepared. These cards then serve as the 
sources of continuous record keeping in the Division. Inspection of 
these materials shows that allowance is made on the cards for record of 
student progress in a course. The e xh1 b1 t of the first three data sources 
1s found on pages 76-80. 
A continuous record of a student's progress during a course is also 
maintained on the lesson card. Grades for each of the forty assignments 
and for the final examination, and the record of the fin41 grade are 
maintained. Because of the method of instruction, it is necessary to 
explafn the relationship of the final examination to the final grade for 
the course. The following information is given in t11e bul'letins of the 
courses: 
Credit for a course is given to those students who finish the 
recitation papers satisfactorily and pass a satisfactory 
examination with a grade of at least D within the time 
specified. All lessons must be conpleted before examinations 
are adlffirdstmd. The 9rade 01 t1u: final examination accounts 
for 7~ to 100% cf the total grade for the course. 
In the bulletins of courses for 1968, 1969-1970, and 1970-1971, the 
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same regulation is given.1 The phrase 11w1th1n the t1me spec1f1ed" refers 
to tha general time 11m1t for completing a course -- one calendar year, 
with two six-month extensions granted when necessity requires. 
This lesson card is given to the instructor for continuous record 
keeping while the student is pursuing his or her study. It can be seen 
from the instruction on the card that the instructor submits this card to 
the Division for record keeping when the course is completed, or if the 
student withdraws. This card is exhibited on page 82. 
The last two basic sources of data are presented on page 83. 
The permanent record card serves as the source for transcript information. 
It is always kept on file in the offices of the Correspondence Study 
Division. Whenever a student requests transcript infonr•tion, reference is 
made to th1s card and appropriate notification of performance is sent 
according to the request of the individual or the proper institution. The 
card is a continuous record of any and all courses a student attempts at 
any time through enrollment in the Division. 
The final card at the bottom of page 83 1s self-explanatory. It is 
used to notify the student of completion of the course, and the final grade 
that will be entered on the permanent record card. 
These sources of basic information, and the sources of enrollment 
data described in Part I, constitute the materials accessible for this 
descriptive and exploratory study. These materials will be used in any 
future investigations of Correspondence Study at Loyola University of 
Chicago. And it is anticipated that, because of the nature of this initial 
study, the materials will be of invaluable use in the future. 
laullet1ns for these years are cited, since they cover the calendar 
periods of the data used in this study. 
TABLES ANO GRAPHS 
PART I 
SUMMARIES OF AVAILABLE DATA 
Page 
New Student Enrollments (1952-1972) • • • • • • • 72 
Student Enrollnents ( 1952-1972) • • 73 
Course Enrollments (1952-1972) • • • • • 74 
Graphic Presentation of All Enrollment Data • • • • • 75 
(1952-1972) 
****** 
PART II 
ORGANIZATION OF THE DATA 
Application for Enrollment 
Coding Information for Data Processing Cards 
The IBM Gard Information Sheet 
The Lesson Card 
The Permanent Record Card 
• . 
• . 
• • 
• . 
76 
. • • 77 
. • . 78 
• . . 79 
• . . 80 
71 
YEAR JAN. 
1952 18 
1953 49 
1954 42 
1955 71 
1956 46 
1957 55 
1958 66 
1959 62 
1960 55 
1961 56 
1962 88 
1963 84 
1964 95 
1965 73 
1966 95 
1967 80 
1968 86 
1969 103 
1970 143 
1971 93 
1972 94 
FEB. 
38 
67 
69 
93 
74 
65 
87 
82 
68 
82 
73 
106 
88 
125 
98 
120 
106 
109 
141 
122 
84 
NEW STUDENT ENROLLMENTS, CORRESPONDENCE STUDY DIVISION, 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, JANUARY, 1952 TO DECEMBER, 1972 
MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG. 
26 38 52 46 50 46 
69 39 78 95 67 76 
64 38 51 103 74 71 
55 37 37 108 56 54 
52 34 46 107 65 78 
51 44 66 95 71 84 
52 43 58 135 53 72 
55 44 52 163 55 43 
40 31 48 117 66 59 
50 33 67 115 56 82 
68 51 59 142 77 80 
69 47 71 137 81 102 
59 67 69 139 70 85 
84 54 70 125 72 65 
67 71 86 133 75 88 
86 68 97 132 60 84 
95 60 80 114 76 87 
80 61 111 186 128 117 
102 91 106 168 100 104 
.. 
90 65 105 182 69 81 
83 47 92 117 62 65 
SEPT. 
72 
107 
100 
86 
95 
100 
140 
114 
93 
127 
188 
154 
153 
14,8 
108 
105 
133 
160 
140 
137 
108 
OCT. 
89 
98 
85 
332 
96 
105 
140 
123 
95 
119 
126 
134 
142 
130 
90 
104 
120 
149 
119 
65 
66 
NOV. 
49 
53 
74 
49 
54 
52 
50 
57 
46 
60 
56 
73 
82 
104 
71 
67 
73 
97 
83 
60 
59 
DEC. 
41 
47 
48 
38 
29 
37 
41 
25 
28 
26 
38 
36 
59 
61 
63 
44 
61 
65 
60 
41 
30 
TOTAL 
565 
845 
819 
l ,·016 
776 
825 
937 
875 
746 
873 
1,046 
1,094 
1,108 
1,111 
l,'045 
1,047 
1,091 
1,366 
1,357 
1,110 
907 "'-.J 
N 
, 
STUDENT ENROLLMENTS, CORRESPONDENCE STUDY DIVISION, 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, JANUARY, 1952 TO DECEMBER, 1972 
YEAR JAN. FEB. MARCH ~ MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. ~ TOTAL 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
22 
57 
94 
65 
79 
84 
82 
73 
1961 85 
1962 119 
1963 117 
1964 126 
1965 105 
1966 133 
1967 
1968 121 
1969 134 
1970 167 
1971 124 
1972 122 
47 
83 
109 
101 
95 
116 
117 
107 
104 
93 
139 
• 
123 
159 
13~ 
133 
142 
170 
148 
113 
• 
44 
82 
75 
68 
76 
80 
73 
63 
64 
86 
84 
83 
116 
98 
122 
102 
126 
119 
104 
22 
56 
49 
48 
59 
59 
69 
v 
52 
69 
68 
96 
68 
89 
BO 
75 
119 
92 
62 
50 78 
65 127 
50 136 
68 122 
92 120 
80 156 
73 191 
88 160 
82 142 
74 177 
91 168. 
102 169 
93 163 
119 167 
108 147 
135 227 
134 204 
138 231 
120 154 
26 
33 
74 
74 
91 
92 
82 
79 
91 
76 
91 
110 
104 
91 
97 
101 
166 
124 
91 
BO 
22 
34 
88 
73 
107 
112 
97 
67 
84 
111 
112 
134 
115 
106 
112 
108 
143 
132 
107 
78 
44 
62 
129 
104 
116 
125 
211 
154 
122 
167 
225 
191 
191 
189 
146 
162 
193 
167 
172 
132 
39 
65 
104 
127 
115 
127 
175 
151 
124 
149 
192 
172 
172 
169 
112 
145 
182 
148 
91 
99 
21 
17 
89 
55 
77 
66 
71 
77 
59 
85 
73 
102 
110 
126 
84 
95 
119 
102 
79 
84 
18 
24 
58 
52 
43 
53 
58 
50 
43 
·35 
50 
53 
. 80 
83 
77 
78 
86 
76 
62 
39 
" 
170 
498 
1,012 
998 
1,021 
1,096 
1,269 
1,183 
1,061 
1,152 
1,361 
1,429 
1,471 
1,468 
1,370 
1,400 
1,704 
1,66.9 
1,454 
1,187 
..... 
w 
,, 
COURSE ENROLLMENTS, CORRESPONDENCE STUDY DIVISION, 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, JANUARY, 1952 TO DECEMBER, 1972 
YEAR JAN. FEB. MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
1952 
1953 23 
1954 61 
1955 100 
1956 69 
1957 87 
1958 89 
1959 85 
1960 77 
1961 88 
1962 126 
1963 120 
1964 134 
1965 108 
1966 139 
1967 
1968 125 
1969 144 
1970 183 
1971 138 
1972 132 
48 
92 
114 
108 
103 
121 
124 
114. 
110 
101 
147 
134 
165 
1"44 
140 
155 
190 
154 
125 
53 
86 
76 
69 
79 
87 
78 
67 
67 
98 
91 
89 
126 
106 
128 
112 
141 
133 
111 
22 
62 
51 
53 
64 
63 
70 
~51 
53 
75 
71 
99 
68. 
98 
86 
84 
134 
99 
64 
52 91 
73 127 
51 149 
76 136 
102 127 
88 166 
77 215 
104 177 
87 158 
81 186 
94 189 
107 187 
104 178 
127 173 
120 166 
149 263 
152 224 
165 264 
137 170 
30 
35 
81 
77 
98 
98 
87 
87 
99 
82 
99 
118 
111 
103 
102 
109 
181 
135 
100 
92 
24 
35 
99 
77 
116 
119 
104 
73 
94 
124 
119 
140 
117 
111 
131 
116 
154 
143 
117 
84 
50 
66 
142 
108 
123 
132 
220 
161 
126 
173 
240 
205 
206 
20() 
158 
183 
212 
176 
190 
149 
46 
68 
109 
133 
119 
130 
183 
158 
130 
156 
203 
181 
178 
186 
117 
153 
202 
159 
105 
107 
26 
18 
99 
56 
79 
67 
77 
79 
60 
87 
75 
110 
114 
137 
89 
98 
1-29 
112 
86 
92 
DEC. TOTAL 
21 
25 
60 
53 
45 
55 
59 
52 
44 
36 
52 
54 
84 
86 
77 
82 
96 
83 
66 
41 
" 
197 
536 
1,091 
11. 0-45 
1,091 
1,163 
1,344 
1,259 
1,143 
l,~21 
1,455 
1,520 
1,560 
1,572 
1,461 
1,506 
1,881 
1,832 
1,617 
" 1,304 ~
1 
2000 
1900 
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1700 
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1400 
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CORRESPONDENCE STUDY DIVISION, LOYOLA UNIVERSITY Q!_ CHICAGO 
Calendar Year Enrollment Study, 1952-1972, of New Student 
Enrollments, Student Enrollments, and Course Enrollments 
N ID 0 
11'1 11'1 ID 
0\ 0\ 0\ • ..... 
.... .... 
'· 
• 
'<I' 
ID 
0\ 
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1 
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Line 3 
= Course Enrollments 
= Student Enrollments 
= New Student Enrollments 
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LOYOLA UNIVERSITY Soc. Sec. No ____ _ 
CORRESPONDENCE STUDY DIVISION 
Application for Enrollment 
Applicant's full n·ame 
!Sisters must include family name.I (Ustl 1F1m1 IMlddlel 
Dete -------------------Amount Enclosed $. ______________ _ 
Remit in oostal or express order in U.S. dollar. 
If loal check list is used, add 10 cents for collection. 
Present address in full•-------------------....,------------------
11.e., address to which course material should be _,t.I 
Permanent address in fuD -------------------------------------
Occupaflo .. ~-----------------------------------------
~-----------------------Religion ------------:----------
" f member of religious order, &ive name of order) 
Date of Birth -.,-----------------Pl.ce of Birt,,_ ____________ ~--
(Monrn1 <Day I IYarl 
Indicate your purpose in applying for this course by checlting one of the boxes -----------------
O Teacher's Certificate 
O University Credit 
0 Culture 
D 
Cive name of institution where credit is desired. 
Credit toward a university Degree is given only by the college 
in which the credit is to be applied and under its regulations. 
Previous Education: Full statement of your preparation for course in which you are enrolling. 
Did you Date attended 
Name of school or institution graduate? From: To: 
High School 
Colleges or uni•ersities 
Courses you 
have had leading 
to the course 
for which you 
are applying 
Course Desired 
Please order required texts from Loyola Bookstore and Bill Me 0 
Remarks DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE 
Signature of Applicant-----------------
Approval 
,_ 500-2 
.. 
Attach remittance and mail to: 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
Correspondence Study Division 
820 N. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Tuition 
Tuition 
Texts 
Total -----------
.. -
Positions 
l-5 
6-23 
24 
25 
26 
27-32 
33-34 
35 
36 
37 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
CORRESPONDENCE STUDY DIVISION 
CODING FOR OPC CARDS 
Category 
Student Number 
Student Name 
Sex 
1. Male 
2. Female 
Re 1 i gious Order 
1. Sister 
2. Brother 
3. Priest 
4. Non-Catholic Cleric 
5. Seminarian 
6. None 
Religion 
1. Catholic 
2. Non-Catholic 
3. Unknown 
Date of Birth 
State of Permanent Residence of 
Student (acc. to DPC) 
Citizenship 
1. Citizen 
2. Non-Citizen 
3. Unknown 
Geographic Origin from which 
application is received 
1. United States 
2. U.S. Territories 
3. Canada 
4. Mexico 
5. Central & South America 
6. Europe & British Isles 
7. Asia 
8. Africa 
9. Australia 
o. At Sea 
Occupation in residence at another 
college 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Loyola ~current) 
4. Loyola fonner) 
77 
Field 
1-5 (incl.) 
6-23 (incl.) 
24 
25 
26 
27-32 (incl.) 
33 .. 34 
35 
37 
78 
COOING FOR DPC CARDS (Cont'd) 
Positions Category Field 
38 Tuition Source 38 
1. Self 
2. USAF I 
3. Vocational Rehabilita-
ti on 
4. Hadley School for the 
Blind 
5. Veteran's Administration 
39 .. 40 Teacher's Code 39 .. 40 
41-58 Course Title (according to DPC) 41-58 (incl.) 
59-60 Department 59-60 
61-63 Course Number 61-63 (incl.) 
64 Credit 64 
1. College - 3 semester 
hours 
2. Non-Credit 
65 Purpose 65 
1. Degree requ1 red - other 
2. Degree required 
3. Teacher Certif1cat1on 
4. Professional improve-
ment 
s. Graduate Prerequisite 
6. Continuing Education 
7. Culture 
66-71 Date Connenced 66-71 ~incl.~ 
72-77 Date Coq>leted 72-77 incl. 
78 Grade 78 
79-80 Card Code 79-80 
Hl. Load 
H2. Maintenance 
H3. Delete 
79 
DPC Codes for States and Foreign Countries 
State of Pennanent 
Residence (7) 
1 - Alabama 
2 - Arizona 
3 - Arkansas 
4 - Ca11fomia 
5 - Colorado 
6 - Connecticut 
7 - Delaware 
8 - District of Colud>1a 
9 - Florida 
10 - Georgia 
11 - Idaho 
12 - I111no1s 
13 - Indiana 
14 - Iowa 
15 ... Kansas 
16 - Kentucky 
17 - Louisiana 
18 - Maine 
19 - Maryland 
20 - Massachusetts 
21 - Michigan 
22 - Minnesota 
23 - Mississippi 
24 - Missouri 
25 - Montana 
26 - Nebraska 
27 - Nevada 
28 - New Hampshire 
29 - New Jersey 
JO - New Maxi co 
31 - New York 
32 - North Carolina 
33 - North Dakota 
34 - Ohio 
35 - Oklahoma 
36 - Oregon 
37 - Pennsylvania 
38 - Rhode Island 
39 - South Carolina 
40 - South Dakota 
41 - Tennessee 
42 - Texas 
43 .. Utah 
44 - Vennont 
45 - Virginia 
46 - Washington 
Other than u.s. Geographic Origin 
52 - Philippines i - United States 
53 - China 2 - U.S. Territories 
54 - India 3 - Canada 
55 - Mexico 4 - Mexico 
56 - Turkey 5 - Cent. and S.Amer1ca 
57 - Iran 6 - Europe 
58 - Canada 7 - Asia 
59 - Greece 8 - Africa 
60 - Puerto Rico 9 - Australia 
61 - British Guina 
62 - Italy O - at sea 
63 - Iraq 
64 - Japan 
65 - Poland 
66 - Yugoslavia 
67 - Colombia 
68 - Malaya 
69 - France 
70 - Venezuela 
71 - Africa 
72 - Costa Rico 
73 - British ColuD>ia 
74 ·British Columbia 
75 - Ireland 
76 - Indo China 
77 - North West Indies 
78 - Czechoslavia 
79 - Austria 
80 - Germany 
81 - Guam 
82 - Formosa 
83 - British West Indies 
84 - Republic of Honduras. C.A. 
85 - Syria 
86 - Chile 
87 - Thailand 
88 - Virgin Islands 
89 - Argentina 
APO - Anny Post Office 
FPO - Fleet Post Office 
OPC Codes for States and Foreign Countries 
State of Pennanent 
Residence (7) 
47 - West Virginia 
48 - Wisconsin 
49 - Wyoming 
50 - Alaska 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
METI!OOOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
In 1965 Johnson wrote an article "to show some of the ways 1n which 
educators working with adults contribute to our understanding of the 
dynam1 cs of the learning process~" 1 He emphas 1zed that focus 1 ng on the 
needs of the leamer, firrespect1ve of any methodologff 1s an enduring, if 
often forgotten pr1nc1ple of education: 
One of the real problems adult educators face is cntating 
a climate in which adults will feel free to identify their 
learning needs. Too many adults have not been given the 
freedom or the responsib11 ity to determine their learning needs 
in their earlier years •••• 
• • • • Do teachers attempt to discover the nature of student 
needs? Usually not unti 1 one gets to graduate school does this 
occur. 
Why not spend mre time with the lea mer in helping him to 
discover meaningful learning needs? Why not create the kind of 
learning climate in which he will feel free to express his needs? 
If we are to meet the challenge, additional time (preferably 
at an earlier age) should be spent in helping learners identify 
and work with meaningful learning needs. The needs of the learner 
should have a place of prominence 1n the learning s1tuat1on.Z 
It cannot escape reflection that Houle 1 s3 (1964) observations on who 
lleo F. Johnson, "The Learning Process: A Challenge and A Response," 
Journal of Education, Volume 148, Number 1 (October, 1965), p. 43. 
2Ib1d., pp. 50-51. 
3see Chapter Two, page 33, footnote 13. 
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stays, and why, are interwoven into ttiese more general remarks by 
Johnson. On the RKJre theoretical side of the question of learning and its 
dynamics, Johnson continues with a discussion of the creative interaction 
-· a resonance between the teacher and the learner: 
Educators never seem to learn. How many of our classes are 
taught where the principal connun1cation fs between the teacher 
and a member of the class or the class? Most of the comnun1cation 
is one-way. There is very little interaction among the class 
meri>ers. Is this too much to ask? Apparently 1 t is. Learning is 
not very effective when one-way cormiunfcation exists. We need to 
strive for more interaction among the teacher and the learner and 
those involved 1n the learning situation. 
An ideal for creative interaction among those involved in the 
learning situation is suggested by Dr. Leland Bradford. He refers 
to the learning situation as "the teaching-learning transaction." 
Seven dimensions of the transaction are identified: 
'1. What the learner brings to the transaction (in addition 
to ignorance and abilities). 
2.. What the teacher (helper) brings to the transaction ( 1n 
addition to subject knowledge). 
3. The group as a setting for learning. 
4. The tnteract1on process among class members and the 
teacher. 
5. The condt ti ons necessary for learnt ng and change. 
6. The maintenance of change and utilization of 
learning. 
7. The establishment of the process of continued 
learning.' 
To be effective participants in the learning situation requires tha1 
we increase our understanding of the teaching-learning transaction. 
There are of course, many evidences of excellent teacher-student 
and teacher-class rapport. Johnson's conments are primarily focused upon 
the classroom setting of the student-teacher relationship where better 
rapport ts desired. The lack of creative interaction is evidenced in the 
communication between the teacher and !_member of the class while the 
4Johnson, Ibid~, p,. 51. 
remaining students s1t idle. It 1s equally patent in the non-comwnica-
t1on arrong the idle majority. It 1s as though an exchange between too 
few 1s no interaction among any. 
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The author's remarks are also apropos to correspondence instruction. 
His presentation of seven dimensions indicates the relevance of creative 
interaction to this system. What can be said about the environment of any 
teaching-learning experience when the first, second, fifth, sixth, and 
seventh dimensions are lacking? The learning czynamic occurs within the 
dimensions of teacher and course and student. What each brings to the 
intersection of the three detennines the momentum of the total experience. 
Sut the 1ntersect1on and the lll)mentum are coincidental to locale. 
Professionals in correspondence instruction are proud that the sixteenth 
President of the United States is part of their educational tradition. 
Definitions of Correspondence Instruction 
What identity have the professionals in correspondence instruction 
tried to g1ve to their method? The dynamism of th1s system 1s best seen in 
the def1n1tions that have been proffered. 
Their definition of correspondence instruction is not especially 
penetrating~ but Bittner and Mallory (1933) suggest the presence of a 
system. What they say carries 1nt>11cat1ons of the czynam1c quality of the 
method: 
University correspondence instruction 1s not a mere adlllinistra-
tive device to sell home study courses or to teach by 111111 
through the services of a competent instructor; 1t 1s rather a 
system whereby the university faculty and the un1veemitjn1tea\fct 
in 1ts institutional aspects ut111zes the mail to 
with students, to keep in touch w1th them, not only to teach 
them through spec1fic courses, but to include them in the 
college body .5 
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Mail is the means of student contact. Specific 1nstruct1on and in-
clusion of the correspondence student in the college body are the ends to 
be achieved. Wedemeyer and Ch11ds (1961) emphasize similar characteristics. 
They view written coumunication as the vehicle for guidance of the learning 
process: 
Correspondence study 1s based upon the principles and procedures 
found 1n any teaching-learning situation. Learning must be done 
by the student himself. However, learning will progress more 
efficiently if guidance is given to the learning process. In 
correspondence study, this guidance is provided through written 
communication between teacher and pupil.6 
Houle (1965) also e~hasizes the dynamics of the instructional 
process. He gives five coq>onents of correspondence instruction: 
(1) specially prepared materials, written 1n self-explanatory 
fashion and arranged 1n a series of lessons; (2) supplementary 
1>-rinted and other materials; (3) a series of exercises to be 
worked out by the student; (4) the evaluation of these exercises 
by a competent instructor with the student being informed of the 
evaluation ••• and (5) a final examination over the whole 
course.7 
This investigator finds one fault with Houle's definition. It is 
incorrect to say that Houle is giving primary emphasis to teacher evaluation 
in the student-teacher coumunication. Conmunicat1on is implied, though it 
Swalton s. Bittner and Hervey F. Mallory, University Teaching ,Bl~ 
{New York: The Macmillan Company) 1933. 
6charles Ae Wedemeyer and Gayle B. Childs, New Perspectives in 
Un1vers1t.Y. Corres,ondence Study (Chicago: Center-rc>r the Stu<IY of"1:'1beral 
Education -for Adu ts) l961, p. 7. 
7cyri1 o. Houle, •correspondence Instruction," Encyclopaedia 
aritannfca. 14th edition. Volume VI (1965) pp. 544-545. 
is not an itemized element of correspondence 1nstruct1on. This investi-
gator judges that the interchange 1s important enough to deserve item-
fzat1on. 
This aspect of the dynamic process is expressed by Erdos (1967): 
Correspondence teaching 1s a method of teaching in which the 
teacher bears the responsibility of 1mpart1ng knowledge and 
skill to a student who does not receive instruction orally, 
but who studies 1n a place and at a t1me detenn1ned by h1s 
1ndivfdual c1rcumstances.B 
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It is noteworthy that Erdos rejects the phenomenon of oral instruc-
tion as part of correspondence study. This lends emphasis to the later 
remarks of Otto Peters.9 He comes close to stating that the presence of 
written (or the absence of oral} instruction constitutes an essential 
difference between correspondence instruction and more traditional class-
room presentation. 
Peters (1971) presents a descriptive definition of correspondence 
study based upon his earlier presentation that the method is an industrial .. 
1zed form of instruction. He proffers a definition taken from an 1nvestiga .. 
t1on of the industrial production process: 
Correspondence stuqy is a method of imparting knowledge and skills 
which 1s rationalfzed by the application of division of labour and 
organizational principles as well as by the increased use of tech-
nical media. especially for the purpose of reproducing objectivated 
teaching behavior which makes it possible to instruct great numbers 
of students at the same time wherever they live.10 
8Renee F. Erdos, Teaching by Correspondence (London: Longman, Green 
and Company, Limited) 1967. p. 10: 
9chapter Two, page 51, footnote 64. 
10otto Peters, "Theoretical Aspects of Correspondence Instruction," 
The Changing World of Corresezndence Study. Ossian MacKenzie and Edward 
C:-Chr1stensen (editers), p. 26. 
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Th1s investigator has a reservation about such a definition. This 
fonnulation is based upon a transfer of concepts and processes found in 
industrial productione It is an operational definition -- and so are many 
others. tt>re iq>ortant. 1t 1s an analogous operational def1n1t1on. 
Argument based upon analogy. always implies that there are like-
nesses and differences in the analogs. The Webster Dictionary definition 
of analogy 1s appropriate: 
A fonn of inference 1n which it 1s reasoned that if two (or more) 
things agree with one another in one or more respects. they will 
(probably) agree in yet other respects. 
Perhaps the two most important words in Webster 1s definition are 
"probably" and 11other." Industrial production 1n ioodem society carries 
connotations of mass production. What is demanded -- or ordered, or 
requ1 red -- 1! produced.. And production can be so control led that orders 
can be mass produced. Realization of teaching objectives is a goal of a 
coq>etent teacher and of a competent method. But the goals are realized 
!!!. another. Leaming takes place within the individual. It is an i11111anent 
activity. It 1s not reproduced 1.r!. the student~ the instructor! Peters 
describes the phenomenon of interaction. But interaction and 1 ts resul tit 
learning, are like the industrial production process in ~respects. 
They 11probably11 disagree with it, in a nearly essential manner, in other re .. 
spect.~l 
In their report of the Cooperative Education Research Project (CERP) 
MacKenzie (1968) and his collaborators eq>hasized the instructional 
character of correspondence education: 
To avoid confusion, CERP uses exclusively the tenn corres~ondence 
instruction. The term instruction is intended to strengt en the 
polnt that a method and not a goal is being described. Corres-
pyndence instruction !!. .! method of instruction .'!.!!.which correS•0 
pondence is the means of comunicat.ion between student and 
teaaler. -. • --:- - -
CERP defines instruction, for purposes of this study. as (1) 
conscious. deliberate effort (2) to affect or alter the 
environment of an individual in such a way (3) as to cause 
him to behave or be able to perfonn in some given manner (4) 
and to do so under specified conditions •••• 
To this definition of instruction, one need only add the 
qualification that this "deliberate effort" be carried out by 
means of correspondence to arrive at a suitable definition of 
correspondence instruction. (Note: A 1 though most correspond-
ence instruction is carried out through the mail, this is only 
one of several possible means of distribution.) 
CERP. however, insists on a further distinction. For the 
purposes of this study. correspondence instruction refers only 
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to instruction offered throa;h correspondence which requires 
interaction between the stu nt and the instructing institution •• 
• • In popular terminology, se1f-studY programs, home studY, and 
correspondence ins truct1 on 1uay be synonyroous. 11 
These definitions of correspondence instruction assU1111 another 
dimension when an examination is made of a recent paper of the Philosophy 
Comnittee of the Correspondence Study Division of the National University 
Extension Association. The COJ11111ttee stated there is a growing awareness 
anong persons involved in non-classroom instructional methods, 
that many people can and do learn effectively without direct 
sustained contact with a professor during the duration of the 
course or program. In that sense, the student studies and 
leanls in a situation remote from and largely 1nde2endent of 
his instructor •••• 
If we continue to keep correspondence study as a title. we 
must defend why we have selected the mechanical means of dis-
semination, the vehicle of the process, 1n preference to a more 
i~ortant aspect, the process itself •••• A broader term would 
seem to better define our interests and the interests of those 
we serve since a more flexible prograrrn1ng could be utilized by 
developing components of content taught and learned by the means 
11oss1an MacKenzie and Edward L. Christensen, and Paul H. Rigby, 
Correspondence Instruction in the United States (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company} 1968, pp. 2-4:-~ 
best suited to that content. 
Independent Study as a title has 1ts weakness and strength. 
It cannot 1dent1fy a specific program because the kinds of 
independent study are legion. but it allows us to use a 
multiplicity of these programs to meet the needs of those who 
study independently. If the name Lof this Division of NUEAT 
is changed to "Independent Study, 11 we must recognize that the 
activities of the Division have been expanded.lZ 
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The title of the Committee's presentation is not without its own 
s1gn1f1 cance: "A Rose by Any Other Name?" What is important is the 
observation that these professionals are searching for the specific 
identity -- the uniqueness -- of this method of student-teacher interaction. 
All correspondence instruction ts independent study. Not all independent 
study, however, is correspondence instruction. 
Interaction 
Johnson's remarks and these definitions demonstrate the professionals• 
inquiring search into the ~nam1c quality of correspondence instruction. 
Effective participation 1n the teaching-learning experience requires 
creative interaction. An index of the effectiveness of the method is found 
in the knowledge of whether, and to what extent, there is 1nteract1on 
between student, course, and teacher. 
The hypotheses presented in this study test the statistical signifi-
cance or non-significance of the existence of such interaction. The state-
ments themselves have importance because of their evaluations by 
professionals in correspondence instruction. 
12Philosophy Conn1ttee (John J. DeRolf. Chairman), Correspondence 
Study Division of the National University Extension Association, "A Rose by 
Any Other Name?'1 An unpublished paper of the co11111ittee. 
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Tne three-dimensional chi-square analysis used in this investiga-
tion of the interrelationships anx>ng variables is basically a probe into 
one question: ls the frequency of occurrence of the three-dimensional 
event ( in any hypo th es 1s) ad di ti ve? If the hypo tiles is is true, 1 t is 
correct to say the analysis revealed no interaction between the components 
of the statement. (Interaction may st111 exist. The statistical method 
did not reveal it.) It is correct to say, then. that each component 
exercises an influence apart from the others. 
If the hypothesis is not true, interaction of the components produces 
effects inexplicable by the addition of categorized data.13 Lindquist•s 
observation on triple interaction is appropriate: 
It should be apparent that the triple interaction may be 
much more pronounced in one of the component 2 x 2 x s tables 
than in others, or that there may be no triple interaction in 
some such tables and some triple interaction 1n others. It 1s 
possible, in other words, that the triple interaction for the 
whole table is not homogeneous.14 
Stating that interaction does or does not exist with statistical 
s1gn1ficance 1s not tantamount to precisely identifying the influence. 
This study is descriptive and exploratory inasmuch as it makes an effort to 
determine whether interaction 1s present among the three variables under 
inspection. 
Winer has stated that "from many points of view, interaction is a 
13Helen M. Walker, and Joseph Lev, Statistical Inference (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston) 1953 pp. 350-351. ~ 
14E.. F. Undqu1st 1 Design and Analysis of Ex~er·fment~ 1n PsycholoQl 
and Education (Boston: Houghton"MTfflinCompany) 953, p. 22f. 
measure of the nonadditivity of the main effects."1 5 This is the same 
phenomenon already observed by Walker and Lev. (Fn. 13, page 92). 
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The significance of this investigation is found in the fact that it 
attempts to statistically investigate the interaction spoken of by 
Johnson, and implied in so many definitions of correspondence instruction. 
If there is a dynamic within correspondence instruction that makes it a 
method of instruction at least as adequate as any other, that vitality 
will be found in the interaction of the teacher, the student, and tile 
course. It can also be found in the three-dimensional investigation of 
variables related to any one of those main contributors, or to any combina-
tion of them. 
To assist in the description of interaction in this investigation, an 
anology is appropriate. It is conmonly known that water and alcohol mix. 
What is just as comonly expected (but does not occur) is that equal 
measures of each, when added, will produce twice the amount of either 
taken singly. Interaction of the two substances is such however, that the 
expectation is not the reality. Each does not exercise an influence apart 
from the other. Experimental evidence reveals a molecular interaction, a 
previously unexpected dynamic. 
15e.J. Winer, Statistical Princi~les in Experimental Design (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company) 1§62 p. 14li In words, the main effect for level 
a1 is the difference between the mean of all potential observations on the dependent variable at level a1 and the grand mean of all potential 
observations." p. 146. 
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Variables Associated with the Statements 
The variable.s associated with the statements to be tested can be 
v1ewed 1n two ways. The first of these 1s to review the coding infonna-
tion for the data processing cards presented in Chapter Three. The data 
processing cards represent the manner 1n which correspondence instruction 
information is stored. To th1s extent, therefore, it is the most 
important of the ways in which the variables must ultimately be viewed for 
this study. The variables are retrievable for research subject to the 
limitations of the coding process. The more generalized meanings of the 
variables within the method are subject to the limitations of their avail-
ability for recall from the infonnat1on system. 
The second, more generalized meanings of the variables are derived 
from the correspondence instruction system itself. The terms requiring 
explication from this second point of view are as follows: 
Correspondence course -· This 1s a course of instruction conducted 
primarily by written COUIDUnication. 
Course conpletion -- This is a course for which the requirements 
related to lesson assignments and examinations have been met, and a final 
grade has been assigned by the instructor. 
Course .rum.-c91DPletion -- This is a course originally taken but never 
completed according to the conditions of the previous definition. At 
Loyola University this is reflected in a recorded grade of either W or 
W-Inc. 
Upper and Lower Division Courses -- The numbered designations of the 
former are in the range of 300-399; of the latter, in the range 100-299. 
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Age and Age Range -- The first is determined as the time from year 
of birth to year of enrollment; the second, for this study, as the five-
year intervals used by Oonehower (1968).1 6 
Grade -- This 1s the final rating or evaluation of student achieve-
ment. It corresponds generally to the terms excellent, good, fair, passed, 
failed, withdrew. These ratings are explained 1n more detail in Chapter 
One, page 24. 
Student Mot1vat1on -- Th1s tenn includes the variety of reasons a 
student may give for enrolling in a course. Enrollment motivation is 
emphasized here, to distinguish it from the mot1vational factors observed 
by Knox and Sjogren (Chapter Two, page, page 54). 
Within the Correspondence Study Division there are seven possible 
enrollment root1vat1onal factors that can be used in analysis: 
1. Degree Required - Other: The course is taken to fulfill 
degree requirements at another academic institution. 
2. Degree Required: The course is taken to fulfill degree 
requirements at Loyola University of Chicago. 
3. Teacher Cert1f1cation: The course is taken to meet require-
ments as a certified teacher. 
4. Professiona 1 IUlrovement: The course is taken because of 1 ts 
association wi the professional status already enjoyed by 
the student. 
5. Continuing Education: The course 1s taken because of a desire 
for further intellectual enrichment. 
6. Graduation Prere~u1site: The course as a precondition for 
pursuit of fonna graduate course work. 
7. Culture: The course is taken for general information purposes. {In practice, there 1s not much that distinguishes this motiva-
tion from Continuing Education.) 
While the Division intends a distinct character for each definition, 
it is observable that mutually exclusive characteristics are not always 
present. There is nore exclusivity among the seven definitions 1f one 
160onehower, Ibid., p. 60. 
accepts that certain of them are oriented toward external motivation, 
while others suggest DX>re internal motivation. 
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Length of Time to Complete the Course -- This is the total amount 
of time required to meet the conditions described in the definition of 
course completion. At Loyola University this is the same as the analysis 
of completion rate for an individual student. The manner of storage of 
this information within the computerized system limits its availability 
for analysis. Completion rate cannot, for example, be studied in the 
same manner reported by Evans (Chapter Two. page 57). It can, however, 
be studied as follows: 
1. Completion within one year --
2. Completion within one year and with one extension of six 
months --
3. Completion within one year and with two extensions --
Al 1 the definitions conform to the practice within correspondence 
instruction, but with one exception. The definition of completion rate 
adopted by the Division of Correspondence Study of the National University 
Extension Assoc1at1on (1960) is "the ratio of the completions to the 
enrollments minus the cancellations."17 It is understood that the enroll-
ment information, the basis of the definition, is determined for a 
calendar year. What is expressed in words 1s also expressed by the 
Division 1n the following formula: 
17 n Report of the Comi ttee on Analyzing and Reporting S tat1s ti ca 1 
Data on Correspondence Enrollments to the NUEA Division on Correspondence 
Study, 11 April Zl, 1960. A mimeographed paper. 
Completion Rate • Conpletions 
Enrollments minus Cancellations 
Th1s is a definition adopted for administrative purposes. This 
fact 1s evident from the definition that is aho g1ven for enrollment: 
"The administrative process by which a person becomes a correspondence 
study student in a single course."18 
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In this study completion rate 1s not being 1nvest1gated according to 
the functional definition given above. Individual completion rate is 
being studied. 
Establishing the Hypotheses 
Investigation of the literature indicated the variables to be 
considered in the construction of the statements. These statements were 
then developed into the 2 x 2 x n dimensional hypotheses (pages 
and presented to the professionals currently engaged in correspondence in-
struction. The respondents were asked to rate the statements in accordance 
with the instructions. The investigator had no intention of arranging 
these statements 1n any order of importance based upon h1s own prejudices. 
Such order was avoided to better insure that each statement taken singly 
cou 1 d be rated according to 1 ts ~ importance. as judged by the pro-
fessionals. Thus the biased judgments of the investigator, and the un-
biased judgments of the professionals was obtained within the limits of 
human experience. 
The respondents (pages and ) were those persons 1mediate1y 
responsible for correspondence instruction in their respective 
l8Ib1d. 
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institutions. They were g1ven this quest1onna1re dur1ng the time of the 
annual meet1ngs of the National Un1vers1ty Extension Assoc1at1on, Apr11 
b-9, 1974, in Denver. Colorado. Each person was personally contacted. 
Those quest1onna1res that were not personally returned during the days of 
the meet1ng. were later sent to the investigator. This personal contact 
undoubtedly explains the fact that the response to the quest1onna1re was 
100%. These professionals canle from th1rteen states of the United States, 
and from the District of Columbia. They represent 1nstitut1ons of higher 
education, the Home Study Institute, and the United States Armed Forces 
Inst1tute.19 
The statements were then ranked according to their weighted mean 
values. For this detennination, the following values were used: 
Not Very Important (NVI) • 1 
Important (I) • 2 
Very Important (VI) s 3 
Each statement could thus assume a value within the range of 1.00 
to 3.00. The tally of these responses and tne final determination of the 
weighted mean value for each statement are presented one page 112. 
The final listing of these statements in the rank order of their weighted 
mean values is given on pages 113 and 114. Sixty per cent of the state-
ments received weighted mean scores of 2.00 or higher. The range of 
scores for the ten statements is 1.50 to 2.76. The five highest ranking 
statements were selected for analysis. 
19Georg1a, Illinois. Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah and Wisconsin. 
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After the we1 ghted mean scores and the ranks of the ten statements 
were detennined, it was realized that Statements 1 and 3 were the same. 
This fact was not apparent even to the professionals. No doubt this is 
explained by the fact that the investigator avoided presenting the state-
ments in any ordere 
The investigator and his Advisor detennined that adding specificity 
to Statement 3 was proper. Since the study is descriptive and explora-
tory, the specificity could contribute to the meaning of Statement 1 and 
to the practical significance of the entire investigation for the 
Correspondence Study Division of Loyola University of Chicago. 20 
Determination of the final selection of the data to be used from 
all the available data (Chapter Three)was made on the basis of three 
observations: 
1. The similar investigation conducted by Donehower21 used total 
enrollment figures. Moreover, the review of the related literature 
(Chapter Two) demonstrated that the most studies were reviews of the 
20ttere as elsewhere in this investigation, the investigator is in-
debted to the professional judgments and advice of two persons, and to 
h1s invaluable professional relationships with many. As Advisor, Dr. 
Samuel T. Mayo's contribution was as helpful as it was essential• as a 
professional in correspondence education, Miss McPartlin's practical judgment on the benefit of this specificity was inestimable. 
The investigator's personal indebtedness to his academic. pro-
fessional experiences with Dr. John M. Wozniak, Dean of the School of 
Education, and Dr. Samuel T. Mayo, Professor, and the Department of 
Foundations, largely determined tne specific courses used in the modifica-
tion of Statement 3. 
21uonehower, Ibid., Chapter Two, page 62. 
exhaustive supply of enro1bient dat3 from year":- !OOSt contiguous to the 
times of the investigations. It 1s apparent that practical conclusions 
that can poss1b1y be drawn from the studies (and from this study) should 
be based upon recent data, in order to better realize the educ.at1ona1 
goals discussed 1n Chapter One. pages one to five. 
2. The utility of the descriptive and exploratory 1nfor'ml1t1on to 
be derived from the investigatfons of the statements, for ei'ther 
adm1n1strat1ve purposes or purposes of better personal student d1rect1on, 
1s best realized b.Y the use cf recent information. Data on students who 
had every opportunity to complete the courses for which they had enrolled 
and to realize the goals they had given for their enrollment, would be of 
most use. Thus, it was decided to select recent years where1n this could 
be accompl•shed. Studies of students still actively enrolled (students 
who had not had an opportunity to complete a course within the maximum 
two-year 11m1 t) were not pursued. 
3. Value can be realized from a comparison of results for three 
years, when t.~e condition~ described fn the second observation are met. 
Since computerized 1nformat1on was available for recall for the calendar 
years 1969, 1970, and 1971, and for their total, this three-year period 
was selected for study. An adjusted student enrollment (Chapter Three, 
pages 67, 68 and 72.) 
22yo avoid the difficulty encountered 1n the simple use of student 
enrollments as they are descr1bed on page 68, the program for selection 
of data from 1nfonnat1on systems was modified. A student's data was 
selected for analysis on the basis of enrollment in the first course. 
where multiple course enrollments were 1nd1cated. This modification 
provided the adjusted student enrollment. 
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~thodology 
In 1973 McNamee calculated the chi-square statistics for a 
2 x 2 x n contingency table. He allowed n to assume a range of values 
from two to twelve, and presented chi-square statistics for each contin-
gency table that was produced.23 The program he developed in the study 
has been adopted for the analysis of possible associat1ons24 among 
variables under investigation in this descriptive and exploratory study. 
The statements to be examined have been studied for the significance of 
second order interaction. Three variab1es are investigated for the 
statistical significance or non-significance of their associations. 
What is i~ortant for a discussion of methodology in this study, is 
that the nominal data investigated do in fact fit the assumptions of the 
chi -square ana lys 1s. The fact that the data taken from computer storage 
are capable of class1f1cat1on denl)nstrates the nominal character of the 
information. Siegel speaks of the nominal or classificatory scale in the 
following definition: 
Measurement at its weakest level exists when numbers 
or oth~r symbols are used simple to classify an object, 
person, or characteristic. When numbers or other symbols 
are used to 1dent1fy the groups to which various objects 
23Rayroond J. McNamee, "Robustness of Homogeneity Tests 1n Parallel-
epiped Contingency Tables." Doctoral Dissertation (1973) Loyola 
University of Chicago. 
2411ayo has observed that ~•association" is a more appropriate term 
than "interaction," when there h investigation of relationships among 
categorical variables. The point is well taken, even though most 
authors continue to use the terms interchangeably. This study uses the 
ternlS synonymously. S.T. Mayo, 11 Interaction aJOOng Categorical Variables," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement, Volume 21~ Number 4, 
(Winter, 1961), p. 839. 
be'long. these numbers or symbols constitute a nominal or 
classificatory scale.25 
lOL 
In addition to the classificatory nature of the data, the chi-
square analysis requires that the data be discrete. In two ways the 
information to be investigated fits the requirement. There 1s in the 
first place no possibility of cross-classification among the principle 
variables in a particular investigation. The overall variable, rate of 
completion, for example, cannot also be classified in whole or in part 
as another variable. Thus, cross-classification does not occur. 
In addition, similar cross-classification within the elements of 
a variable is not possible. For example, it is not possible that for a 
single course a student can receive two grades. Nor is it possible that 
a student can be classified as both a completer and a non-completer with 
respect to that course. Both within and among the variables, therefore, 
the data to be investigated are discrete, or there is the required 
mutual exclusivity. 
It is therefore possible to avoid the pitfall observed by HcNemar. 
decause of the mutually exclusive character of the data, among and within 
variables, any three-dimensional array of variables for a single student 
is not duplicated totally or partially 1n differing cell entries in the 
same chi-square design. McNemar discusses this point as the inflation of 
N, the total count for the distribution: 
25sidney Siegel. NonparallEtric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences {New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company) 19S6,-p:" 22. 
A second assumption 1s that the observations oe 
independent of one another. This assumption is violated 
when the total of the observed frequencies exceeds the 
total number of persons in the sample(s). Such an 1nf1a· 
tion of N occurs when multiple observations are made on 
each person and each person 1s counted more than once.26 
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In order to avoid the diff1culty described by McNemar, the use of 
adjusted student enrollments as the basis for this investigation has been 
selected. Thus, this study is a cross-sectional view of the more recent, 
discrete information on correspondence students. The nominal data have 
been organized to insure a one-to-one-to-one correspondence among and 
within the three-dimensional descriptions in the statements to be 
examined. 
Another feature of the chi-square technique presented by McNamee 
deals with the possible occurrence of negative values. Because of the use 
of certain equations in the derivation of the three-dimensional value, 
negative values do arise, even though mathematically they might not be an-
ticipated. Referring to the computerized systt'lll for derivation of the 
chi-square values, McNamee states: "The large negative chi-square value 
is due to the truncating of large numbers when division is done by Fortran 
IV. tt27 
Tne 1nt6raction value, or tne chi-square value, is not dependent 
upon the labels of rows or columns in a contingency table, as McNamee 
explains. It is because of this fact that the author developed his own 
technique, the Con Midhe Shi ft, as a method for avoiding the occurrence of 
26Quinn f.lcNemar, Psychological Stat1st1 cs (New York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc.) 1969 p. 254. 
27McNamee, Ibid., p. 76. 
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the negative chi-square value. "It is found that if a problem arises 
from the condition of the binomial theorem being violated that it could 
bt? corrected by reversing all the rows in each subtable. 1128 In the 
practical order what this means 1s that the order of presentation of the 
data for computer analysis, on the 2 x 2 face of the contingency table, 
can be reversed to avoid the determination of the negative values. Thus, 
for example, the data for 1970 in Statement One were prograRllled for 
analysis as follows: 
Degree Re~u1red (Other) 
Degree Required 
Teacher Certification 
Continuing Education 
- Leve 1 1: 
- Level 2: 
- Level 3: 
- Level 4: 
94 
4 
31 
13 
308 
1 
77 
23 
114 
6 
21 
21 
511 
18 
50 
52 
The initial calculation of the chi-square value produced a negative 
number, -28fl.18. By the use of McNamee•s Con Midhe Shift technique,29 
the data were rearranged as: 
Level 1; 308 94 511 114 
Level 2: 1 4 18 6 
level 3: 77 31 50 21 
Level 4: 23 13 52 21 
The resultant chi-square value, 5.08, was both positive and capable 
of determination as either significant or non-significant. The utility of 
McNamee•s presentation of this Con Midhe Shift will undoubtedly be 
appreciated by any researcher who uses his three-dimensional technique in 
practical applications to real data. 
A final aspect of McNamee's three-dimensional technique that 
requires discussion is the function of the zero-valued cell as real data 
28Ib1 d., p. 77. 291bid.' p. 79. 
I 
l 
. I 
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and as part of tht! mathematical technique. In reality 1t will be shown 
that many portions of the tables summarizing data for the different 
statements in Chapter Five indicate zero-valued cells. These cells 
indicate facts. In Statement One. for example, it is evident that in 
reality no students enrolled in either upper or lower division courses 
1n 1969 or 1970, with the motivations of professional improvement or 
culture. These are historical facts, and are surely subjects of further 
inquiry. But as zero-valued cells they are not capable of mathematical 
analysis. They produce any one of three results. as McNamee explains: 
In the process of d1 vis ion, zero produces tri chotoroous 
results depending on its role. If the dividend is zero and 
the divisor is not zero, the quotient is zero. If the dividend 
is not zero and the divisor is zero, the quotient does not 
exist. If the d1v1dend is zero and the divisor is zero, the 
quotient is said to be 1ndetenninant. 
When the expected values for second order interaction are 
calculated and zeros exist in the cells of the contingency table 
any of the above results are possible.30 
Zero-valued cells in the compiled data for the statements to be 
analyzed cannot be subjected to the chi-square analysis technique in this 
2 x 2 x n design. Wherever these occur, therefore, the maximum nuni>er of 
levels of data for analysis is accordingly reduced. Thus, for example, 1n 
Statement One, the zero-valued cells in professional improvement, graduate 
prerequisite, and culture, reduce a 2 x 2 x 7 design to a 2 x 2 x 4. The 
mathematical and experimental questions this phenomenon can raise could, 
in themselves, be the subject matter for other dissertations. 
30zbid., pp. 66-67. 
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Summary 
Def1n1t1ons of correspondence instruction demonstrate the 
professionals' atteq>ts to identify the dynamic character of this system 
of education. Johnson, speaking of learning in general, has called this 
the phenomenon of creative interaction. 
What is referred to 1n operational def1n1t1ons and descriptions, 
tan also be examined 1n the three-dimensional chi-square analysis. The 
statistical investigation of the phenomenon examines the significance or 
non-significance of the associations among and between variables 
contained in specific statements. These variables must meet the condi-
tions of being mutually exclusive. nominal data in a one-to-one-to-one 
order (w1 ·th no inflation of N). 
The variables to be used in the statements are found in this 
chapter and are defined according to their use. Their specific uses in 
individual statements, however. are presented 1n Chapter Five. 
McNamee 's st.atist1ca1 design provides a service to correspondence 
instruction. His three-dimensional design for chi-square analysis tests 
the 1nteract1on or association among variables in a way not previously 
employed 1n correspondence instruction. Proper use of his design, however, 
requires an awareness of the nature of the zero-valued cell, and of the 
application of the Con M1dhe Shift when necessary. 
Finally~ this chapter also discusses the structuring of the state-
ments for evaluation of the final selection of those to be tested. The 
presentation of the statements to be studied, their results and the 
conclusions, are given in Chapters Five and Six. 
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
APr11, 1974 
Because you are in charge of the Independent and Correspondence Study 
Divisions of your Universities, Colleges, or other Institutions, I would 
appreciate your evaluation and criticism about the ten statements listed 
below. These statements are intended to be tested statistically for any 
significant relationships that may exist within and among the variables. 
In general, the variables to be tested are: 
Student Motivations 
Student Backgrounds (Academic, Personal, 
and General) 
Course Completion Data 
Teacher Motivations 
Teacher Status 
Course Grades (Lessons, 
Final Exam, Final Grade) 
Course Levels (Upper, 
Lower Divisions; Enrollments) 
In the space to the left of each statement are the initials: 
NVI - Not Very Important 
I - Important 
VI - Very Important 
Would you please circle those initials that you judge best suit the state-
ments as ones worth testing for significance? 
HVI 
NVI 
HVI 
NVI 
NVI 
' 
I VI Student motivations show no relationship to the completion 
or non-completion of courses considered as either upper or 
lower division courses. 
I VI The completion or non-co111>letion of courses is not related 
to the student's residence or his/her previous highest 
academic achievement. 
I YI The completion or non-completion of courses is not related 
to a student 1s mailing address {location) for Correspond-
ence Study. nor to his/her previous highest academic 
achievement. 
I VI Teacher motivitions of either professional dedication to 
the teaching profession or additional income have no 
influence on the final grades given to students who are 
taking the courses for DX>tives of either culture or 
continuing education. 
I VI Whether a Correspondence Study teacher is otherwise actively 
teaching or retired from the profession is not related to 
student c~letion rates or non-Oompletion of courses, or 
to the fact that the courses are either upper or lower 
division. 
NVI I 
NVI I 
NVI I 
NVI I 
NVI I 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
APri 1, 1974 
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Correspondence Study teachers' motivations of either 
dedication to the teaching profession or additional 
income are not related to the completion rates or the 
non-coq>letion of courses taken by students whose 
motivations are either teacher certification and pro-
fessional improvement, or culture and continuing educa-
tion. 
There 1 s no relat1onsh1p between the completion or non-
CO!ll>letion of courses, and the grades students receive. 
where the same courses are taken from different 
teachers. 
Student motivations for taking either upper or lower 
division courses are not related to the completion or 
non-completion of these courses at either level. 
The levels (upper or lower division) of the courses 
students take bear no relationship to their motivations 
of either professional improvement or continuing educa-
tion, nor to the rates of coq>letion or the non-
c~letion of the courses. 
Whether a Correspondence Study student is a fonner 
university or college student, or a non-student, is not 
related to the age ranges of the student enrollments, 
nor is it related to their motivations of professional 
iq>rovement, or of culture and continuing education. 
TiiANK YOU VERY MUCH! 
Are there any other variables you would like to see tested? 
Are there any other statements of variables that you would like to make, 
so the statements could be tested for significant relationships? If so, 
please write them 1n the space below. And I would appreciate it if you 
would please sign your name and your official title and the name of the 
Institution where you work. 
1. 
2. 
Name 
Title and Institution 
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EVALUATORS 
The list of persons to whom the questionnaire was submitted for evalua-
tion, April 6-9, 1974, is as follows: 
Dr. Robert Batchellor 
Assistant Director 
Independent Study through 
Correspondence 
Oh1 o University 
Athens, Ohio 45701 
Miss Vasser Bishop 
Director 
Correspondence Instruction 
The University of Mississippi 
University, Mississippi 38677 
Mr. John L. Davies 
Director 
Instructional Services 
The University of Iowa 
C-111 East Hall 
Iowa City. Iowa 52240 
Miss Grace M. Donehower 
Assistant Dean 
General University Extension 
and Independent Study 
University of Nevada, Reno 
Reno, Nevada 89507 
Dr. William J. Driscoll 
Director 
Independent Study through 
Correspondence 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 45701 
0011 F. Felts 
Director 
Center for Independent Study 
through Correspondence 
University of M1ssour1 
514 South Fifth Street 
Columbia, Missouri 65201 
Del w. Holbrook 
President 
Home Study Institute 
Takoma Park 
Washington, D.C. 20012 
Francis L. Johnson 
Director 
Independent Study 
227 Extension Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 54706 
David M. Mercer 
Department of Independent Study 
by Correspondence 
The Pennsylvania State University 
3 Shields Building 
University Park, Pennsylvania 
16802 
Monty E. McMahon 
Head 
Independent Study 
Uni vers 1 ty Ex tens 1 on D1vis1 on 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 
Miss Mary L. McPartlin 
Director 
Correspondence Study Division 
Loyola University of Chicago 
820 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Earl Pfanstiel 
Director 
Independent Study 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
Miss Elizabeth Powell 
Supervisor 
Independent Study 
University of Georgia 
Center for Continuing Education 
Athens. Georgia 30601 
Dr. Charles W. Hartsell 
Director 
EVALUATORS 
University Correspondence Study 
Division of Continuing Education 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
Dr. Ripley S. Sill16 
Academic Programs 
United States Arned Forces 
Institute 
2138 East Washington 
Madison, Wisconsin 53713 
Miss Norrine Tempest 
Director 
Correspondence Study 
University of Utah 
P.O. Box 200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
Mr. John P. Wilson 
Academic Programs 
United States Armed Forces 
Institute 
Madison, Wisconsin 53713 
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Tally and Determination of Ratings Given the Statements of the Questionnaire 
NON-CATEGORI-
STATEMENT 
: = r.,:r ~ ~ ~B~ NUMBER I NVI x 1 = Lwt- I x x 3 = L t t N !:!wt -. RANKS - RESPONSES l o I 1111,x ~· 1 ~ s ,-, 1. 0 x x 3 ~9 47 17 2. 76 I 1 I o 
f"H./ 
Ill 
2 I Ill x 1 3 11/W x 
IHI 
2 201 Ill x 3 91 3211612.00I 6 I l 
3 I ifl.I . x 1 ~ m../ x 2 121 I x 3 3 I 24 I 16 11.so I 10 I l /Ill I 
4 I fH./ x l 8 IHI. x 2 121 Ill x 3 91 2911711.711 9 I 0 Ill • I ' 
5 I IHI x l 5 ti-I.I x 
Ill 
2 161//// x 3 12 I 33 I 17 I l. 94 I 7 I 0 
I . 6 fl-I.I x l 6 IHI x 2 141 // x 3 61 ·26 I 15 I l. 7 3 I 8 I 2 I II 
7 I Ill x l 3 /'H./ x 2 12 iH-1 x 3 21 I 36 I 16 I 2. 25 I 4 I l I II 
8 I II x 1 2 lrm x 2 16 /H..I x 3 21 I 39 I 17 I 2.29 I 3 I 0 Ill II 
9 Ill x 1 3 fH.L. x 2 18 /'fl../ x 3 15 I 36 I 17 I 2 .12 I s I 0 
• ' Ill/ 
10 0 x 1 0 rH.J x 2 
rm 201 F x 3 18 I 38 I 16 I 2. 38 I 2 I .o 
-
-N 
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The ten statements of the questionnaire were ranked according to their 
weighted mean scores 1n the following order: 
WEIGHTED 
RANK STATEMENT MEAN 
-
1 Student motivations show no relationship to the 2.76 
completion or non-completion of courses considered 
as either upper or lower division courses. 
2 Whether a Correspondence Stu<b' student is a fonner 2.38 
universi~ or college student, or a non-student. is 
not related to the age ranges of the student enroll-
ments, nor 1s it related to their motivations of 
professional improvement, or of culture and 
continuing education. 
3 Student motivations for taking either upper or lower 2.29 
division courses are not related to the completion 
or non-completion of these courses at either level. 
4 There is no relationship between the completion or 
non-coq>letion of courses, and the grades students 
receive where the same courses are taken from 
different teachers. 
5 The levels (upper or lower divisions) of the courses 2.12 
students take bear no relationship to their motiva-
tions of either professional improvement or 
continuing education, nor to the rates of completion 
or the non-coq>letion of the courses. 
6 The completion or non-completion of courses is not 2.00 
related to the student's residence or his/her 
previous highest academic achievement. 
7 Whether a Correspondence Stu<b' teacher 1s otherwise 1.94 
actively teaching or retired from the profession is 
not related to student completion rates or non-
completion of courses. or to the fact that the courses 
are either upper or lower division. 
8 Correspondence Stu<b' teachers' motivations of either 1.73 
dedication to the teaching profession or addit1onal 
income are not related to the completion rates or 
the non-coq>letion of courses taken by students 
whose motivations are either teacher certification 
and professional improvement, or culture and 
continuing education. 
Page Two 
WEIGHTED 
RANK STATEMENT f.EAN 
9 Teacher motivations of either profess iona 1 1. 71 
dedication to the teaching profession or 
additional income have no influence on the final 
grades given to students taking courses for 
motive$ of either culture or continuing education. 
10 The completion or non-completion of courses 1s not 1.50 
related to a student's mailing address (location) 
for Correspondence Study, nor to his/her previous 
highest academic achievement. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
EXAMINATION Of TESTED HYPOTiiESES 
This chapter discusses the results of the exam1nat1ons of each of 
the statements presented 1n Chapter Four. Each statement was tested by 
the three-dimensional chi-square analysis with the exception of Statement 
Four. The presentation of the data for this statement demonstrates why 
the chi-square analysis was reduced to the 2 x 2 dimension. 
Because of the function of the zero-valued cell,1 not every level of 
every statement was capable of the three-dimensional chi-square analysis. 
However, each statement, with the exception of Statement Four, did have 
some characteristics capable of the 2 x 2 x n chi-square analysis. 
The statements to be tested follow. Statements 3A and 3B are the 
revised ones replacing the original Statement Three.2 
Statement 1: Student motivations show no relationship to the 
completlon or non-conplet1on of courses considered as either 
upper or lower division courses. (Weighted Mean -- 2.76) 
Statement .2: Whether a correspondence study student 1s a 
former university student or a non-student 1s not related 
to the age range nor to the motivations of professional 
improvement or of culture and continuing education. 
(Weighted Mean -- 2.38) 
Statement 3A: Student motivations for taking either Education 
320"'(Pni1osophy of Education) or Education 230 (Introduction 
lchapter Four. pp. 104-105. 
2cnapter Four, p. 99. 
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to Educational Psychology) are not related to completion 
or non-completion of these courses. (Weighted Mean --
2.29) 
Statement 3~: Student motivations for taking either Education 
310 (Genera History of Education) or Education 220 (American 
Education) are not related to completion or non-completion of 
these courses. (Weighted Mean -- 2.29) 
Statement 4: There is no relationship between completion and 
non-coq>letion of courses and the grades students receive, 
where the same course 1s taken from different teachers. 
(Weighted Mean -- 2.25) 
Statement 5: The levels (upper or lower division) of the 
courses students take are not related to their motivations of 
e1ther professional improvement or continu1n9 education, nor 
to the rates of co111> 1 eti on of the courses. (Weighted 
Mean -- 2.12) 
STATEMENT 1 
Student motivations show no relationship to the completion or 
non-completion of courses considered as either upper or lower 
division courses. 
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Observations: The data gathered from Information Systems for 1969, 
1970, 1971, and for the combination of the three years, are presented on 
page 117. It is to be noted that the zero-valued cells for professional 
improvement, graduate prerequisite, and culture. in 1969 and 1970, 
necessitated the reduction of the original table of 2 x 2 x 7 to the 
dimensions, 2 x 2 x 4. Thus, to have consistency in the four sets of data, 
the three-dimensional chi-square analysis studied four levels or motiva-
tions. 
This data also shows that non-completions generally exceed comple-
tions for both upper and lower division courses in the four motivational 
categories under consideration. This observation lends strength to the 
STA'tl:MDT l - St.udeat moti•atioas show no relatioaahip t:o the completion or 11011-coapletioa of couraea 
couidered. ae either upper or lower diviaioa eeuraes. (Weipted. Kua - 2.76) 
eo.r ... 
1969 1970 1971 ill tears 
Upper Lover Upper towel:' Upper Lower Upper Lower 
Motivatioaa Diviaiea Dideioa Divisioa Di:ri.aicm Divisioa Diviaioa Divisioa Diviaioa 
Degree Reqld.recl - ocher 
Coapletioa 97 313 94 308 15 2SS 266 876 
Hoa-completioa 123 S46 114 SU 82 317 319 1374 
Degree B.eqd.red. 
Coapletioa l 1 4 1 24 36 29 38 
Hoa-completioa 2 8 6 18 16 43 24 69 
Teacher c.rtif icatioa 
Completioa 21 57 31 77 41 88 93 222 
Bon-completioa 21 so n so 26 64 68 164 
0 0 0 0 1 27 1 21 
0 0 0 0 a 44 8 44 
Gr&G.ate Prerequisite 
Coapletioa 0 0 0 0 1 6 l 6 
lloa-completioa 0 0 0 l 1 s 1 
' Coutilluiag lducatioa 
Coapletioa 3 16 13 23 7 26 23 65 
Hoa-coapletioa 9 51 21 S2 13 ll 43 134 
Culture 
Coapletioa () 0 0 0 0 l 0 3 .... .... Non-completion 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 ...., 
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presentat1on of Knox and Sjogren3 concerning motivation. Motivation to 
enroll and motivation to continue and carry learning to completion might 
not always be identical. This observation is more important when 1t is 
observed that the three motivations lacking enrollments are generally the 
internal rrx>tivational categories. 
Chi-square Analysis: The three-dimensional analysis provided a ch1-
square value for each level or motive under consideration. The sum of 
these four values constitutes the chi-square value for each set of data. 
These values are as follows: 
Chi-sguare Values -- Statement 1 
Enrollment 
19694 19704 Motivation 1971 Total 
Degree Required (Other) 0.19 0.01 0.01 0.09 
Degree Required 0.52 4.05 1.22 2.56 
Teacher Certification x 1.11 1.01 o.oo 1.47 
Continuing Education Q:.QI Q.&!. 1.22 0.23 
Chi-square Values 1.89 5.08 2.45 4.35 
At the 0.05 level of significance and for three degrees of freedom,5 
3chapter Two, page 54, footnote 71. 
4oata for 1969 and 1970 were analyzed by the use of the Con M1dhe 
Shift of McNamee. The first detenninat1on of the chi-square values for 
these years were o.oo and -288.18 respectively. Use of McNamee's 
technique yielded the results given here. 
5rhe degrees of freedom 1n these analyses are detenn1ned as (r-1) {c-l)x(d-1), where r, c. and d denote the rows, coluufls, and levels 
(the n-dimension) of the particular study. 
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the chi-square value of the tested statement, for any set of data, must 
equal or exceed 7,81 1f the null hypothesis 1s to be rejected. Since 
none of the experimental values are larger than 7.81, the null hypothesis 
as stated must be accepted for 1969, 1970, 1971, and for the oomb1nation 
of these three years. 
Conclusions and RecoD111endations: Oonehower6 reported a s1m11ar 
hypothesis in her two-dimensional study. It 1s most 1nterest1ng that she 
rejected her null hypothesis of no relationship between motive and 
completion or non-completion, at the 0.05 level of significance. Her 
reported experimental value for chi-square, 51.18, was even significant 
at the 0.01 level of significance (for 0.01 and three degrees of freedom, 
chi-square• 11.35). 
That there is a relationship between enrollment motivation and 
course completion or non-completion is evident from Donehower•s investiga-
tion. Ordinary experience might also regard the relationship as evident. 
If one assumes the similarity between this investigation and Donehower•s 
two-dimensional one, it is interesting to ask why this added, third 
dimension (upper and lower d1v1s1on courses) reverses the statistical 
significance of the null hypothesis. 
The Oonehower study, c011110n sense, and the apparently plausible 
statement of Knox and Sjogren raise one question about the results of 
this investigation -- Why? It would not seem likely that the null 
hypothesis would have to be accepted with statistical evidence. This 
60onehower, Ibid., pp. 49-50. 
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investigator has no 11t111ediate answer to the question. It is important 
that the statistical evidence gives pause for ref1ect1on, however. 
Further research concerning what array of variables does indicate s1gnff1-
cant tr1ple relationships is strongly suggested. Otherwise. one conclu-
sion to be drawn (assuming, of course, the validity of co111110n sense) 1s 
why should there be courses offered at any level for the motivations 
that are described. 
On the theoretical level an investigation into the factors that 
will substantiate or disprove the observation of Knox and Sjogren 1s 
recomnended. Does the statistical truth of this null hypothesis have a 
relationship to possible differences that may exist between motivation to 
enroll and motivation to carry a course to co111>letion or non-completion? 
On a more practical level, this Division can investigate why it is 
true that there are usually more non-completions than completions in the 
four nx>t1vational categories that have been studied. To what extent are 
the enrollment motivations related to this phenomenon? Is this due to the 
academic nature of the courses offered 1n the Correspondence Study 
D1v1s1on? Is 1t due to the fact that it takes "more" to get through a 
correspondence course than 1t does to enroll 1n it? These are questions 
that suggest further investigation. 
It h also interesting to note that there is a very large number of 
enrollments in courses to neet degree requirements at other institutions. 
The comparative number of similar enrollments to complete degree require-
ments at Loyola University is ob~ious 1n its relative infrequency! Does 
this Division have the support of deans, department heads, and faculty? 
Finally, the very real lack of motivational data in the categories 
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of professional improverrent, continuing education. and culture 1s a 
recommendation in 1tself. More courses could be developed that appeal to 
such internal enrollment motivations. The bulletins of courses of the 
Correspondence Study Division show that the Division does ?resent 
subjects of academic quality that have appeal for external, academic 
reasons. But today, with the burgeoning work in continuing educa.tion, 
this Division could consider courses 1n this area as well. Continuing 
education, in this context, has reference to the differentiation between 
internal and external enrollment motivations, as discussed in Chapter 
Four, page 95. 
STATEMENT 2 
Whether a correspondence study student is a former 
university student or a non-student is not related to 
the age range nor to the motivations of professional 
i~rovement or of culture and continuing education. 
Observations: The data gathered from Infonnation Systems for 1969, 
1970, 1971 and for the coni>ination of the three years, are presented on 
page 122. It is to be noted that the abundance of zero-valued cells 
throughout this entire table in two dimensions (professional improvement 
and fonner student) has limited the application of the three-dimensional 
analysis. Only two sets of data were capable of study in the 2 x 2 x n 
design. The data for 1971, and for the combination of all years, each in 
the age ranges 20-24, 25-29. and 30-34, will be analyzed by the three-
dimensional chi-square technique. These sets of data are contained in 
the blocked section on page 122. 
It is noted that non~students are clearly in the majority as the 
class enrolling in courses for reasons of culture and continuing educa-
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Statement 2 -- Whether a correspondence study student is a former 
university student or a non-student 1s not related to 
ti1e age ranges nor to iootivations of professional improve-
merit (PI) or of culture and continuing education (CCI). 
(W~ighted Mean -- 2.38) 
Mot1 vat1ons 
1969 1~71.'J 1§71 Jtl 1 Years 
Age Ranges ll CCI PI CCI PI CCI PI CCI 
55-59 
Former Student o 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Uon-student 0 18 0 15 6 17 6 50 
50-54 
Former Student O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non-student 0 7 0 13 4 7 4 27 
45-49 
Former Student 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non-student a 5 0 8 10 8 10 21 
40-44 
Fonner Student O 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
Non-student 0 7 0 15 7 4 7 26 
35-39 
Fonner Student O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non-student a 7 0 0 4 3 4 18 
30-34 
Former Student O 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 
Non -s tu dent 0 6 0 3 9 8 9 17 
25-29 
Fonner Student O 2 0 1 1 2 1 5 
Non-student 0 4 0 12 10 14 10 30 
20-24 
Former Student O 0 0 2 3 1 3 3 
Non-student 0 16 0 18 12 12 12 46 
15-19 
Former Student O a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non -student 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 5 
tion. Why are there so very few former students who enroll? Is it 
because a former student. examining the bulletins of courses. would 
almost spontaneouf>ly conclude there are no subjects offered for "just 
self-improvement. 11 while a non-student might want to "give it a try"? 
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If this is an acceptable fact, then a further study of course completion 
and non-collll1et1on would be valuable. 
On the other hand it is possible that a fonner student might 
classify himself as a non-student, understanding that he is not a former 
student of correspondence study, or of the Correspondence Study Division 
of Loyola University, or of any higher academic institution in the very 
recent past (or at the time of his enrollment). This category is 
generally intended to represent the former student of a higher academic 
institution. This fact may not be too clear to the enrollee, however. 
Chi-square Analysis: The three-dimensional analysis yielded a value 
for the two sets of data already mentioned. The values are as follows: 
Ch1-s9uare Values -- Statement 2 
Age Ran9es 1971 All Years 
30-34 0.46 0.14 
25-29 0.11 0.68 
20-24 0.76 1.17 
Chi-square 
Values 1.33 1.99 
At the 0.05 level of significance and for two degrees of freedom. 
the chi-square value of the tested statement for both 1971 and for all 
years. must equal or exceed 5.99. Since neither of the experimental 
values is larger than this value, the null hypothesis as stated with the 
limitation of the age range from 20 to 34, and for the year 1971 and 
the total of all years, must be accepted. 
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Though there was the lack of 1nfonnat1on on professional improve-
ment and former students throughout the table on page 122. 1 t is possible 
to examine a null hypothesis concerning all non-students who enroll for 
the purpose of culture and continuing education. This hypothesis, for 
1969, 1970, and 1971. would read: 
Throughout the three years of enrol lntents there is no relation-
ship between the age ranges of the enrolling non-students and 
the years of their enrollments. 
One assumption underlying this hypothesis must be explained. Chi-
square analysis assumes the independence of the attributes or events under 
investigation. In this hypothesis, the assumption is that independence 
ex1sts between the years and the age ranges. While it is possible that a 
non-student could enroll in more than one calendar year, there is no known 
reason for concluding that such repeated enrollment violates the independ-
ence required for analysis. Since no causal association of such possible 
re-enrollments can be established, this investigator is assuming that no 
dependence7 does exist among the years of enrollment. Thus, the 3 x 9 
7clar1ficat1on uf the meaning of independent attributes is given by 
Lewis and Burke: 
The tenn independence has reference to individual or single events. 
In contrast, the hypothesis of independence that is tested by means 
of chi-square specifies a lack of relationsnip (ttiat is, an absence 
of interaction) between the variates represented in a contingency 
table. The events tha·t occur to yield the frequencies of a con-
tingency table must be mutually independent even though the variates 
are related. 
Don Lewis and C.J. Burke, "The Use and Misuse of the Chi-Square Test." 
Psychological Bui1E:tin, '¥ohm~ 46, iiumber 6 (1949), p. 433. 
chi-s4uare analysis gave a ve.:,iue (df ~ 16) cf 8£.64. The published 
value for this array is 26.3 at the J •. 05 1evi:1 uf ~i.,;rdf1cance. Thus, 
the null hypcthe~is must be rejec.ted. Thera h Soii~ r1~lationship between 
the age-ranges of tha students wno enrolli::J a:> non-:iituuents, and the 
years of the enrollments. 
Conclusions ~ Recommenda.tiol'!!_: Though t:1a ;:,r\ gina1 statement was 
statistically non-significant at the 0.05 level {and tilerefore the null 
hypothesis could not be rejected), it is interesting to observe that the 
second hypothesis (3 x 9} had to be reji:cted at tht: same le\rn 1. It is 
possible that this 1s expla'ined by the fact that the largest age-range 
(20-34 years} 1n wh1ch there 1s noticeable appeal of courses for reasons 
of professiona 1 improvement or of culture and continuing education is a 
very H mi ted part of the en ti re tab le of data I Is 1 t \'irong to assume that 
more highly academic courses will appeal to this age group for non-
academ1 c reasons, because of the desire of such persons 0 to know 11 ? An 
exploration of the courses in which these persons enrol led for these 
motives would be an incipient indication of the validity of this assump-
tion. 
Though the original statement revealed no significant associations, 
it is worthy of further investigation to detenn1ne !!t.1 persons in a rather 
limited age-range (20-34 years) perceive academic courses to be worthy of 
pursuit for reasons of culture and continuing education. or for profession-
al improvement. Culture and continuing education especially (and to a 
more limited degree, professional improvement) would seem to imply that 
there is no interest in receiving a grade for the work accomplished to 
completion. It is suggested that further course data be gathered on these 
persons for fu·ture analys1s. Finally, 1 t 1s suggested that some 
STATEMENT 3A ~ Student motivation8 for taking either Education 320 (Philosophy of Education) or F.ducation 
230 (Introduction to Educational Psychology) are not related to completion or non-
completion of these courses. (Weighted Mean -- 2.29) 
Opper (J20) and Lower (230) Division Education Courses 
1969 1970 1971 All Years 
Ii .Education Education Education Education Education Education !ducat ion Education 
Motivatious 320 230 320 230 320 230 320 230 
Degree Required - Other 
Completion 8 3 1 4 4 10 19 17 
Non-completion 12 12 11 15 6 s 29 32 
Degree Required 
Completion 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 
Non-completion 2 1 l 0 1 0 4 1 
Teacher Certification 
Coapletion 4 5 12 9 11 5 27 19 
Non-completion 4 6 .5 6 14 1 23 13 
Professional Improvement 
Coapletion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 
Noa-completion 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Graduate Prerequisite 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
Non-cm1pletion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Continuing Education 
Completion 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 J 
Hon-completion 0 l 0 1 0 l 0 .} 
Culture 
..... Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N 
Hon-completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(11 
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determination iJe made of the enrolling student's clear understanding of 
the definitions of enrollment motivations. 
STA TE ME NT 3A 
Student motivations for taking either Education 320 
(Philosophy of Education) or Education 210 (Introduction 
to Educational Psychology) are not related to col!1)letion 
or non-completion of these courses. 
Observations: This is the first of two statements already referred 
to 1n Chapter Four, page 99. This statement and Staternent 3B represent 
the studies of specific application of the more general infonnat1on 
contained in Statement 1. Data for Statement 3A are found on page 126. 
It is evident from this set of data, as from the previous ones, that 
the original 2 x 2 x 7 study had to be reduced to a three-dimensional 
2 x 2 x 2 analysis. Zero-valued cells in both Statements 3A and 3B 
precluded the use of five of the motivational categories. Degree Required 
-- (O,ther), and Teacher Certification are the only categories meeting 
the requirements for the use of McNamee's three-dimens1onal analysis of 
either statement. 
That statistically useful infonnation is found in only these two 
categories is interesting. Either motivation can be regarded as a "have 
to" reason. The course itself, specifically, or as suited to a given area 
requirement, fits a given need. It "has to be" taken for either reason --
to get a degree, or to get a certificate. 
It should also be noted from the data on page 126 that, in general, 
there 1s a larger proportion of completions of Education 320 when taken 
for teacher certification. And in general 1t is observable that more 
persons enroll in Education 230 to obtain a degree than to obtain teacher 
i2b 
certification. Nonetheless, there are generally roore non-completions than 
completions 1n the first motivatfonal category. 
F'lnally. it is somewhat ol:>vious that there are reC'iprocal profiles 
of completion to non-completion in the two categories. In general, more 
nou-completions of e1 ther course: are found in the category of persons 
enrollin9 to meet a degree rtKiuiren-ent. Completions, on the other hand, 
predom1na te among those enro 11 ing to acqu1 re teacher certi f1cati on. This 
lends more strength to toe observation that this latter motivational 
category may possess EOOre 11have to" qual tty. 
Chi-square Analysis: The three dimensional analysis yielded the 
following values: 
Chi-square Values -- Statement 3A 
Enrollment 
Moti vat1on 1969 1970 1971 Total 
Degree Required {Other 0.17 0.07 0.11 0.22 
Teacher Certification 0.26 0.07 0.16 0.26 
Chi-square Values 0.43 0.14 0.27 0.48 
At the 0.05 level of significance for one degree of freedom, the 
experinental chi-square value would have to equal or exceed 3.84, in order 
to reject the null hypothesis. Thus, the reported experimental values for 
1969, 1970, 1971, and for the combination of all these years, necessitates 
the acceptance of the Statement that has been made. 
fonclusions and Recorrmendation~: While it may be somewhat surprising 
to find that no relationships do exist as described, this is perhaps 
explained by reference to the observations already made concerning the 
inner variations within the data presented on page 126. Statistical in-
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fluences in one motivational category are offset by reciprocal influences 
1 n the other. 
It is still the 11hunch 11 of this investigator that there are signifi-
cant differences, however. Co111110n sense attitudes toward the descriptive 
facts do not neces$arily have to be rejected because of the statistical 
findings. Rather, the discrepancy between statistical evidence and conmon 
sense in this investigation suggests the following: 
(1) What has been observed on page 127 about enrollment discrepan-
cies for Education 320 and Education 230 can lead to further investigation 
of the possible relationship of this phenomenon to the presentation of 
Knox and Sjogren concerning possible differences between motivation to 
enroll and motivation to continue and complete a course; 
(2) What has been observed on page 126 concerning the variations of 
coq>letions and non-completions within the data on page 127 could also be 
related to the presentation of Knox and Sjogren. 
The availability of other testable hypotheses is, perhaps, only 
defined by the imagination of the investigator. For example: Are there 
upper/lower division courses that in general require 11only11 an enrollment 
motivation to insure completion? Are there others wherein the opposite is 
true? Conversely, are there courses that nearly demand an extension of, a 
growth of, or a change from the initial enrollment motivation? If any of 
these statements are significant, it is well for the instructor to know 
this. This can determine the relationship that is set up between the 
student and the instructor. It is just as important for the student to 
know this, if it is true. This will prevent unnecessary discouragement and 
the feeling of not having been told all the facts at enrollment time. 
~~ould it, for example, be intipproµriate to add to t11e course 
description: "Students who enroll in this course for reasons of 
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----
are more 11ke1y to succe~sfully comp1ete the work; students 
who enroll for reasons of are recoimended to consider 
------
alternate enrollment in course II 
---
Another and final sugyeslion is that a similar kind of 1nottvat1on-
al investigation can be made into any course at any level. The result-
ant work that can be done 1n course construction and course description 
snould be ob·vious. Experts in curriculue1 and course construction should 
always be cognizant of the work of Benjamin 6loom8 and his associates. 
The relationships of the kind of investigation suggested here, to the 
realization of educational objectives in the cognitive and affective 
domains, would indeed be very fruitful areas of study. 
STATEMENT 3B 
Student notivat1ons for taking either Education 310 {General 
History of £ducation) or Education 220 (American Education) 
are not related to completion or non-completion of these 
courses. 
Observations: The reader is referred to the prefatory remarks 
about Statement 3A. What is observed there is largely applicable to 
8senjam1n s. Bloom, (editor), Taxono~ of Educational Objectives, 
Handbook I: Cognitive Domain (New York: avTCf Mcl<'.ay Co1npany, Inc.) 
1956. and-
Oavid R. Kratwohl and Benjamin s. Bloom, and Bertram B. Masia, 
Taxonorqy of Educational Ob ectives. Handbook II: Affective Domain (Rew Von(:- David McKay ~ompany, nc.) 1964. ~ 
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Statement 3B as well. There h&s been the s~me rt:iduct1on of the 
2 x 2 ;. 7 table to 2 x 2 x 2, w1th one degree of freedom. The data for 
State~nt 3B are found on page 132. 
while tM s statement dea 1 s with the same mo ti vationa l categories 
and the same di chotoll\Y of completion and non-completion, only the 
specific courses have changt:a. Here Education 310 and 220 are studied. 
It should be observec! that although there is th1s difference, the 
generic quality of this dimension h not changed. There is both an 
upper and a lower div1s·ion course, and they are both in the same field 
as the courses studied in Statement 3A. 
It 1s important to remember these observations becauLa the fol low-
ing COOl>arisons with the information in Statement 3A are observable: 
1. In the category of Teacher Certification. there is a larger 
proport1on of non-completions for Education 310. There was a larger 
proportion of completions for Education 320. 
Z.. More persons enroll for degree requi reu~nts in Education 220 
than in Education 310. The same observation is true of Education 320 
of Educat'ion 320 and Education 230 in Statement 3A. 
3. More persons enroll, generally. in Education 220 than in 
Education 310 for reasons of teacher certification. In general, the 
opposite is true (for Education 320 and Education 230) in Statement JA. 
4. In general, there are 111>re non-coq,letions than completions, 
in both motivational categories, and for both courses. This is more 
obvious, however, in Statement 38 than JA. 
5. Overall, there are roore enrollments in the courses described 
in Statement 3A than in 36. 
STATEMENT 3B - Student motivations for taking either Education 310 (General History of Education) or 
Education 220 (American Education) are not related to completion or non-completion of 
these courses. (weighted Mean ~ 2.29) 
Upper (310) and Lover (220) Divieion Education Courses 
1969 1970 1971 All Years 
Education Education Education Education Education Education Education Education 
Motivations 310 220 310 220 310 220 310 220 
D<egree Required - Other 
Completion 5 1 6 6 l 4 12 17 
Ron-completion 2 10 4 5 1 4 7 19 
Degree Required 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non-cOJApletion 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 
Teacher Certification 
Completion 2 4 1 4 3 3 6 11 
Mon-completion 3 .5 4 5 1 5 8 15 
Professional Improvement 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non-completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Graduation P'rerequisite 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Non-completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Continuing Education 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Non-completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
..... 
Culture w N 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lfcm-coapletion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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b. Rrrn11zing that there are ~re enrollments for teacher cert1f1-
cati~)n in Statement 3A than 3lit nonetheless, it is seen that there are 
more rHm-compietfons in this motivational catego!!"y for Statement 38 
than 3A. 
Chi-square Analysis: The three-dinens1ona1 analysis yielded the 
f o 11 owing va 1 ues : 
Chi-square Values -- Statement 38 
Enrollment 
Motivation 
Oegree Required (Other) 
Teacher Certi f1 cation 
Chi-square Values 
1969 
0.38 
0.58 
0.96 
1970 
0.29 
Sk§J_ 
o.so 
1971 
0.39 
0.22 
0.61 
Total 
0.21 
0.29 
0.50 
At the 0.05 level of significance for one degree of freedom, the 
experimental chi-square value would have to equal or exceed 3.84, if the 
null hypothesis is to be rejected. The reported values for 1969, 1970, 
1971, and for the cont>1nation of these years, necessitates the accep-
tance of Statement 38. 
It is interesting to note one fact here, concenting the ch1·square 
values for each Statement. Those for Statement 38 are larger 1n each 
study. than those for Statement 3A. Whether and to what extent this may 
be a reflection of the total enrollment discrepancies in these two state-
ments 1s open to 1nvest1gation. Nonetheless. it must be noted that there 
are the following overall enrollments 1n each statement: 
Total Enrollments 1n Statements 3A and 36 
State111mt 
3A 
38 
ill! 
54 
38 
1970 1971 Total 
69 
35 
56 
22 
179 
95 
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In this study. any further coq>arison of Statements 3A and 38 w111 
not be made. It is suggested. however. that there 1s area here for 
further 1nvest1gat1on. 
Conclusions and Reconnendat1ons: Further invest1gat1ons based 
upon the s1x observations already made (pages 132, 133) are recommended. 
It should be noted again. however, that such studies need not be limited 
to the subject area that has been presented in this work. 
The construction of similar 1nvest1gat1ons in other subject areas 
can clearly be of administrative benefit. The areas that show highest 
enrollment. highest levels of completion or non-co~letion, the most 
frequent motivational appeals -- these and many other avenues of 
research are open and probably suffer only the 11m1tat1ons of the imagina-
tion of the investigator. 
STATEMENT 4 
There ts no relationship between completion and non-completion 
of courses and the grades students receive. where the same 
course is taken from different teachers. 
Observations: Thh hypothesis requires some conmmtary related to 
the available data for analysis that are presented on page 135. It is 
evident that the dimension of non-co1nplet1on is not a reality where 
grades of A. 6. C. o. or F have been given. It is equally evident that 
completion is not a reality where ~ and W_Inc are earned. Thus, in 
reality th1s investigation reduces itself to a two-dimensional ch1-square 
analysis where thri:e 1nvsstf gations are possib'Je; 
A. There is. no s1 gni fi cant Ji fference between the completion 
and non-complet1on of a course that 1s taught by different 
teacher$; 
a. There is no significant difference between the passing 
grades {A and B) earned for a course as taught by 
different teachers; 
C. There is no sign·lficant difference between the grades 
received (A, a, and \~) for a course as taught by 
different teachers. 
State~nt 4 -- There 1s no relationship between completion and non-
completion of courses and the grades students 
receive, where the same cuurse is taken from 
different teachers. (Weighted Mean -- 2.25) 
1969 1971 
Grades Teacher X Teacher f 
A 
Completion 7 9 
t~on-comp 1 et1 on 0 0 
a 
Completion 10 6 
Non-completion 0 0 
c 
Completion 0 0 
Non-caq>letion 0 0 
D 
Completion 0 0 
Non-completion 0 0 
F 
Completion 0 0 
Non-completion 0 0 
w 
Completion 0 0 
Non-completion 52 29 
W-lnc 
Completion 0 0 
Non-completion 2 0 
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In the third of these statements there ts evidently an extension 
of the meaning of the term, grade. Here W indicates withdrawal from 
the course before completion. W is regarded, however, as a grade in the 
sense that like A or B it is a record of student performance. 
A second important observation must be made that is related to the 
entire investigation of Statement 4. In the Correspondence Stu~y 
Division of Loyola University of Chicago in either 1969 or 1970 or 1971, 
there was only one course that was taught by different teachers. This 
was an upper division course. Moreover, this course was not taught 
simultaneously by them. One teacher resigned and another assumed 
responsibilities. 
In order to avoid the contamination of the data on grades, the 
calendar year enrollments for Teacher X had to be selected so they would 
not be the students who began under this person and carried through to 
completion or non-completion under Teacher Y. This contamination could 
be avoided by using the calendar year enrollments as indicated. 
A minor point that can be observed in the data is that the Teacher 
X and Teacher Y d1chotOl!\Y is also a male-female dichotol!\Y. There was no 
intention to use this characteristic as part of the investigation. 
Chi-square Analysis: The chi-square analys1s for each of the 
three hypotheses presented is given as follows: 
Ch1-sguare Values -- Statement 4 (A,B,C,) 
Statement 
A 
8 
c 
Experimental Value 
28.75 
1.25 
100.69 
(df. 1) 
(df • 1) 
(df • 2) 
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For the O.OS level of s1gnif1cance. the chi-square value of the 
experimental data must equal or exceed 3.84 for Statements A and B, and 
5.99 for Statement c. It 1s evident therefore, that the null hypotheses 
of Statements A and C are rejected. There is significant difference 
when a study of completions and non-completions is made, and when a 
study of grades (record of student performance) is made. There is no 
significance in the eanling of A's or e•s under Teacher X or Y. It 
should be evident, therefore, that the controlling fnctor in these 
analyses is the large number of non-completions considered either as 
strict non-coq>letions, or as a record of student performance. 
Conclusions and Reconmendat1ons: It is obvious that some other 
array of data will have to be considered before such a hypothesis (or 
group of hypotheses. as in this particular investigation) is considered 
amenable to a three-dimensional study. That there is descriptive and 
exploratory value to such a study 1n two-dimensions, however, is 
evident. 
Further stuclY could explore the following questions: 
1. Is there an explanation for the much larger number 
of non-completions under Teacher X? 
2. Are the non-completer& due to the influences of Teacher 
X and Teacher Y? 
3. In the perception of the enrollees, is non-completion 
viewed negatively or posftiveiy? 
4. *-lhat ,;ere the erirollment motivations of tht! s.tudents? 
It 1s a caution to be observed that no judgments coi"1cernin9 
teachers or students be made without further evidence. It is tri be 
remembered that the course ~nder invest1gat.ion was ?J.O upper division one. 
Further, it represented a special course, even at this level. a was 
example, a person may enroll in a course "in Ci1lh! Psychology to learn 
how to deal wit.11 a three-year old son. Pursuing the course to comple-
ti on h; not so important as learnln~J what one wants to know. Is it 
wrong to assume that when such a student has learned what he wants to 
know. a;1d discontinues the cvur~e. triat lie is a non-completer c:md 
fa11ure? Such an example unly t:mphasizes once again the observations 
of Knox and Sjogren. 
Tnis investigator nldkes no judgments based upon the experimental 
evidence of this stuey. He only points out to the professionals 1n 
correspondence instruction who may find th1s kind of study useflJl 
(whether 1t be in two, three, or more dinensions), that the experimental 
results have the1 r primary benefit in the subsequent questions that can 
be raised. 
The conclusions and reco11111endations derived from the investigation 
of Statement 4 can be expressed as fo 11 owi : 
DON'T draw conclusions too hastily! 
00 feel free to be led to further inquiry! 
Statistical information and experimental results are ueans for 
making informed decisions; they are not administrative weaponry. The 
most valuable of all arsenals is a body of reliable data. 
STATEMENT S 
The levels (upper or lower division) of the courses 
students take are not related to their motivations 
of either professional 1q:.rovement or continuing 
education. nor to the rates of caq>letion of the 
courses. 
STATEMENT 5 ~ The levels (upper or lower division) of the courses students take are not related to their 
motivations of either professional i.aprovement or continuing education, nor to the rates 
of completion of the courses. (Weighted Mean ~ 2.12) 
Courses 
1969 1970 1971 All Years 
-Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower 
Kates of ~letion Division Division Division Division Division Division Division Di via ion 
One Calendar Year 
Professional Iro.provement 0 0 0 0 2 33 2 33 
Continuing Education 2 8 10 14 2 19 14 41 
One Calendar Year 
and One Extension 
Professional Improvement 0 0 0 0 s 14 s 14 
Continuing Education 4 46 18 42 10 24 32 112 
One Calendar Year 
and Two Extensions 
Prof esslonal Improvement 0 0 0 0 1 19 l 19 
Continuing Education 5 7 5 14 3 10 13 31 
...... 
w 
\0 
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Observat1ons: Because of the lack of data on the motive of 
professional improvement, the three-dimensional ch1-square analysis was 
not possible for 1969 and 1970. The three-d1mens1ona1 stuczy was there-
fore conducted on data for 1971, and for all the years combined. The 
presentation of the data for analysis 1s found on page 139. 
Chi-square Analysis: The data for 1971 and for the total of all 
years in combination (1969, 1970, and 1971) yielded the chi-square 
values given below. For two degrees of freedom, the acceptable value of 
chi-square at the 0.05 level of significance 1s 5.99. 
Chi-square Values -- Statement 5 
Rates of 
Completion 1971 Total 
One Calendar Year 0.00 0.98 
One Calendar Year 
and One Extension 0.40 4.97 
One Calendar Year 
and Two Extensions 1.02 1.16 
Chi-square Values 1.42 7.11 
While the data for 1971 did not yield a ch1-square value that 
would pernrit rejection of the null statement, 1t is most noteworthy 
that the data for the combination of 1969, 1970, and 1971 leads to a 
rejection of the null statement. There is some association among the 
three variables under consideration. 
Conclusions and Recon10endations: The experimental results of this 
investi gat1on demonstrate another useful feature of the three-
dimensional analysis. Each level of the n-dimens1onal face of this 
analysis contributes in an additive manner. to the chi-square value of 
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the total array. Thus, the order of contribdticm in thf s Statement can 
be scan, in decreasing order, as One Year and One Extension, One Year 
and Two Extensions, and Cine Year. The notably large contr1butfon of the 
first of these completion rates to the total chi-square can generate a 
very valid admin1strat1ve consideration: Should the policy of minimum 
allowed tine between data Jf enrollment and date of completion be 
changed? If one understands the limited nature of this 1nvest1gation --
it deals only with two motivational categories -- he must give serious 
consideration to this question. It would appear that for those courses 
that have appeal for enrollment reasons of professional improvement and 
continuing education, the po11cy on time limit should be altered. 
Further investigation should be made into the numbers of persons 
who coq>lete within the given rates of time. Before a decision at the 
level of overall policy 1s made, ft should be carefully detennined 
whether the results of this investigation are due principally to the 
selection of the two motivational categories. 
Oonehower9 studied s1m11ar hypotheses in her two-dimensional chi-
square analysis. In two of her statements she examined the assoicat1on 
of reason for enrollment with completion rate and length of time to 
complete.lo In both instances there was association. The null 
90onehower, Ibid., pp. 45-41, 71, 75. 
10completion rate was considered as either completion or non-
cof11)1et1on. Length of time to complete was computed as the number of 
days taken to complete a course, cof11)uted from the day the first lesson 
is submitted. 
hypothesis had to be rejected at the 0.01 level, as well at the 0.05 
level of significance. This study wou1d, then. support her ex-
perimental results. 
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But perhaps the most interesting experimenta 1 result of the 
1nvest1gation of this Statement 1s found in the comparison of tiie 
significance of these results for all years combined, with the results 
of the investigation of Statement 1 for all years combined. It 1s 
recormiended that in-depth inquiry into this discrepancy be made in 
future investigations. That there is no recognizable association be-
tween coq:>letion and non-completion, upper and lower division courses. 
and the enrollment nnt1vat1ons is indeed interesting, when it is also 
acceptable that there is some association between completion rates 
throughout these same course levels, and the motives of professional 
improvement and continuing education. 
Perhaps the results of this analysis. more than any other, 
demonstrate the utility of the three-dimensional chi-square technique in 
detenn1n1ng the descriptions and explorations that can be made in the 
area of correspondence instruction. 
CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter F1ve, Examination of Tested Hypothese:s. contains the 
conclusions and reconnendatfons re1 ated to the investigation of each of 
the Statements in this study. This chapter presents conclusions 
applicable to the institution whose data has served as the source of 
these 1nvest1gat1ons -- The Correspondence Study Division. Loyola 
University of Chicago. 
This study has been descriptive and exploratory throughout the 
investigations related to each statement. Statistically analyzed state-
ments have provided infon:iat1on ti1at can serve a~ a basis for further 
questions and investigations, for informed decision-making that is the 
responsibility of those charged with the academic performance of the 
Division. 
Those variables that have served as the data for this investigation 
have been evaluated by professionals in correspondence instruction as 
the important ones at the current time. Describing and exploring the 
relationships or associations among these variables has been effected by 
the use of three-dimensional statements evaluated for their importance by 
professionals in correspondence instruction in the United States. and by 
the application of three-dimensional chi-square analysis. The variables 
that have served as data in these statements are: 
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Student Motivation 
Course Completion and Non-completion 
Course Leve 1 s 
Student Status 
Student Age Ranges 
Specific Courses (Statements 3A, 3B) 
Course Grades 
Teachers 
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Each statement in this investigation has been examined in the 
order of its importance according to the evaluation given it by the 
professionals in correspondence instruction. Thus, the order of 
investigation of the statements, as well as the 1nvest1gator•s construc-
tion and presentation of them to professionals for evaluation, has been 
guided by a neutrality that is prerequisite to unbiased exploration. 
The investigator has tried to be guided in his reconnendations and 
conclusions by this same neutrality toward the available evidence. It is 
interesting to view this neutral attitude as analogous to the contin-
gency table upon which ch1-square analysis itself is based: 
c 
.... 
!>,. 
cu 
:5 
s.. 
::s 
...... 
Why? 
Why 
Not? 
Outcone of 
Null Hypothesis 
Exoectcd Unexf)!!cted 
The descrtpttvu nature of th1s 1nvestigatiuc 's found in ~le 
presentation of the statistical ana1ysh of the statements that 11.Jve 
been investigated. A sur..-nary of the data for all the statements of 
Chupter Five is given on tJage 145. 
Chi-square Values of the Tested Statemeats 
STATEMENT Experimental Chi-square Chi-square Bull Hypothesis 
Dimeuions !2_69 !.fil 1971 All Years 10.os, df_~,.>--- A.c:~pt~ ~J~ted 
l 
(2x2x4) 1.89 5.08 2.45 4.3S 7.81 (df•l) x 
2 
(2x2x3) 
-- --
1.33 1.99 5.99 (df•2) x 
(3x9) 86.64 26.30 (df•l6) x 
3A 
(2x2x2} 0 .. 43 0.14 0.27 0.48 3.84 (4f•l) x 
lB 
(2.xh2) 0.96 0.80 0.61 o.so 3.84 (df•l) x 
4A 
c2ai) 28.75 3.~4 (df•l) x 
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(2x2) 1.25 3.84 (df•l) x 
4C 
(ht) 100.69 S.99 (df•2) x 
5 
(2x2xl) 
---- -
1.42 7.ll S.99 (df•2) x 
.... 
• VI 
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The exploratory nature of thfa investigation, en the other hand. 
is appropriately sunvnar1zed in the above contingency table's presenta-
tion cf the unbiased attitude toward research. Thus, regardless of the 
outcome of the given invest1gat1on (and irrespective of the investiga-
tor's predicted results or hoped-for outcomes). the result can be placed 
in any of four categories that w111 generate further quest1ons that can 
be pursued in future research. The model g~ven above 1s intended to be 
a presentation of this investigator's attitude toward the statements 
that have been studied. 
Recomnmdations and conclusions 1n this chapter w111 be divided 
into those based upon observations of the presentations of data that 
have served as the basis of chi-square analysis. and those based upon the 
exper1~ntal chi·square analysis 1tself. 
DATA: The presentation of the basic datal indicates that the 
following observations are appropriate. The data themselves, even 
before chi-square analysis~ assist greatly in realizing the goal of the 
North Central Assoc1at1on•s Col'llTlission on Institutions of Higher Educa-
tion -- a goal this 1nvestigator has subscribed to: "There will be a re-
order1ng of pr1or1t1es and s1gn1f1cant changes 1n the kinds of data to 
') 
be emphasized.".. As Childs (1962) has remarked. too: •we need research 
lchapter Five, pages 117, 122, 126, 132,. 135 and 139. 
2chapter One, page 1 ~ footnote 3. 
~ 4 7 
to help us ~mprove our procedures. 0 J The fol lowing recomnendat1ons and 
con cl us 1 ons are therefore appropr1 ate: 
1. There should be more course construction to correspond to 
1nternal enrollment motivations of professional improvement, culture~ 
and continuing education. 
2. Similar consideration should be g1ven to courses that w111 
serve as graduate prerequis 1 te, and as meeting degree requ1 remen t at 
Loyola University. That there are courses already available for these 
reasons is somewhat evident. Courses that meet degree requirement 1n 
other institutions very likely could meet the same requirements at 
Loyola University as well. Thus, this recomnendat1on carries with it 
the question already posed in Chapter Five, regarding the academic 
support given to this Division from other academic administrators, 
department heads and faculty. 
3. Course development should be considered for appeal to enrollees 
in other age ranges than the categories, 20-24, 25-29, and 30-34. The 
01vis1on should not neglect these persons, but it should also try to 
appeal to persons over 35 particularly. Development of continuing educa-
tion outside the convent1onai classroom situation 1s encouraged nere. 
4. Studies of those departments that contribute to the course 
offerings of the Correspondence Study 01vis1on should be made: What 
enrollment motivations (internal and external) generally attract enroll-
ments to these departments? What additional courses could be developed 
3chapter One, page 3, footnote 6. 
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fo accordance with the first and second reconmendat1 ons above? 
5. Where 1t is appropriate to do so, individual teacher effec··· 
tiveness within this method of instruction should be studied. The 
necessary experimental controls and the appropriate use of the experi-
mental results 1s presumed. 
6. The Correspondence Study Division should seriously consider 
more 1n-depth and broader study of its policy on the time limit allowed 
for completion of a course. This investigator regards this as perhaps 
one of the most s1gn1f1cant findings of this study. Results of the chi-
square analysis of Statement 5 do confirm what 1s observable 1n the 
data itself. Statement 5 1s a limited 1nvest1gat1on defined by the 
study of only two enro11rrent mot1vat1ons. Exploration of this same 
question with other enrollment motivations 1s essential before any final 
decision is made to accept or alter present policy. 
Ch1-SguarJtAna1ys1~: Recomnendations and conclusions that are 
based upon toe statistical findings of this study are as follows: 
1. The re1at1onsh1p of course completions to enrollment mot1va-
t1ons and course levels requires further 1nvest1gat1on. More research 
w111 assist 1n answering why this study found those results reported in 
Statements 1 and 5. Such research 1s even more required because of the 
research results reported by Donehower. for example. 
2. Course completion and non-completion should be studied in more 
depth, as it is related to enrollment mot1vat1on and motivation to 
pursue work to completion. Such research will contr1bute not only to 
the effectiveness of the Correspondence Study D1v1s1on of Loyola 
Un1vers1ty of Chicago. It will be a contr1but1on to a perennial problem 
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of professionals 1n correspondence instruction. Who stays, and why) 1s 
an important part of the vitality of correspondence instruction. 
3. Enrollment mot1 vation, and motivation to continue a course to 
completion should be thoroughly studied in relation to the trad1tiona1 
categor1es of the co~leter and the non-completer. Non-completion of a 
cour"Se is not to be equated with academic failure, without solid 
evidence for the equation. Discovery of the pos1t1ve motivations of 
non-complet.ers w1 l1 contribute valuable information to the construction 
of courses, course descriptions 1n off1c1a1 bulletins. and the pre-
enrollment guidance that can be incorporated 1n such bu11et1ns. 
4. It is again emphasized in this category of reconmendations and 
conclusions, that item 6 in the previous sect1on of this chapter be 
considered. Change in policy (should the evidence so warrant this) 
could lead to shifts 1n enrollment and completion patterns. for example. 
Isn't it possible that there are persons who would enroll for courses 1f 
they could know more time were allowed for them? More t1me9 allowed by 
policy, does not place a student in the position of feeling 1t necessary 
to give reasons why he needs more time to complete a course. 
In Chapter One th1s investigator made another cla1m for the 
descriptive and exploratory study, and for the hypotheses underlying such 
investigation. He stated there that the hypothesis should be as 
heuristic as the conceptual model. Hypotheses should try to lead to 
better insights into problemse They generate further research so that 
the collation of specific research findings assists in the fonnulation 
of general theory. 
This descr1pt1ve and exploratory study of the Correspondence Study 
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Oiv1sfon ,:;f Loyo1a University of Chicago has attempted to achieve that 
purpose. The data u5ed have been taken 1n their entirety from three 
separate years of adjusted student enrollments. The statements tested 
have broader scope than the confines of the given 1nst1tut1on. The 
conclusions based upon observation of the data and chi-square analysis 
are certa1n1y limited to the institution under cons1derat1on. But the 
nature of the hypotheses. their evaluation by professionals 1n correspon-
dence instruction, and their applicability to larger populations by the 
use of other techniques, demonstrate that this kind of 1nvest1gat1on has 
heuristic characteristics. 
These recomnendations and conclusions have shown that this study 
can generate further research that 1s useful to particular 1nst1tut1ons, 
and that 1s even more useful to correspondence instruction itself. 
This is tantamount to the neutral. though 1nqu1r1ng att1tude that 
1s required ff one takes Childs• comnent seriously. IF the brain 
doesn't give a da1111 --
WHY? 
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